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CURRICULUM STATEMENT OF INTENT FOR 20-21

THE SCHOOL VISION
We develop confident, resilient young people with high
expectations and a love of learning; enabling them to become
global citizens and leaders of tomorrow.

THE SCHOOL CONTEXT
•

Our curriculum underpins this, in order to support Governors’
aims for the school and reach our “end point” aspirations:
1. To develop every students’ potential to the full, morally,
intellectually, spiritually, culturally and socially.
2. To foster a belief in achievable high expectations within a
culture of educational excellence.

•

3. To develop self-discipline and respect for the needs of others.
4. To provide a safe, caring, co-operative and stimulating
learning environment.
5. To prepare every student for adult life and to become
contributing and self-reliant member of society.
· Our school culture is predicated upon adherence to our four
core values of:

•

Our curriculum is designed in order to reflect and
enhance our unique geographical and social,
environment. On the borders of 4 London boroughs and
north west Kent, our students attend from a wide
variety of feeder primaries: approximately 90. The use
of selective tests is prevalent, in Year 6, for entry to
grammar schools. Students therefore join us in Year 7
with very mixed primary experience, but predominantly,
from a Year 6 curriculum which currently concentrates
almost exclusively upon the 11+ and SATs. Year 7 is
therefore designed to address these issues by varied
and broad measures
Our demographic changes constantly, therefore we
need to be able to respond quickly to “cohort specific”
curriculum needs. For example we have increased our
multi-cultural intake in recent years, although White
British remains the predominant group, overall. Our
International School Status supports this change, in
providing activities related to global citizenship,
including worldwide exchanges.
Overall, our curriculum is ambitious for all students
within our inclusive and multi-cultural setting. We
ensure that it is broad, balanced, rich and deep.

· Respect
· Restoration
· Responsibility
· Resilience
Where “Reflection”, is the golden thread, in order to develop
mature, self-regulation.

TRANSITIONS
•

•
•

•
•

Transitions for each KS (2-3-4-5) are central to the curriculum design, whereby we intend to build upon what is known from,
the previous key stage. KS2-3 is especially challenging due to the high number, variety and changes of feeder primary, every
year. Our teachers use baseline testing when the students join us, in order to ascertain where the “gaps” may be. Very little
outside English and Maths, is the common experience, to date.
Year 9 is the transition year between KS3 & KS4, where students make their GCSE option choices in Year 9. The KS3 National
Curriculum is covered in full in Years 7-9.
Our end points are, of course the culmination of the GCSE and A Level PoS, where the depth of knowledge, is assessed
through the current GCSE and A Level exams. We are mindful to ensure that all Year 11 students can access the optimum P8
score, whilst this is still the nationally expected performance measure for schools.
We have a transition programme for KS4-5 students, in order to ensure that they are able to bridge the gap between GCSE
and A Level/Level 3 courses.
Our Sixth Form students are prepared for life beyond school during our enriching PSHE and careers programmes, which
include: Visiting speakers, the careers fairs and work experience
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ACADEMIC intent
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

The National Curriculum Programmes of Study are followed,

for all subjects, including the locally agreed syllabus for R
E (SACRE). English and Maths have adopted the widely
respected AQA and Pearsons, 7-11 frameworks.
R S is studied discreetly by all students, up to Year 11,
resulting in a GCSE outcome.
The knowledge and content to be gained are contained
within the individual subjects’ curriculum design, detailing
their Intent, Implementation and Impact expectations.
These have formed the basis of this whole school
Statement of Intent.
Every subject intends to develop deep knowledge,
understanding and appreciation, of the core appropriate
body of experience in a logical, progressive and interleaved way.
We intend to ensure that literacy and numeracy feature
across the whole curriculum, with a particular focus upon
reading fiction, for enjoyment as part of every lesson.
We do not allow social disadvantage to be a barrier to
accessing any aspects of the curriculum.
Limited variation in the core offer, occurs where, students
with high need SEND and or very low PA, experience our
Literacy Enhancement Programme, including access to
MFL
The EBacc is the heart of our curriculum and is offered to
the majority of students in Years 7-11, with, currently
50% studying MFL and Humanities, to GCSE.
KS4 is further enriched, by the offer of a range of
additional stimulating and engaging subjects, which are
enjoyed by students such as Sociology; Photography and
Graphics. Year 10 students also undertake work
experience.
Our end points are, the culmination of the GCSE and A
Level PoS, where the depth of knowledge, is assessed
through the current GCSE and A Level exams. We are
mindful to ensure that all Year 11 students can access the
optimum P8 score, whilst this is still the nationally
expected performance measure for schools.
Holistically, we expect all students to achieve the best of
which they are capable, whilst staying safe having
developed wider cultural and social qualities and skills
aligned with our 4 core values, by the age of 16.
End points for each year group are detailed within
individual subjects and guidance curriculum plans.

SMSC, CULTURAL CAPITAL AND EXTENDED
OPPORTUNITIES
•

•

Core British values and a sharp focus upon
SMSC; support for the disadvantaged, SEND
and PSHE, are strengths of our cultural and
flexible curriculum. These are supported by a
rich and varied “extra” and “extended”
curriculum, through opportunities such as
Enhancement Days; Black History month;
Focus weeks: visits and journeys and
International School Status.
As an outstanding International School, our
Unique Selling Point is the intent to offer every
student the opportunity to deepen their
knowledge and experience, in order to become
global citizens and world leaders of the future.
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English:

English faculty Statement of Intent 2020
INTENT, RATIONALE AND AIMS
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Our framework for the English curriculum is the five year AQA English Language and
Literature syllabus designed for KS3-4 students, extending to A Level for those who choose
to take the faculty’s subjects in KS5
Our intent is that all students at all key stages make above expected rates of progress in
English and in Drama.
End of KS4 and end of KS5 success will be assessed by their attainment and progress in
the GCSE and A Level examinations
We will continue to carefully consider the transition between key stages, beginning with the
project given to KS2 Year Six students in the summer term, followed by the Transition Unit
at the beginning of Year 7, which builds on students’ existing key ‘SPaG’ skills
In KS3 English, students will continue to study a range of literature from time periods to
develop reading skills and to encourage ‘reading for enjoyment’, as well as to enhancing
their writing skills. We will introduce our Year 7 students to GCSE skills which are then
developed in greater depth in Year 9 to prepare the students for the transition to KS4
The KS3 Schemes of Work have been redesigned in line with the format of the ‘new’
GCSE English Language and English Literature units of work, to prepare students to meet
the exam requirements at the end of KS4
The assessment of the Year 7 Schemes of Work will be brought in line with KS2
terminology to assist transition from primary school
The KS4 Schemes of Work contain activities linked to the requirements of the GCSE
English Language and Literature examinations
Year 9 will continue to act as a transition from KS3 to the demands of GCSE, with students
being given the opportunity to explore GCSE texts for the first time, using a ‘light touch’
approach, designed to familiarise students with challenging material in an accessible format
We will continue to have regular spelling tests, (integrated into the Schemes of Work) at
KS3, together with topic specific spelling tests of keywords in KS4, to contribute to
vocabulary growth and to promote literacy
We will continue to promote the use of Accelerated Reader in KS3 to improve reading
ages and literacy and to foster a life-long love of reading
We will continue to give students the opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge, skills and
understanding, through classwork, regular homework and by formal assessment each half
term
Attainment and progress will be tracked and analysed, leading to intervention and action
planning where required
Students will be encouraged to work independently through research tasks and
assignments. ‘Book Projects’ will be undertaken to encourage reading for enjoyment
Independence of thought and confidence will continue to be built up through participation in
such activities as the ‘Balloon Debate’ and the ‘Jack Petchey Speak Out’ competition

The KS3, KS4 and KS5 English Coordinators will continue to work closely with the Literacy
Coordinator, the Librarian and the EAL Coordinator to improve literacy, especially amongst
PP and EAL students. For example, lunch clubs, breakfast clubs and after-school revision
and homework sessions will be provided – these will be open to all, but specifically aimed at
PP students and other vulnerable groups
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

TLR holders are experienced and knowledgeable and will continue to lead the faculty
through the provision of resources and guidance to staff
The English HLTA will continue to provide support to vulnerable students and we will
continue to work closely with the SEND team and the Literacy and EAL Coordinators and
the Librarian to raise achievement, as well as to encourage reading and enjoyment of texts
We will continue to use the opportunities provided by the ‘Extended Curriculum’ to offer a
range of after-school activities to support students’ learning, such as: after-school revision
sessions, exam practice and one-to one support where necessary
We will continue to offer ‘Breakfast Clubs’ and holiday sessions throughout the school
year to enrich and support students’ recall of key syllabus content
In Drama, KS3 students will be encouraged to develop their interest through participation in
Drama Club and in the whole school production. Students in all key stages will be
encouraged to improve their practical skills through participation in competitions such as the
‘Shakespeare for Schools’ festival and by taking the LAMDA qualification where
applicable
The Shakespeare units in Years 7 and 8 will include more practical opportunities for Drama
activities
One English lesson per fortnight, per half year, in Year 9 will be drama focused, (with Year
9 having a ‘Library’ lesson for the rest of the year), to improve students’ understanding of
drama texts in preparation for GCSE and A Level. This will also boost recruitment to GCSE
and A Level Drama
Drama students will continue to visit the theatre regularly and to create their own
productions, via events such as the ‘Five Minute Play’ competition
We will continue to use ‘Enhancement Days’ in both English and Drama to deepen
students’ understanding of the exam requirements at both KS4 and KS5 and to assist
students with remembering and recalling key information
We will continue to offer ‘masterclasses’ to students, throughout the year, to deepen
students’ understanding and recall of key topics and information
We will deliver extra sessions which will focus on increasing more able students’ ability to
achieve grades 8 and 9, (as part of the school’s provision for the most able students)
To promote the faculty’s subjects at Sixth Form, we will encourage KS4 students to attend
Year 12 lessons in P6 and will deliver ‘taster’ lessons at key points in the year
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ENGLISH FACULTY CURRICULUM IMPLEMENTATION 2020
English:
Year 7, 8 and 9 Implementation: The KS3 Schemes of Work have been redesigned in line with
the format of the ‘new’ GCSE to prepare students to meet the exam requirements at the end of
KS4. Year 7 SoW have been redrafted regarding the use of KS2 terminology to assist students’
transition from primary school. There will be regular spelling tests and Accelerated Reader will be
used in Library lessons.
We will revise the following skills as part of the Transition SoW, to build on students’
existing knowledge and ‘bridge the gap’ between KS2 and KS3:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Synonyms and homophones
Using punctuation for effect
Developing use of sentence structure fo effect
Revising key literary terms/language devices
Paragraphs and organisation
PEAL paragraphs (point, evidence, analysis, link)

Subsequent units will include the following topics:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Introduction to Explorations in Creative Reading and Writing
English Literature - Poetry and 19th Century Literature
English Language - Introduction to Writers’ Viewpoints and Perspectives
English Literature - Introduction to Shakespeare
Unit: English Literature: Novel

Drama:
•

In 2020/21, Year 9 students will have a designated Drama lesson as part of
the English syllabus, to be delivered by the Drama teacher, on a fortnightly
basis for half the year, (the other half to be a ‘Library’ lesson)

Students will revise by building on their existing knowledge to ‘bridge the gap’ between
KS2 and KS3 so that they will be able to:
•
•
•
•

Work imaginatively, confidently, and constructively, both independently and as
part of a group.
Recognise the importance of voice for successful communication
Be able to recognise the importance of gesture, movement, and expression
to communicate meaning to an audience
Develop vocal control by understanding pitch, pace, volume, tone and
emphasis
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•

Develop physical skills to enable abstract and realistic expression

•
•

Begin to explore ideas and feelings sensitively
Recognise the need to understand and develop context. to portray
believable characters
Improvise spontaneously from a given stimulus
Begin to understand and work with scripts
Understand the importance and use of stillness, silence, and pause
Be able to respond to the work of others constructively and supportively
Begin to formulate methods of self-evaluation

•
•
•
•
•

English and Drama: Assessment and Progress:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assessment is carried out using end of topic tasks for each unit
Progress is assessed using the tracking sheets and AP data
Attainment and progress are tracked and analysed, leading to intervention, such as
meetings with parents, involvement of HoY and action planning
The KS3 Coordinator works closely with the Literacy Coordinator, the Librarian and the EAL
Coordinator to improve literacy, especially amongst PP and EAL students, by promoting
lunch clubs such as ‘Creative Writing Club’ and ‘Debate Club’
The English HLTA provides support to vulnerable students
In Drama, KS3 students are encouraged to develop their interest in performance through
participation in Drama Club and in the whole school production, as well as taking part in the
‘Schools Shakespeare Festival’, Drama Club, and the ‘Five Minute Play Competition’

English and Drama: Enrichment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PP students are invited to take part in Bromley Schools Library Quiz to encourage
enjoyment of reading and to build self-esteem
KS3 students have the opportunity to participate in activities such as ‘KS3 Homework
Club’, ‘Film Club’, Creative Writing Club’ and ‘Debate Club’. To encourage PP students
to attend, letters are sent home to key students
All students are encouraged to take part in ‘World Book Day’ in March
‘Reading for enjoyment’ is encouraged in every lesson by having specified ‘reading time’
at the start of every lesson. Reading books are provided for students who may not have
their own book
Students in years 7-8 have a designated ‘Library’ lesson once a fortnight to encourage
reading and to allow Year 7 and 8 students to use Accelerated Reader
Students in Year 9 will have a designated ‘Library’ lesson once a fortnight for half the year,
with the other half of the year being used for a Drama lesson, (see earlier)
Book boxes are lent to Year 7 and 8 form groups to encourage a love of reading
KS3 students are encouraged to improve their practical skills through participation in the
‘Five Minute Play’ competition

English: Years 10-11 Implementation:
•
•

The KS4 GCSE Schemes of Work contain activities and topics linked to the requirements
of the GCSE English Language and Literature examinations, following on from the topics
covered at KS3
The units follow on from
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•

Year 9 acts as a transition year between KS3 and the demands of GCSE, with students
being given the opportunity to explore GCSE texts, to familiarise students with challenging
material in an accessible format

English Language and Literature GCSE Units address the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explorations in Creative Reading and Writing
Writers’ Viewpoints and Perspectives
Shakespeare
The Nineteenth Century Novel
Modern Drama
Poetry, including ‘unseen’ poetry
Speaking and Listening

Please note:
•
•
•
•
•

The order of study of the above topics can be found on the attached Curriculum Maps,
(which are also on the English Faculty section of the CHSFG website)
Opportunities for revision and recall of previous topics are ‘embedded’ into lessons at
regular intervals and in after-school revision sessions which are offered throughout the year
for Year 11
A ‘Breakfast Club’ is run for Year 11 throughout the year, open to all students, but
focusing on raising the achievement of PP students, (who are invited to attend by letter)
In the spring term of Year 11, students are given detailed revision plans focusing on all the
topics studied, to support their exam preparation
At the end of each unit, students should have a secure grasp of content and have the skills
to answer exam-style revision questions related to the final GCSE examinations

Drama GCSE Units address the following topics:
•
•
•

Component 1: Devising
Component 2: Performing from a Text
Component 3: Interpreting Theatre

English and Drama: Assessment and Progress:
•
•
•
•
•

There are regular spelling and vocabulary tests with topic specific words, to contribute to
vocabulary growth and to promote literacy
Regular tests are given at the beginning, middle and end of units to promote recall of key
information regarding, for example, key quotations for the Literature texts, key vocabulary,
etc.
Assessment is carried out using mid/end of topic tasks for each unit and PPE
Progress is assessed using the tracking sheets and AP data
Attainment and progress are tracked and analysed, leading to intervention, such as
meetings with parents, involvement of Hoyt and action planning where required
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The KS4 Coordinator works closely with the Literacy Coordinator, the Librarian and the EAL
Coordinator to improve literacy, especially amongst PP and EAL students
The KS4 English Coordinator works closely with the Literacy Coordinator, the Librarian and
the EAL Coordinator to improve literacy, focusing on PP and EAL students, by promoting
lunchtime ‘booster’ clubs, and revision sessions
The English HLTA continues to provide support to vulnerable students
We use the opportunities provided by the ‘Extended Curriculum’ to offer a range of afterschool activities to support students’ learning, such as: after-school revision sessions, exam
practice and one-to one support
We offer ‘Breakfast Clubs’ and holiday revision sessions throughout the school year,
targeting students who have been identified as at risk of falling behind, such as PP, EAL
and AEN students
Opportunities for revision to ‘embed’ understanding and recall of previous topics are
included in lessons at regular intervals and in after-school revision sessions which are
offered throughout the year
At the end of each unit, students’ grasp of content and understanding of the skills needed to
answer exam-style revision questions related to the final GCSE examinations is tested
through assessments, short tests, and quizzes

English: Enrichment:
•

We participate in enrichment activities such as the ‘Jack Petchey Speak Out Challenge’
competition and the ‘Balloon Debate’ to improve students’ public speaking skills and
confidence and to prepare them for the ‘Speaking and Listening’ element of the English
Language GCSE examination. When selecting students for the ‘Speak Out’ training, PP students
are actively supported and prioritised to improve self-confidence and to raise attainment

•
•
•
•

Reading for enjoyment is promoted by such activities as the ‘Readathon’, the Bromley
Library Quiz, ‘World Book Day’ and the Year 7-9 ‘Wider reading’ book projects
Poetry and writing competitions are promoted throughout the year so that students have the
chance to develop their creative ability
A Book Quiz is held at the end of the year, involving students from Years 7-12, which fosters a love
of reading. PP students are prioritised during the selection process to encourage participation and
to build confidence, whilst raising attainment

Theatre trips and student conferences are arranged to enhance students’ understanding of
topics and texts being studied

Drama:
•
•

KS4 students are encouraged to improve their practical skills by participating in
competitions such as the ‘Shakespeare for Schools’ festival and the whole school
production
Drama students visit the theatre regularly and to create their own productions, via events
such as the ‘Five Minute Play’ competition

KS4 and KS5: English and Drama
•
•
•

We use ‘Enhancement Days’ in both English and Drama to deepen students’
understanding of the exam requirements at KS4 and KS5
We offer ‘masterclasses’ to students, not only during the ‘exam season’, but also to
deepen students’ understanding of key topics as required
To promote the faculty’s subjects at Sixth Form, we will encourage KS4 students to attend
Year 12 lessons in P6 towards the end of the summer term
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•

In Drama: Students attend after-school and holiday rehearsal sessions in the run up to
performances and practical exams

KS5 Implementation:
The Year 11 ‘taster’ lessons and induction sessions for students moving from Year 11 into Year
12 help students to transition from KS4 to KS5.
English Literature:
Units include the following topics:
•
•
•

Love through the Ages
Texts in Shared Contexts
Independent Critical Study, (coursework): Texts Across Time

English Language: Units include the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•

Textual Variations and Representations
Children’s Language Development
Language Diversity and Change
Language Discourses
Writing Skills

•
•

Language Investigation
Original Writing

Theatre Studies: Units include the following topics:
•
•
•

Devising
Text in performance
Theatre makers - Practice

English and Drama: Assessment and Progress:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assessment in English and Theatre Studies is carried out using both mid and end of topic
tasks for each unit and PPE
Progress is assessed using the tracking sheets and AP data
Attainment and progress are tracked and analysed, leading to intervention, such as
meetings with parents, involvement of HoY and action planning
The KS5 Coordinators work closely with the Sixth Form team regarding progress,
attendance, etc.
We offer holiday revision sessions, targeting students who have been identified as at risk of
falling behind
In Theatre Studies: Drama students are encouraged to rehearse after school and in
holiday sessions to boost performance
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ENGLISH FACULTY CURRICULUM IMPACT 2020
IMPACT:
KS3: English and Drama:
•
•
•
•

Learning and progress will be monitored through lesson observations, book looks and drop
ins
Students will have made expected progress at the end of KS3, including PP, EAL and AEN
students
Reading progress will be monitored through the Star Reading tests as part of Accelerated
Reader
In Drama, students will have improved in confidence through the opportunity to practise and
improve their practical performance skills. There will be increased take up Drama at GCSE
following its introduction to the curriculum in Year 9

KS4: English and Drama:
•
•
•
•
•

Learning and progress will be monitored through lesson observations, book looks and drop
ins
Students will have made above expected progress at the end of KS4, including PP, EAL
and AEN students
Attainment and progress at GCSE will be above the national average, (A8 and P8)
More students will have attained the higher grades at GCSE, (grades 8 and 9)
Students will progress to Sixth Form and increasing numbers will take the faculty’s subjects
at A Level

KS5: English and Theatre Studies:
•

Learning and progress will be monitored through lesson observations, book looks and drop
ins
• Students will have made expected progress at the end of KS5, including PP, EAL and AEN
students
• Attainment and progress at A Level will be above the national average
• Students will progress to university and increasing numbers will take the faculty’s subjects
at degree level
• Theatre Studies: Students will be encouraged take the LAMDA examination
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Addendum: Curriculum Plans
English
Year 7 English at Chislehurst School for Girls
Units of Work

Foci:

Transition Skills

•

Synonyms

•

Homophones

•

Using punctuation for effect

•

Developing use of sentence structure

•

Key literary terms/language devices

•

Paragraphs and organisation

•

PEAL (point, evidence, analysis, link) paragraphs.
Foci:

English Language:
Introduction to
Explorations in Creative
Reading and Writing

•

Reading extracts from novels and short stories

•

Analysing language and structure

•

Evaluating texts critically

•

Extended writing.

Foci:

English Literature: Poetry
and 19th Century Literature

•

Reading, understanding, and responding to poems

•

Analysing the language, form, and structure

•

Understanding the context of poems

•

Develop personal responses to texts

•

Producing clear and coherent writing

•

Exploring aspects of plot, characterisation, events, and settings.
Foci:

English Language:
Introduction to Writers’

•

Reading and understanding non-fiction texts

Viewpoints and

•

Explicit and implicit ideas

Perspectives

•

Writing summaries

•

Comparing writers’ ideas and perspectives

•

Extended writing.

English Literature:

Foci:

Introduction to
Shakespeare

•

Demonstrate clear understanding of what they have read (comprehension)
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•

Analyse characters and themes from Shakespeare’s plays

•

Identify and analyse techniques used by Shakespeare to create specific effects

•

Understand the historical and social context.
Foci:

English Literature: Novel

•

Analysis of language

•

Links to the novel as a whole

•

Historical and cultural context

•

Understanding themes, characters and setting.

Year 8 English at Chislehurst School for Girls
Units of Work

Foci:
English Literature: London
Unit - Poetry

•

Reading, understanding, and responding to poems

•

Analysing the language, form, and structure

•

Understanding the context of poems.
Foci:

English Literature: London
Unit - Novel

•

Analysis of language

•

Links to the novel as a whole

•

Historical and cultural context

•

Understanding themes, characters and setting.
Foci:

English Language: Writers’
Viewpoints and
Perspectives

•

Reading and understanding non-fiction texts

•

Explicit and implicit ideas

•

Writing summaries.

•

Comparing writers’ ideas and perspectives.

•

Extended writing.

English Language:
Foci:

Explorations in Creative
Reading and Writing

•

Reading extracts from novels and short stories.

•

Analysing language and structure.

•

Evaluating texts critically.
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•

Extended writing.
Foci:

English Literature:
Shakespeare - Much Ado

•

Demonstrate clear understanding of what they have read (comprehension).

About Nothing

•

Analyse characters and themes from Shakespeare’s plays.

•

Identify and analyse techniques used by Shakespeare to create specific effects.

•

Understand the historical and social context of the play.
Foci:

World Literature

•

Analysis of language

•

Links to the novel as a whole

•

Historical and cultural context.

•

Understanding themes, characters and setting.

Year 9
Units of work for Year 9

Units of work

Poetry

Sub Headings

·

Reading, understanding, and responding to poems.

·

Analysing the language, form, and structure.

·

Understanding the context of poems.

·

Close reading of 19th and 20th century short stories

Literary

Focus on structure, language, characterisation, and themes

Shorts

Exploring connections between stories

·

Non-fiction texts.

·

Writing summaries.

·

Comparing writers’ ideas and perspectives.

·

Extended writing.

·

Analyse characters and themes from Shakespeare’s plays.

·

Identify and analyse techniques used by Shakespeare to create specific

Writers’ Viewpoints and Perspectives

Shakespeare

effects.
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·

Reading extracts from novels and short stories.

·

Analysing language and structure.

·

Evaluating texts critically.

·

Extended writing

·

Use inventive structural features.

·

Craft linguistic devices for effect.

·

Engaging ideas.

·

Narrative

·

Descriptive writing.

·

Develop speaking and Listening and presentation skills

Explorations in Creative Reading

Explorations in Creative Writing

Balloon Debate
Skills developed in English in Year 9

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

·

Understanding social, historical, and cultural contexts.

·

Summarising ideas and information

·

Extracting explicit Ideas and understanding implicit ideas

·

Analysing Language

·

Synthesising ideas from two texts

·

Understanding themes, characters and setting

·

Using inventive structural features.

·

Crafting linguistic devices for effect.

·

developing engaging ideas.

·

Writing for a range of purposes and audiences
Narrative and descriptive writing

Units of work for Year 10

Units of work

Explorations in Creative Reading
and Writing

Sub Headings

·

Reading extracts from novels and short stories

·

Analysing language and structure

·

Evaluating texts critically

·

Extended writing

·

Use inventive structural features

·

Craft linguistic devices for effect
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An Inspector Calls

·

Engaging ideas

·

Narrative and descriptive writing

·

Close reading

·

Analysis of language and structure

·

Historical and cultural context

·

Understanding themes, characters and setting

· Close reading
Analysing the connections between extracts and the whole text
Romeo and Juliet/Macbeth

Analysing language and structure
Analysing characters and themes
· Historical and social context

Writers’ Viewpoints and
Perspectives
19th and 20th century non fiction

·

Non-fiction texts

·

Writing summaries

·

Comparing writers’ ideas and perspectives

·

Extended writing

Skills developed in English in Year 10

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

·

Analysing language and structure

·

Summarising

·

Extracting explicit ideas and understanding implicit ideas

·

Synthesising ideas from two texts

·

Understanding themes, characters and setting

·

Using inventive structural features

·
Crafting linguistic devices for effect in narrative and descriptive writing
Units of work for Year 11

Units of work

Sub Headings

19th century fiction

·

Close reading

A Christmas Carol

·

Analysing language and structure
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Explorations in Creative Writing:
Revision

Poetry

Romeo and Juliet/Macbeth:
Revision

·

Exploring links between extracts and the novel as a whole

·

Historical and cultural context

·

Understanding themes, characters and setting

·

Reading extracts from novels and short stories

·

Analysing language and structure

·

Evaluating texts critically

·

Extended writing

·

Use inventive structural features

·

Craft linguistic devices for effect

·

Engaging ideas

·

Narrative and descriptive writing

·

Reading, understanding, and responding to poems.

·

Analysing the language, form, and structure.

·

Understanding the context of poems

·

Analysing characters and themes

·

Context

·

Identifying and analysing techniques used by Shakespeare to create specific

effects

Explorations in creative reading
and writing and Writers’
viewpoints and perspectives:
Revision

·

Non-fiction texts

·

Writing summaries

·

Comparing writers’ ideas and perspectives

·

Extended writing

Skills developed in English in Year 11

•
•
•
•

·

Analysing language and structure

·

Summarising

·

Extracting explicit ideas

·

Synthesising ideas from two texts
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•
•
•
•

·

Understanding themes, characters and setting
Analysing poetry, using appropriate terminology

·

Using inventive structural features

·

Crafting linguistic devices for effect in narrative and descriptive writing
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DRAMA
Unit of work for KS3

Unit of work

Introduction to Drama Skills

Sub Headings

·

Character

·

Status

·

Movement

·

Voice

·

Devising

·

Style / genre

Skills developed in Drama in KS3

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

·

Physicalising character

·

Vocal delivery

·

Movement and gesture

·

Relationship with audience

·

Drama terminology

·

Working as an ensemble

·

Choral movement

Units of work for Year 9

Units of work

Creating a Character

Performance from a script

Sub Headings

·

Basic skills – Voice, Movement, Character Development

·

Line learning

·

Solo performance

·

Stanislavski: creating a role through improvisation, given circumstances and

‘magic if’.
·

Interaction with other characters, line learning, set design, assessed

performance
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Physical theatre

·

Movement – naturalistic and abstract expression.

·

Developing creativity and exploring ways to use the Drama medium to convey

mood, emotion, and the physical environment.
·

Choral movement and choral speaking, line learning, editing rehearsing and

performing as an ensemble.

·

Communicating through physicality,

·

Developing awareness and response to audience.

·

Exploring stereotypes

·

Devising through comedy and clowning

Masks and Commedia del Arte

Skills developed in Drama in Year 9.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

·

Physicalising character

·

Vocal delivery

·

Movement and gesture

·

Relationship with audience

·

Drama terminology

·

Working as an ensemble

·

Choral movement

Units of work for Year 10

Units of work

Sub Headings

·

Character study

·

Contextual exploration

·

Character development

·

Analysis and evaluation of process and performance of production

·

Stanislavski, Brecht, Artaud

·

Physical Theatre

·

Responding to stimulus

·

Creating character and story

·

Devising scenes

Script analysis and performance

Practitioners

Devising from a stimulus
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·

Recording analysing and Evaluating process

·

Respond to live performance

·

Analyse and evaluate theatre elements

Live Theatre Analysis

Skills developed in Drama in Year 10

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analysing theatre elements through and in performance
Creating character
Vocal delivery
Applying movement and gesture
Relationship with audience and actors
Drama terminology
Working as an ensemble
Devising / creating theatre
Units of work for Year 11

Units of work

Devising

Sub Headings

·

Responding to stimulus

·

Creating character and story

·

Devising scenes

·

Recording analysing and Evaluating process for exam assessment

Close reading and analysis of staging and performance
Script Study

Historical and cultural context
Understanding themes, characters and setting

Script analysis and performance

·

Character study and character development

·

Contextual exploration

·

Analysis and evaluation of process and performance of production

Skills developed in Drama in Year 11

•
•
•
•
•
•

·

Analysing theatre elements through and in performance

·

Developing written response to live theatre

·

Creating character

·

Vocal delivery

·

Applying movement and gesture

·

Relationship with audience and actors
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•
•
•

·

Drama terminology

·

Working as an ensemble

·

Devising / creating theatre
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Maths:

MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT: INTENT, IMPLEMENTATION, and IMPACT
OVERVIEW

Mathematics ensures that the links between the various components of mathematics, as well as the relationship
between mathematics and other disciplines are made clear. Mathematics is composed of multiple but
interrelated and interdependent concepts and systems that students apply beyond the mathematics classroom.
Mathematics aims to ensure that students:
•
•
•

are confident, creative users and communicators of mathematics, able to investigate, represent and
interpret situations in their personal and work lives and as active citizens
develop an increasingly sophisticated understanding of mathematical concepts and fluency with
processes, and can pose and solve problems and reason in number and algebra, measurement and
geometry, and statistics and probability
Recognise connections between the areas of mathematics and other disciplines and appreciate
mathematics as an accessible and enjoyable discipline to study.

INTENT ACROSS ALL KEYSTAGES
Mathematics can help us better understand and describe the world around us. Recognising the importance of
mathematics in life and in society contributes to living safe, healthy, and fulfilling lives. Understanding there
is a purpose to Maths beyond the classroom is our curriculum intent. The importance of mathematics is evident
in our personal lives when calculating the number of tins of paint needed when decorating, managing expenses
and savings, organising, and planning a journey and estimating a bill when out for a meal. Some career options
require subject-specific knowledge, but a wider variety depend mainly on 'higher-order skills' such as
numeracy, the ability to think logically and quantitatively, to handle data and to analyse and solve problems.
Our curriculum is designed to give a good mathematical education and to help develop these higher-order
skills.
The concepts for Mathematics at Chislehurst School for Girls are:
• Number representations – Proportion and types of number that are fundamental to all aspects of life.
• Geometry and Measure – Combines two complimentary aspects of human reasoning, logic, and
intuition.
• Algebra – Generalises arithmetic and develops analytical thinking.
• Problem solving – Helps us see things that would otherwise be hidden from our awareness.
• Graphs – Develop interpretation of real-life scenarios and make predictions.
• Evaluate – Statistics enable us to reflect and refine.
In general
Our starting point is the Pearson 5-year SOW, to cover KS3/4 and adapted to meet the needs of our students
and to include ambition beyond the National Curriculum and examination board content.
We carefully consider transition between Key Stages.
We have strong links with our feeder primary schools, where we have run an outreach programme for
several years. We also provide support programmes to both Year 5 and Year 6 students separately.
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Our SOW ensures a smooth transition from KS3 to KS4, and the transition from KS4 to KS5 is helped in the
following ways:
•
•

An introduction to ‘A’ level programme for our highest achievers
An Algebra assessment as a pre-requisite to acceptance for ‘A’ level.

Our curriculum is logically organised re. knowledge progression, and sequenced so that there will be
conceptual understanding of the knowledge, skills and understanding required.
The layering and scaffolding of knowledge and concepts enable all students to make appropriate progress,
irrespective of their different starting points. Our aim is to achieve a depth of knowledge, hopefully mastery,
and always with challenge and stretch.
Our curriculum aims to develop effective problem-solving skills, particularly in functional contexts and
questions/tasks without scaffolding.
The use of Enhancement Days will help to support this as a more practical approach.
We have a clear and specific focus to improve subject literacy, to help maximise access to the new
specification GCSE questioning. Allowing students to think through and understand what they are doing so
that they can learn from each another. Also, they can communicate and respect each other’s ideas. Make
connections between mathematics and the world.
Key Skills is fully integrated into the curriculum (Numeracy across the Curriculum), to ensure mathematical
fluency and confidence in numeracy…and to help students to make connections across their learning in
different subjects. Students have opportunities to demonstrate their knowledge, skills and understanding in
classwork, homework, and in two formal assessments per half term. Attainment and progress are
diagnostically tracked and analysed, leading to action planning.
All TLR holders are chosen for their knowledge, expertise and practical skills required to design and
implement our curriculum. They have the right skills and know that we operate high levels of accountability.
We always offer opportunities for, and a high quality of professional development to ensure curriculum
planning, implementation and analysis of impact are of the highest quality.
We take every realistic opportunity to take advantage of the Extended Curriculum…clubs, visits, guidance,
and intervention.

CURRICULUM IMPLEMENTATION ACROSS ALL KEYSTAGES
The Maths Faculty implements this through the delivery of a high-quality curriculum based on a five-year
progression model.
The SOW is developed collaboratively so that all teachers deliver consistently high-quality lessons across the
department. The SoW has a balance of non-negotiables within so that students have a common experience in
Maths and are challenged in line with their starting point. Rich mathematical experiences are used so that
students experience a variety of context. Through mathematics lessons and specifically designed activities,
students are given the opportunity to develop fluency in performing key mathematical skills, so they become
second nature. Students are given opportunity to think logically and flexibly to develop sound mathematical
arguments.
Students’ ability to solve problems is nurtured during lessons through exposure to a variety of strategies and
modelling of good practice.
Assessment is used as a measure for students to reflect on their progress and identify areas that require further
development.
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In general:
The programme of Study is provided by Edexcel which is led by Pearson’s. A Pearson’s 5-year SOW is used
across KS3 and 4.
With the same provider for KS5. The Post-16, SOW to be divided into Pure, Statistics and Mechanics, each
delivered by a subject specialist from Year 12 onwards allowing for continuity in Year 13.
We will continue to set an Algebra assessment as a pre-requisite for entry (acceptance to study a level Maths as
well as the delivery of several A- level taster lessons to yr11.
For KS3 and 4, our SOWs include a variety of functional problem- solving tasks, with varying degrees of
scaffolding. More investigative approaches, problem solving and thinking skills tasks are being used such as
Cognitive Acceleration in Mathematics Education- CAME resources, Whiteboard Maths, and Maths Frame- work.
By using a problem solving, investigative and open-ended approach, pupils can apply concepts and learnt
knowledge to more complex problems and problems in context.
SOWs are checked regularly to ensure that the order and sequencing are correct and therefore adjusting if
necessary, this allows the least able students suitable access and inclusion to the curriculum allowing for
potentially additional support and consolidation when required. All lessons have a subject literacy focus…always
a key terms list/glossary and a literacy objective as appropriate.
In all years, students are tested regularly. There are three (end of term) assessments as well as two assessments per
half term that provide pupils the opportunity to demonstrate what they have secured whilst offering challenges in
application. Year 11 groups have formal mock exams as well as regular testing throughout the year. Progression
through key stages are carefully mapped out to provide review opportunities, stretch, and challenge. New content
is thoughtfully introduced to maximise its relevance and links to the curriculum.
The Maths HLTAs support our very lowest ability students who find it difficult to access our SOWs when
possible.
Low ability Year 7 students are offered a catch-up session through- out the academic year. Also, the Y5/6 support
and yr6 outreach work also aid the Transition from KS2 to KS3. With focus given to sub-groups such as PP,
SEND, etc.
We have and will continue to look for problem-solving challenges for our highest achievers run by Kings
‘College, University of London.
The success of clubs, visits and interventions is assessed each academic year to plan for the following Sept.
These are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outreach
Yr6 support @ CHSFG
Yr. 6 SUPPORT @ PRIMARY SCHOOL
Breakfast clubs
UKMT Maths Challenges
Maths in Action (KS4/5)
Yr9 HADS
Yr. 7 Catch-up
PIXL Conference
After School sessions
Holiday support sessions

•

Yr11 Masterclasses
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OVERVIEW IMPACT ACROSS ALL KEY STAGES
By the end of Key Stage 3, pupils will have widened their understanding of mathematical concepts taught in
Key Stage 2. They will have been given opportunities to develop a conceptual understanding through
application and problem solving including real life concepts. In addition, the introduction of new topics
including algebra, graphs, and statistics, will strengthen skills in reasoning and interpretation. Pupils will be
independently modelling mathematical situations and start to make connections between different areas of
mathematics alongside other subjects. Pupils will begin to become confident to use mathematical language to
reason in number, geometry, and algebra problems.
By the end of Key Stage 4, pupils will demonstrate a deeper understanding of mathematical concepts. Pupils
will be confident, secure, and fluent in interpreting diagrams and solutions, selecting the appropriate method
to break down and solve problems and reason geometrically. They will be able to independently apply,
interpret and evaluate their solution to complex problems. They will leave Chislehurst School for Girls
confident in their ability to relate their knowledge to real life contexts, from personal finances to managing
their own business.
By the end of Key Stage 5, pupils will have broadened their pure mathematical knowledge into new areas
such as higher degree polynomials, binomial theorem, trigonometric identities and equations, exponentials,
logarithms, and calculus. They will study statistics to include variance, deviation and distributions and deepen
their knowledge of mechanics. Pupils will become better at thinking logically and analytically. Through
applying and solving problems they will develop resilience and are able to think creatively and strategically
skills that are required by many courses at university or in the workplace.
OUTCOMES:
All students are entered for appropriate externally accredited courses i.e. GCSE at either Foundation or Higher,
the most able students will be entered for Further Maths Level 2(AQA), A Level, A Level Further
Mathematics.
Students are expected to achieve in line with their potential in end of unit / year / course assessments. We
expect our Whole Cohort, and sub-groups to achieve above the National Average for progress and attainment.
Progress 8 is expected to be positive.

In general:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

We aim to produce well rounded mathematicians.
Ensure that students achieve their target grade and exceed their grade if possible.
Obtain the necessary qualifications to pursue their chosen career either in Mathematics or related fields
The faculty will ensure that there are rigorous checks: the impact that our curriculum has on teaching,
learning, progress, attainment, and other outcomes
Aspirational End of year target grades are set for all students to help them to achieve or exceed Government
expectations
Internal assessments (2 per half term) are closely monitored to check progress and attainment. Strategies
and Action Plans are swiftly put in place to improve on any areas of underperformance. this starts with the
accountability of the class teacher, then is monitored closely by the relevant Key Stage coordinator, TLR
holder and HOF
Our internal assessments are planned to develop understanding and to aid long-term memory, rather than
just memorising facts.
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•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

The impact of how successful our teaching and assessing has been is analysed via our detailed diagnostic
analysis and teacher- student dialogue (www/ebi, FIT) following assessments.
KS3, 4 and 5 coordinators regularly check the quality of T/L, Progress and Attainment via book looks and
analysis of ‘Progress Check’ data using 4Matrix.
The Middle Leader Monitoring Programme ensures that all colleagues have two formal lesson
observations per year and Drop-ins, walk-throughs and book look arranged via Curriculum Committee
and Leading Learning Teams. Students’ Voice is always considered very serious.
Disadvantaged students progress, attainment and general provision are closely and regularly monitored by
the class teacher and the TLR holder with a specific responsibility to re-dress the balance of the
disadvantage, and ultimately to close the progress gap against non-disadvantaged students.
Our carefully considered internal assessments lead to accurate professional Predicted grades for public
exams at GCSE and A level. Progress and attainment are then ultimately measured against National
Averages, using the IDSR REGULARLY
We regularly monitor the success of how we manage transition between Key stages and make
improvements on an annual basis. For example, at KS2/3 our Outreach work and Yr5/6 workshops and
introduction of White Rose Maths.
At KS 3/4 using Year 9 as a consolidation of key skills to smooth the transition to GCSE. At KS4/5 taster
lessons, introduction programme, Your Future/ Your Choice and our pre-requisite Algebra assessment,
Post KS5, discussions and literature (displays re. appropriate destinations and university courses
We also regularly monitor the success of our extended curriculum and make adjustments /improvements
on an annual basis.

KS3

INTENT

Students will:
• Consolidate and
continue to develop
their understanding
of place value and the
decimal number
system.
• Understand and use
measures.

•

Develop and
understand when
comparing two
amounts are in direct
proportion using ratio
or proportion

KS3
•

•

•

•

IMPLEMENTATION

KS3

Revisit regularly the four
operations with integer’s
fractions and decimals
and develop their
mathematical reasoning.
Develop an understanding
of metric measures in
context of money, time,
mass, length, and volume,

•

Students will develop
their understanding and
fluency in fractions and
percentages of an
amount.
Students will understand
the relationship between
two amounts in each ratio
and interpret conversion
graphs

•

•
•
•

•

IMPACT
Students will be able to find the
total cost on different situations.
Work with decimals and their
corresponding fractions.
Become confident by develop
understanding and mastering
concepts, methods, and techniques.
Students will estimate and use
metric conversions in a design
project (bedroom, water container).
Reading scales and conversion of
metric units will be embedded in
rich tasks.
Students will apply percentage
change and reverse percentages in
real situations in context (e.g.
finding the cost including VAT or the
reduced price after a percentage
discount)
Students will apply ratio and
proportion in scale drawing and
using scale factors. They will find
the amount of ingredients to use in
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•

Develop an
understanding of
geometry and
constructions

•

Derive and apply concepts
of perimeter, area, and
volume.

•

•

Explore properties of
regular shapes and angle
reasoning.

•

•

•

•

•

Develop an
understanding of
discrete and grouped
data.

Develop
understanding of
simple probability

Understand and use
concepts and vocabulary
of expressions, equations,
formulae, terms, and
sequences

•

Construct and interpret
tables, charts, and
diagrams.

•

Apply averages and range
of a small set of data.

•

•

•

Understand that the
probabilities of all
possible outcomes sum to
1

Develop an understanding
of algebra manipulation in
expressions, solving
equations and use of
substitution on formulae
and functions
Start to develop their
problem solving and
mathematical reasoning
by setting up equations.

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

Embed problem
solving through
applying knowledge
to functional and ICT
skills

•

Understanding in depth
through enriched tasks
related with geometry,
costing, and use of ICT.

•

a recipe, money exchange and
choosing the best value for money
in a supermarket.
Measure and draw lines and angles
accurately using ruler and a
protractor.
Solve problems of area, perimeter,
and volume in context of real
situations (e.g. finding the cost of
renewing a carpet in a room, or
fencing a circular field)
Finding missing angles of triangles,
quadrilaterals, and diagrams with
parallel lines.
Interpreting and organise
information, e.g. two-way tables
and frequency tables, diagrams such
as pictograms, bar charts and
drawing and reading pie charts.
Find the mean, mode and median of
a small set of data and make
compare different sets using
averages and range.
Record and analyse the frequency
of outcomes of simple probability
experiments using appropriate
language and the 0-1 probability
scale.
Simplify and manipulate expressions
by expanding and factorising.
model situations or procedures by
translating them into algebraic
expressions or formulae and by
using graphs
Setting up linear equations using
simple geometry facts.
Generate sequences using term-toterm rule or the nth term.
Finding the nth term of a linear
sequence.
Understanding in depth through
enriched tasks related with
geometry and costing.
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• Develop communication
skills

•

•

• To secure progress to all
students and improve
attainment reflected on
internal and national tests.

•

Develop an understanding
of mathematical language
using mathematical facts
and reasoning to support
a mathematical
statement.
Students will develop
strategies to use to
unfamiliar situations.
Y7 Students with a lower
KS2 of 100 (National
Average score) will take
part of the Y7 Catch-Up
Programme.

•

More able students will be
entered to the national
Junior Maths Challenge
and local Maths
competitions with the
support of Master Maths
clubs in Y8.

•

Develop a continuous
revision culture through
assessing prior
knowledge. Teachers will
provide support on
master skills and problemsolving revisiting learnt
skills through weekly
starter activities,
homework, and classwork
to develop long-term
memory.

•

ICT and Financial Mathematics that
develop of use of Excel Microsoft
through Managing a Budget project.

•

Students will justify ideas by
evaluate their answers. Identify
mistakes on a question and support
their reasoning by communicating
effectively when working on teams
or individually writing mathematical
statements.

•

Students who start Y7 with less than
100 Maths Score at KS2 should
show progress after a similar
assessment at the end of Y7.

•

Y8 and Y9 students will enter
competitions such as the Count on
Us Maths Challenge organised by
the Mayor's Fund for London with
emphasis on fluency in numeracy,
enriched maths challenges and code
braking.

•

Students will develop revision
techniques and problem solving
through a regular revision for
internal assessments (2 every half
term and end of term)

•

Make effective use of FIT, students
will be encouraged to make
corrections on test or otherwise
with a list of assessed skills
(diagnostic sheet) they need to
improve after a mini test on a topic.
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NUMERACY
INTENT
•

•

•

•

The aim of Numeracy is
for students to become
numerate as they
develop the knowledge
and skills to use
mathematics confidently
across other learning
areas at school and in
their lives more broadly.
Mathematics
has a
central role in the
development
of
numeracy in a manner
that is more explicit and
foregrounded than is the
case in other learning
areas.
Students
need
to
recognise
that
mathematics
is
constantly used outside
the
mathematics
classroom and that
numerate people apply
general
mathematical
skills in a wide range of
familiar and unfamiliar
situations.
Using mathematical skills
across the curriculum
enriches the study of
other learning areas and
contributes
to
the
development
of
a
broader and deeper
understanding
of
numeracy. Therefore, a
commitment
to
numeracy development
is
an
essential
component of learning
areas
across
the
curriculum
and
a
responsibility for all
teachers. It is essential
that the mathematical
ideas
with
which
students interact are

IMPLEMENTATION

IMPACT

Pupils are provided with real-life
situations to identify how the
numeracy skills that they have
developed can be transferred.
• Numeracy tasks during
form time.
• Small group interventions
will be set-up over the
academic year.
• Skills are being developed
across the curriculum
building the confidence in
pupils in applying their
numeracy skills using
subject
supporting
numeracy mats.
• Linking numeracy to
everyday contexts such as:
reading an analogue clock,
calculating the timings of a
journey, measuring out
cooking
ingredients,
calculating the total cost
of a food bill and working
out the change that will be
given, calculating the price
of one of the items when
buying a multipack e.g.
crisps
and
deciding
whether it is cheaper to
purchase a multipack or
individually.
• Practising times tables, as
this is a transferrable skill
that is used throughout
KS3 and KS4.
• Building on the confidence
in using and applying the
four number operators:
adding,
subtracting,
multiplying, and dividing.
• Encouraging the use of
Maths Watch VLE, which is
an internet website that
offers video tutorials and

As pupils progress through the
Key stages they should be able
to:
• use appropriate mathematical
language and symbols; read
clocks and convert between time
systems, identify and sequence
dates and events using a
calendar and use timetables for a
variety of purposes
• sort and re-sort materials,
recording the outcomes in a
variety of ways.
• talk about data represented in
simple block graphs, tables, and
diagrams, collecting, recording,
displaying, comparing, and
evaluating the effectiveness of
data displays of various types.
• understand the conservation
of number.
• count forwards and backwards
from different starting points.
• recognise numbers to at least
20.
• carry out mental calculations
such as 1 more/less than up to
20, doubles up to 10 and
mentally add and subtract within
10.
• understand that ‘teen’
numbers are made up of 10 plus
another number.
• begin to measure using nonstandard units.
• talk about the properties of 3D and 2-D shapes using
appropriate
mathematical
language.
• be involved in solving practical
problems such as- identifying
situations where money is used
and apply their knowledge of the
value of money to purchasing,
budgeting and justifying the use
of money, developing an
understanding of the meaning of
fractions and decimals, their
representations as percentages,
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relevant and meaningful
in the context of their
lives. This means that all
teachers:
•

worksheets for a variety of
topics that can support
their learning in both
Numeracy
and
Mathematics.

identify the specific
numeracy demands of
their learning area/s
provide
learning
experiences
and
opportunities
that
support the application
of students’ general
mathematical knowledge
and skills
Should be aware of the
correct
use
of
mathematical
terminology in their
learning area/s and use
this language in their
teaching as appropriate.

•

•

KS 4

INTENT

DEVELOP FLUENCY
•

•

Consolidate their
numerical and
mathematical
capability from key
stage 3 and extend
their understanding
of the number
system to include
powers, roots
Select and use
appropriate
calculation strategies
to solve increasingly
complex problems

KS4

IMPLEMENTATION

In addition to consolidating
subject content from key stage
3, pupils will:
•

•

•

simplify
and
manipulate algebraic
expressions (including
those involving surds
factorising quadratic
expressions of the form
x2 + bx + c including the
difference of two
squares
simplifying expressions
involving
sums,
products, and powers,

ratios and rates, and how they
can be applied in real-life
situations, using symmetry,
shapes and angles to solve
problems in authentic contexts
and interpret maps and
diagrams, using scales, legends
and directional language to
identify and describe routes and
locations,

KS4

IMPACT

•

Students can express, interpret,
and
communicate
complex
mathematical information, ideas,
and processes.

•

Mathematics provides a specific
and rich context for students to
develop their ability to read,
write, visualise, and talk about
complex situations involving a
range of mathematical ideas.

•

Students can apply and further
develop their literacy skills and
strategies by shifting between
verbal, graphic, numerical, and
symbolic forms of representing
problems
to
formulate,
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•

•

•

Consolidate their
algebraic capability
from key stage 3 and
extend their
understanding of
algebraic
simplification and
manipulation to
include quadratic
expressions
Extend fluency with
expressions and
equations from key
stage 3, to include
quadratic equations,
simultaneous
equations, and
inequalities
Move freely between
different numerical,
algebraic, graphical,
and diagrammatic
representations

including the laws of
indices
•

use algebra to support
and
construct
arguments and proofs

•

interpret
simple
expressions
as
functions with inputs
and outputs

•

•

Reason mathematically
•

•

•

extend and formalise
their knowledge of
ratio and proportion,
including
trigonometric ratios,
in working with
measures and
geometry, and in
working with
proportional
relations
algebraically and
graphically

extend their ability
to identify variables
and express relations
between variables
algebraically and
graphically
make and test
conjectures about
the generalisations
that underlie
patterns and

plot and interpret
graphs
(including
reciprocal graphs and
exponential graphs)
and graphs of nonstandard functions in
real contexts
to find approximate
solutions to problems
such
as
simple
kinematic
problems
involving
distance,
speed,
and
acceleration

•

solve
quadratic
equations
including
those that require
rearrangement
algebraically
by
factorising,
by
completing the square
and by using the
quadratic formula

•

find
approximate
solutions using a graph

•

find
approximate
solutions using a graph

•

translate
simple
situations
or
procedures
into
algebraic expressions
or formulae; derive an
equation
or
two

understand and solve problems
and communicate results.
•

Students learn to communicate
their findings in different ways,
using multiple systems of
representation and data displays
to illustrate the relationships they
have observed or constructed

•

Continue to
numeracy skill

•

Financial
applications
of
Mathematics will assist students
to become literate consumers of
investments,
loans,
and
superannuation products.
Statistical topics will equip
students for the ever-increasing
demands of the information age.

•

•

•

develop

their

Students will also learn about the
probability of certain events
occurring and will therefore be
well equipped to make informed
decisions about gambling for
example.
Students use ICT to both develop
theoretical
mathematical
understanding
and
apply
mathematical knowledge to a
range of problems these may be
involved such as for statistical
analysis, algorithm generation,
data
representation
and
manipulation, and complex
calculation.

•

Students use digital tools to make
connections
between
mathematical theory, practice,
and application: for example, to
use data, to address problems,
and to operate systems in
authentic situations.

•

Students compare predictions
with
observations
when
evaluating a theory. They check
the extent to which their theorybased
predictions
match
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relationships; look
for proofs or
counterexamples;
begin to use algebra
to support and
construct arguments
•

•

•

•

reason deductively in
geometry, number,
and algebra,
including using
geometrical
constructions
interpret when the
structure of a
numerical problem
requires additive,
multiplicative, or
proportional
reasoning
explore what can and
cannot be inferred in
statistical and
probabilistic settings,
and express their
arguments formally
Assess the validity of
an argument and the
accuracy of a given
way of presenting
information.

simultaneous
equations
•

solve the equation(s)
and interpret the
solution

•

recognise and use
sequences
of
triangular, square and
cube numbers, simple
arithmetic
progressions, Fibonacci
type

•

compare lengths, areas
and volumes using
ratio notation and/or
scale factors; make
links
to
similarity
(including
trigonometric ratios)

•

convert
between
related
compound
units (speed, rates of
pay, prices, density,
pressure) in numerical
and algebraic contexts

observations.
They
assess
whether, if observations and
predictions do not match, it is due
to a flaw in theory or method of
applying the theory to make
predictions – or both. They
revise, or reapply their theory
more skilfully, recognising the
importance of self-correction in
the building of useful and
accurate theories and making
accurate predictions.

•

Students develop personal and
social
competence
in
Mathematics through setting and
monitoring
personal
and
academic goals, taking initiative,
building
adaptability,
communication, teamwork, and
decision-making.

•

Students will work collaboratively
in teams and independently as
part of their mathematical
explorations and investigations.

•

Students understand that some
languages make it easier to
acquire mathematical knowledge
than others do.

Solve problems
•

Develop their
mathematical
knowledge, in part
through solving
problems and
evaluating the
outcomes, including
multi-step problems

•

Develop their use of
formal mathematical
knowledge to
interpret and solve
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•

problems, including
in financial contexts

•

set up, solve, and
interpret the answers
in growth and decay

Make and use
connections between
different parts of
mathematics to solve
problems

•

problems,
including
compound interest

•

Model situations
mathematically and
express the results
using a range of
formal mathematical
representations,
reflecting on how
their solutions may
have been affected
by any modelling
assumptions

•

Select appropriate
concepts, methods,
and techniques to
apply to unfamiliar
and non-routine
problems; interpret
their solution in the
context of the given
problem.

•

Students also understand that
there are many culturally diverse
forms
of
mathematical
knowledge, including diverse
relationships to number and
those diverse cultural spatial
abilities and understandings are
shaped
by
a
person’s
environment and language.

ASSESSMENT
•

To secure progress to
all students and
improve attainment
reflected on internal
and national tests

•

•

KS 5 INTENT

More able students will
be entered to the
national Senior Maths
Challenge
Develop a continuous
revision
culture
through assessing prior
knowledge. Teachers
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•

We offer A-Level
maths and Further
maths.

•

A-Level maths is
offered as Pure
maths, Statistics, and
Mechanics.

•

Further maths is
offered as 2 pure
units and a selection
of 2 extra Pure or 2
Statistics or a
combination of both

will provide support on
master
skills
and
problem-solving
revisiting learnt skills
through weekly starter
activities, homework,
and
classwork
to
develop
long-term
memory.

•

•

Students will develop revision
techniques and problem solving
through a regular revision for
internal assessments (2 every half
term and end of term)
Make effective use of FIT,
students will be encouraged to
make corrections on test or
otherwise with a list of assessed
skills (diagnostic sheet) they need
to improve after a mini test on a
topic.

KS 5 IMPLEMENT

•

•

•

•

•

Students gain
confidence in basic
mathematical skills by
completing the
summer booklet given
to our YR 11 students.
Students are
introduced to working
at an increased pace
and develop private
study skills to ensure
secure knowledge.
New mathematical
concepts are
introduced involving
modelling real life and
problem solving.
Students are exposed
to external lectures
e.g. UCL to develop
deep mathematical
understanding.

KS 5

IMPACT

•

To produce well rounded
mathematicians.

•

Ensure that students achieve
their target grade and exceed
their grade if possible.

•

Obtain the necessary
qualifications to pursue their
chosen career either in
Mathematics or related fields

Exam material is used
in planning lessons to
develop student’s
technique in answering
exam questions in
preparation for Mock
and Final exams
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Science:

Science Curriculum- Intent, Implementation and Impact
Intent
The basis of our curriculum is to allow all students to fully experience all three sciences and how they link
into the whole school curriculum. We aim to provide a relevant curriculum that stimulates interest and
challenges students' expectations of the world around them. We offer a comprehensive and well-rounded
collection of subjects taught by subject specialists. Our curriculum has been carefully organised to meet
the National Curriculum and examination content across all three key stages. Our aim is to stimulate
students inquisitiveness and help them fulfil their goals in life.
•

•

•

•

•
•

The key stage 3 course followed in years 7-9 is based on the national curriculum programme of
study. The course has been developed and adapted to suit the needs of students at Chislehurst
school for girls. It has been designed to have a smooth transition from the varying levels of science
covered at KS2 to the challenges of KS3. It incorporates some of the health topics covered in PSHE
The key stage 4 course followed in years 10-11 is based on the AQA GCSE specifications. Most
students follow the double award trilogy combined science course. The more able students follow
the triple award course (separate biology, chemistry and physics) while the less able follow the
biology aspect of the triple award course. These courses are designed to allow student to fulfil their
potential and achieve grades reflective of the work they have put into their studies.
The key stage 5 courses are based on the OCR A specifications. We offer biology, chemistry and
physics A level courses. These courses provide opportunities for the scientists to progress to further
education studying many different branches of science.
We also offer a BTEC course in applied science at key stage 5 for students who would struggle with
the more academic demands of A level but have excellent practical skills and can work scientifically.
This course provides opportunity for students to move on to post KS5 opportunities including
university and apprenticeships.
Our enhancement provision includes a forensics day, stem activities and a variety of competitions
during science week in March, as well as the opportunity to attend “Science demos”
We have introduced with the “big write” a curriculum beyond the classroom by focusing on the
‘plastic pollution revolution’. This has led to the formation of an “Eco club” with plans to reduce the
amount of plastic waste produced by the school

Implementation

KS3 Courses
Programme of Study
Year 7
Topic covered include:
• Skills
• Cells

Allocation
7 lessons over 2 weeks
Each topic is taught as a
discreet unit taking between
2-3 weeks of lessons, with a

Enhancement
Year 7 have an activity day
during Science week and a
lesson linked to the theme
of the Year
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reproduction
Digestion
Sound
Acids and alkalis
Solids, liquids and gases,
solutions
Energy resources,
Environment
Forces
Solar system

Year 8
Topics include:
• Plants and ecosystems
• Respiration and breathing
• Variation and Survival
• Health
• Elements & compounds
• Chemical reactions
• Obtaining useful materials
• Using our Earth sustainably
• Transfer of energy by Heat
• Electricity and magnetism
• Waves and Light

KS3 Horizons
Year 9 is the movement towards the
GCSE course
Topics include:
• Cell structure (Biology)
• Organisation (Biology)
• Atomic structure and
Periodic table (Chemistry)
• Bonding and Structure
(Chemistry)
• Chemical changes
(Chemistry)
• Energy (Physics)
• Electricity (Physics)

•

test at the end. Cumulative
testing is being introduced to
monitor progress across the
year not just topic by topic.
Diagnostic sheets are used to
allow pupils to identify
strengths and weaknesses.
Each topic is taught using
teacher lead theory,
discussions, scientific theory,
scientific models, practical,
questioning and answering as
well as AfL
Pupils are taught in class
forms or sets- usually with
one member of staff

e.g. Diversity – so make
bath bombs – reduce plastic
waste and create
something they could use in
the home
year 8 are encouraged to be
part of the Eco club where
they are designing a
butterfly and bee garden to
encourage wild life as well
as promoting a reduction in
plastic waste by
encouraging the use of
aluminium flasks for water
and recycling crisps packets
During national science
week pupils are encouraged
to make part in one of the
following:
• Extended writing
tasks
• board games
designing
• poster competition
Termly certificates are given
out for effort, attainment
and progress

9 lessons over 2 weeks
Pupils are taught by 3
different subject specialists
where possible
Each topic is taught using
scientific theory, scientific
models, practical, questioning
and answering as well as AfL
and diagnostic feedback
At the end of year 9 students
will have the option to follow
the separate science or trilogy
science GCSEs depending on
suitability for each course

Forensics day
pupils use their own
investigative skills to collect
evidence to identify a
murderer
All pupils are given the
opportunity to purchase a
recommended revision
guide
Period 6 enhancement
lessons in year 9 STEM and
careers activities – leading
towards a STEM Fair

The science staff are very experienced in the delivery of all three sciences at KS3 and
support each other
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The curriculum has been developed collaboratively by the faculty to allow all students to
have the same science experience
Schemes of work are designed so that skills and foundation knowledge required at GCSE are
introduced at key stage 3 especially in year 9
Staff attend external CPD and cascade relevant material to the faculty
Faculty meetings are used to train the faculty on essential skills e.g. Required practicals, use
of data, effective assessment, cumulative assessment
Released time is used annually to share good practice and knowledge during the process of
writing and updating schemes of work
Several staff have been mentors to trainee teachers
Enrichment activities include forensics day for year 9 and STEM day for years 7 and 8
Core questions have been designed for every topic for students to have from the start of a
new topic. They will be assessed on these answers at some point during the topic as well as
a few questions from previous topics – reinforcing the importance of continuous learning
Faculty follows school policy with the use of www/ebi comments
Teachers target and scaffold questions to build from prior knowledge
Students understanding is regularly assessed as part of plenary tasks
Data is used to identify underachievement to inform relevant intervention
Cumulative testing takes place every half term
Lesson observations are carried out regularly to ensure teaching and learning is good or
outstanding – support is offered where it is needed
Key ideas are revisited during teaching sequences – previous topics are interleaved into the
new topics
Year 9 period 6 lessons are used to reinforce skills necessary for GCSE courses
Pupils start KS3 with a wide range of scientific knowledge and experience. Subject teachers
identify the gaps and make sure those gaps are bridged to allow swift progress through KS3
to KS4
Key skills are linked across the science curriculum
A skills unit at the start of year 7 provides a smooth transition from KS2 to KS3
Key scientific vocabulary is introduced in year 7-9 to aid transition from KS3 to KS4
All key stage courses are resourced with lesson plans, PowerPoint presentations and
worksheets, cumulative tests and diagnostic feedback sheets
Technicians support the teaching of science by preparing, supplying and dismantling
equipment needed for practical tasks
Year 7 are introduced to science in mixed ability groups. Teaching in the first half of the first
term focuses on developing skills required for science with an assessment on prior
knowledge
Schemes of work reinforce literacy and numeracy skills. There are also resources in each
science room which focus on literacy and numeracy for science
Students are encouraged to use “Seneca learning” – a free online revision resource for all
three key stages
All students are tested regularly with both formative and summative tests - all end of topic
tests now use a Diagnostic sheet to target FIT opportunities. Pupils can identify areas for
their own improvement
All students are assessed at the end of topics and at the end of each year. Strengths and
weaknesses are identified using FIT sheets
The faculty follows the school policy in supporting pupil premium students including
marking their homework first and providing additional independent learning material
We have a supply of stationary in each lab to support pupil premium students
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We monitor the progress of both PP and SEND students and provide intervention when
appropriate
The faculty appreciate focus improvement time and this is factored into science lessons to
allow pupils time to reflect on their work, progress and attainment
Students monitor their progress using tracking sheets which are kept in their exercise books
and regularly updated
Students complete diagnostic sheets after tests are returned to identify their strengths and
weaknesses during FIT
The faculty follows the school’s literacy policy when marking work
Students read at the start of each and every lesson as part of the school’s literacy focus
Schemes of work include a variety of literacy tasks including definitions of key words as well
as identifying command words to support pupils in answering questions
Displays in corridors and classrooms focus on science literacy

KS4 Courses
AQA trilogy - 2GCSE grades
(covering biology, chemistry and
physics topics)
AQA triple science - 3 GCSE grades –
one for each science
AQA triple biology - 1 GCSE grade
for Biology
Topics covered include:
Biology
• Bioenergetics (year 10)
• Biological responses (year
10)
• Genetics and reproduction
(year 11)
• Ecology (year 11)
Chemistry
• Energy changes (year 10)
• Chemical calculations (year
10)
• Rates of reactions (year 10)
• Organic chemistry (year 11)
• Earth’s atmosphere (year 11)
• Chemical analysis (year 11)
• Using resources (year 11)
Physics
• Particle theory (year 10)
• Atomic structure and
radioactivity (year 10)
• Forces (year 10)
• Waves (year 11)
• Space (year 11- triple only)
• Magnetism (year 11)

Allocation
Year 10 and 11
Trilogy and triple biology - 9
lessons over 2 weeks
Triple science – 14 lessons
over 2 weeks
Each science subject has 3
lessons over 2 weeks taught
by subject specialists
Each topic is taught using
teacher lead theory,
discussions, scientific theory,
scientific models, practical,
questioning and answering as
well as AfL

During year 10 students are
assessed on work
transitioning from KS3 to KS4
as well as topics studied in
year 10.
They have 3 interleaved
assessments throughout the
year – one each on Biology,
Chemistry and Physics as well
as diagnostic feedback from
topic assessments, where
their strengths and
weaknesses are identified.
Intervention is then put in
place to support
underperforming students

Enhancement
Required practical day in
year 11 as well as a focus on
maths skills and
key/command words
Past paper club weekly
Science clinic for year 11 to
cover the whole content
across the final year of
GCSEs
Literacy/numeracy lesson
every 2 weeks
Termly certificates are
awarded for achievement
and effort
STEM speakers – to
encourage girls in science
especially physics and
engineering
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During year 11 students are
assessed on work spanning
the whole GCSE course. They
complete 6 PPEs – one for
each paper they would sit in
the final GCSE exams.
Diagnostic feedback is given,
and strengths and
weaknesses identified.
Intervention is then put in
place to support
underperforming students.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

At KS4 the goal is the GCSE examination and therefore a focus on application questioning,
maths skills in science and the required practicals- planning, carrying out and data analysis
is at the heart of out curriculum.
The science staff will deliver content based on their degree in science and subject
specialism wherever possible
For non- specialists the faculty have developed excellent central teaching resources to
support staff to teach their classes effectively. It all allows consistent delivery of the
curriculum to every single class at each key stage
All subject specific content is completed with sufficient time for revision before the summer
examinations.
Faculty meetings are used to train the faculty on essential skills e.g. Required practicals, use
of data, effective assessment, cumulative assessment
Released time is used annually to share good practice and knowledge during the process of
writing and updating schemes of work
The schemes of work have been designed which motivate and engage students having
been developed collaboratively by the faculty
We use Kerboodle and pixl resources to support students
We have purchased class sets of current GCSE text books for classroom use
Students are actively encouraged to purchase a GCSE revision guides. PP students will be
provided with one to support their studies
We focus on science literacy and required practicals on a year 11 enhancement day as well
as maths content and key command words and extended writing tasks
All key stage courses are resourced with lesson plans, PowerPoint presentations and
worksheets, cumulative tests and diagnostic feedback sheets
Technicians support the teaching of science by preparing, supplying and dismantling
equipment needed for practical tasks
Schemes of work reinforce literacy and numeracy skills. There are also resources in each
science room which focus on literacy and numeracy for science
Students are encouraged to use “Seneca learning” – a free online revision resource for all
three key stages
All students are tested regularly with both formative and summative tests - all end of topic
tests now use a Diagnostic sheet to target FIT opportunities. Pupils can identify areas for
their own improvement
Year 10 – sit a biology, chemistry and physics GCSE paper 1 throughout the year
Year 11 have 6 opportunities through the year to sit one of each of the six science papers
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

After all testing the students carry out a diagnostic analysis of their performance allowing
students and teachers to identify strengths and weaknesses.
The faculty follows the school policy in supporting pupil premium students including
marking their homework first and providing additional independent learning material
We have a supply of stationary in each lab to support pupil premium students
We monitor the progress of both PP and SEND students and provide intervention when
appropriate
The faculty appreciate focus improvement time and this is factored into science lessons to
allow pupils time to reflect on their work, progress and attainment
Students monitor their progress using tracking sheets which are kept in their exercise books
and regularly updated
Students complete diagnostic sheets after tests are returned to identify their strengths and
weaknesses during FIT
The faculty follows the school’s literacy policy when marking work
Students read at the start of each and every lesson as part of the school’s literacy focus
Schemes of work include a variety of literacy tasks including definitions of key words as well
as identifying command words to support pupils in answering questions
Displays in corridors and classrooms focus on science literacy

KS5 Courses
A level Sciences:
OCR exam board
Biology
• Module 1: Development of
practical skills in biology
• Module 2: Foundations in
biology
• Module 3: Exchange and
transport
• Module 4: Biodiversity,
evolution and disease
• Module 5: Communication,
homeostasis and energy
• Module 6: Genetics,
evolution and ecosystems
Chemistry
• Module 1 – Development of
practical skills in chemistry
• Module 2 – Foundations in
chemistry
• Module 3 – Periodic table
and energy
• Module 4 – Core organic
chemistry

Allocation
8 lessons over 2 weeks
Lessons are delivered by
specialists
Each topic is taught using
teacher lead theory,
discussions, scientific theory,
scientific models, practical,
PAGs, essay writing,
questioning and answering,
regular cumulative topic
testing and the use of
homework booklets covering
all the questions on each
topic.
Pupils are given feedback on
testing and homework.

Enhancement
Termly certificates
Subject teachers offer
support to individual
students
Holiday classes are run to
develop practical skills and
subject knowledge
Pupils attend universities
lectures and have the
opportunity to visit
museums
Students have the
opportunity to be part of
the Eco club – delivering
year group assemblies and
promoting the “Adopt an
Animal Campaign”

8 lessons over 2 weeks
Lessons are delivered by
specialists
Each topic is taught using
teacher lead theory,
discussions, scientific theory,
scientific models, practical,
PAGs, essay writing,
questioning and answering,
regular cumulative topic
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•

•

Module 5 – Physical
chemistry and transition
elements
Module 6 – Organic
chemistry and analysis

Physics
• Module 1: Development of
practical skills in physics
• Module 2: Foundations in
physics
• Module 3: Forces and
motion
• Module 4: Electrons, waves
and photons
• Module 5: Newtonian world
and astrophysics
• Module 6: Particles and
medical physics

BTEC Applied science
Pearson Edexcel Exam board
Unit 1: Principles and applications
of Science
Unit 2: Practical Scientific
Procedures and Techniques
Unit 3: Science investigation skills
Unit 8: Physiology of human body
systems
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

testing and the use of
homework booklets covering
all the questions on each
topic.
Pupils are given feedback on
testing and homework.
8 lessons over 2 weeks
Lessons are delivered by
specialists.
Each topic is taught using
teacher lead theory,
discussions, scientific theory,
scientific models, practical,
PAGs, essay writing,
questioning and answering,
regular cumulative topic
testing and the use of
homework booklets covering
all the questions on each
topic.
Pupils are given feedback on
testing and homework.
8 lessons over 2 weeks
For BTEC science pupils
complete external
assessments (Written exams
x2) and internal assessments
coursework (x7)

The science staff deliver content based on their degree in science and subject specialism
The head of each dept have developed excellent central teaching resources to support staff
to teach each A level subject effectively.
Cumulative assessment is carried out at the end of each topic as well as full paper PPEs
The schemes of work have been designed which motivate and engage students
All A levels have the required A level textbook for classroom use
Students are actively encouraged to purchase a revision guide.
All key stage courses are resourced with lesson plans, PowerPoint presentations and
worksheets, cumulative tests and diagnostic feedback sheets
Technicians support the teaching of science by preparing, supplying and dismantling
equipment needed for practical tasks
All subject specific content is completed with sufficient time for revision before the summer
examinations.
Schemes of work reinforce literacy and numeracy skills. There are also resources in each
science room which focus on literacy and numeracy for science
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•
•
•
•
•

Students are encouraged to use “Seneca learning” – a free online revision resource for all
three key stages
All students are tested regularly with both formative and summative tests - all end of topic
tests now use a Diagnostic sheet to target FIT opportunities. Pupils can identify areas for
their own improvement
Students complete a summer holiday task before year 12 to help transition from KS4 to KS5
Year 12complete a transition project to lead them into the second year of A level
Year 11 students attend an induction session to improve KS4 to KS5 transition during the
summer term.
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IMPACT
Students leave science with a well-balanced, well rounded sense of science in the curriculum and an
understanding of how this links to the greater world around them. Pupils see how important science is in
their everyday lives and can link this to everyday situations
Outcomes
•
•

•

•

•

•

Most students in key stage 3 are expected to achieve in line with their starting points- measured
using teacher judgement, end of year exam and cumulative testing throughout the year.
All KS4 students are entered for appropriate externally accredited courses (trilogy science- higher
or foundation or separate sciences – higher or foundation) and we aim for them to achieve at least
in line with their starting points in the final GCSE exams
For the triple science and double ward GCSE course the GCSE outcomes, aim to be well above the
national average, for progress and attainment, with a positive progress measure. This will allow
progression to the most appropriate KS5 courses to further their education.
In order to achieve this at KS4 we have implemented a strategy which focusses on the main areas of
concern identified by AQA including required practicals, science literacy and numeracy and
familiarity with exam questions
Key stage 5 A level outcomes aim to be well above the national average, for progress and
attainment, with a positive progress measure. This will allow progression to the most appropriate
post 16 courses e.g. apprenticeships or University courses to further their education.
in order to achieve this A level is taught with continued focus on extensive exam question practice

Sufficient challenge in the curriculum and in the delivery will ensure that student achievement will be in
line with expectations. Students motivation will increase over time during the lessons and in independent
study. The focus will be on the learning and the skills and knowledge gained by the students. This will be
seen in formal lesson observations, drop ins and book looks. Pupils will use the diagnostic feedback sheets
to identify what they need to do in order to make progress and exceed expectations.
The SOW having provided smooth transition between the key stages focusing on the development of key
skills will allow a larger proportion of students to make rapid progress from one key stage to the next. The
use of core questions as the groundwork for each topic will mean less time is spent recapping at the start
of each key stage and allow students to apply skills and content learnt from previous work as they move up
the key stages. Evidence of progress for each student can be tracked across the key stages and from topic
to topic allowing for intervention and making the expected rate of progress.
Due to the building up of subject content of the curriculum through the key stages students will be able to
retain more core subject content information and allow more time to concentrate on more complicated
skill based, application, justification examination questions. Students will be able to apply the skills they
have developed in unfamiliar situations.
Due to the skills the students have developed they will become more confident in undertaking
independent research projects as well as more resilient in answering questions before asking for help. They
confidently find ways to overcome difficult challenges without giving up. Students will confidently use
increasing more complex key scientific language as they transition up the key stages. They will be able to
construct coherent answers to extended writing tasks.
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The use of FIT and diagnostic feedback will provide students with the tools to identify their own strengths
and weaknesses and allow them to improve the targeted areas.
The use of monitoring will allow identification of underachieving groups and allow them to make progress
in line with the rest of the cohort
CPD leads to better teaching and learning within the faculty which in turn leads to improved student
outcomes and progress.
With the extended curriculum on offer students are able to have a broader understanding of the subjects
that they are studying in science in everyday life and not just in abstract. It will allow opportunities and
experiences they might not otherwise have had.
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Technology:

Technology Faculty Curriculum
(Comprising of Computer Science/ICT, Media Studies and Design and Technology)

We are pleased to have the opportunity to offer within the Technology Faculty a range of subjects, which
fall under the Technology umbrella. Included within this section we have provided our curriculum review
outlining details of our intent, implementation and Impact of each subject, Graphics, Computer Science,
ICT and Media. Technology being the basis of 21st Century skills are essential for employment in the
modern world. Our subjects combine creativity in diverse ways with digital skills to embrace the dynamic
technological world in which we live. These skills will enable our young people to go into future
employment where the jobs they will take are yet unknown. Problem solving, designing and creating in a
multitude of materials using both digital and traditional mediums. We embrace health & safety awareness
in terms of kitchen and use of technology rooms. Students will be aware of a healthy lifestyle to empower
sensible decisions for their diet, e-safety for their continued well-being.

KS5
KS5 Information Technology Curriculum Intent, Implementation and Impact 2020
Intent
Our Information Technology curriculum aims to build upon the vital digital literacy and computing skills
students have gained throughout their studies at Key Stage 3 and 4.
Students will undertake the Cambridge Technical Introductory Diploma in IT (Level 3). During the two-year
programme we aim to develop students’ knowledge, understanding and skills of the principles of IT and
Global Information Systems. Students will gain an insight into the IT sector as they investigate the pace of
technological change, IT infrastructure, the flow of information on a global scale, and the importance of
legal and security considerations. We will also develop professional, personal and social skills through
interaction with peers, stakeholders and clients, as well as theoretical knowledge and understanding to
underpin these skills. These support the transferable skills required by universities and employers such as
communication, problem solving, time management, research and analytical skills.
During the course there is a clear focus on how each of the skills learnt can be used in industry. Links and
support with industry practitioners allow assignments to be as relevant and authentic as possible.
Students will have the opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge, skills and understanding by
completing three IT projects and two externally assessed formal examinations.
Students will be encouraged to take part in trips and enhancement activities which are designed to give
students an insight into how their skills will be used in industry.
Implementation
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Transition from KS4:
During the first week of y12 students will complete a “Getting up to Speed week” which will ensure
students will have all the required skill set in order to give them the tools which will help them complete
the coursework.
The Information Technology scheme of work is designed to simultaneously deliver the key theory elements
required while allowing students to put the skills learnt into practice by attempting three IT projects. When
completing each project, students will be encouraged to consider for themselves which skills are most
relevant to apply. While delivering each unit, key links to employability skills are highlighted with key skills
in communication, problem solving, time management, critical thinking, negotiation and decision-making
being vital to success in each project. Students’ project work is supported by key staff and IT professionals
who act as their client and stakeholders in each of the assignment scenarios. There are regular
opportunities for synoptic assessment allowing for interleaving of skills throughout each unit. Students are
regularly assessed on their progress through each of the assignment projects, exams question and regular
tests. Students’ progress through each of the assignments is tracked and monitored closely with various
timely intervention used when required.
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Students will be taught how to create a series of training materials for a fictitious company
outlining the key elements of the IOE they have learnt.
Students will be guided through current applications of smart technologies currently within the IOE.
They will then provide a professional presentation of their findings. Using their research, they are to
decide on their own new/repurposed device, which they will create a feasibility study to test its
viability.
Students will be taught how to prepare and deliver a professional business pitch for a new IOE
device. Stakeholders will support by providing feedback in order for students to revise their
business proposal for their chosen product.
Students will be taught how to produce a set of corporate training materials for a given scenario.
They are to provide detail training specifically outlining the marketing tools available and each stage
of the marketing life cycle.
Students will discuss ways in which businesses effectively use data collected via social media
channels.
Students will be taught how to plan a social media marketing campaign using their chosen social
media channel, including various elements of media. (Sound, Images and videos)
Students will produce a report on the key features of their campaign and evaluate their campaign
outlining suggested improvements.
Students will discuss the key stages of the digital marketing lifecycle producing a presentation to be
used as a training document.
Students will be taught how to outline the user requirements, constraints and limitations of their
project. Students will then produce a user requirements document and then conduct a feasibility
study to determine the best approach.
Students will be taught how to document their game design using industry standard UML diagrams.
Students will be taught how to collect stakeholder feedback in order to improve their product.
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Wider curriculum
Trips:
• Students will have the opportunity to visit Harry Potter Studio tour in order to make them aware of the
key marketing/film techniques used in the making of a movie franchise. This will link to the
intertextuality of film across to gaming.
• Students will have the opportunity take part in “Vlogging” day at school by teaming up with VLOGSTAR
who will be delivering a workshop with links to Social media and the ways a mobile audience interacts
with the medium.
Enhancement/Extended curriculum:
• Students will receive formal invitations to present their business sales pitch to a panel of experts for
their new SMART device. This will be carried out in a formal environment using a “Dragons Den” style
approach to the task. They will receive feedback from IT professionals and have the opportunity to
improve their product and business proposals.
Gaps in prior learning
• Students will complete an intensive series of lessons designed to cover the common key skills required
to complete the assignment projects.
Cultural capital
• Students will have the opportunity to gain an insight into how the growing gaming industry has had an
impact on society with special focus on children and young adults.
Supporting disadvantaged students:
• In order for all students to progress, we offer targeted catch up sessions together with regular
communication via email with both students, sixth form team and parents. Classrooms are available to
use for the students who do not have access to a computer at home.
• We use shared tracking systems with class teachers and regularly review to identify students who
require intervention.
Career/Destinations:
• All units covered have direct links to various career opportunities, which the students are made aware
of during the 2-year course.
• Students will have the opportunity to visit “Advertising Unlocked” which will offer students an insight
on how different products are branded working in a team to rebrand and market a new product.
Impact
• Students learning and progress through each of the key deliverables within each of the 3
assignment briefs will be closely tracked and monitored.
• Frequent end of topic written assessments to be completed for the theory element of the course.
This will incorporate material from each of the previous assessments to assess students’ ability to
recall prior learning.
• Students to effectively apply the relevant skills learnt to tackle each of the assignment deliverables.
• Number of students opting to follow careers in IT increasing.
• Progress and attainment in both coursework assignments and external examinations to remain
high.
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Computer Science:
Computer Science Curriculum Intent, Implementation and Impact 2020

Rationale
Computer Science is the cornerstone of modern society and embeds 21 st century skills at its core. It
comprises of a series of interconnected skills and knowledge, enabling students to understand computer
science concepts and to use technology effectively. Our students experience both the theory and
programming elements of the curriculum in an iterative cycle, building on each year in a continuum, linking
each Key stage with the previous and following key stages through GCSE to A level and beyond.
Computer Science skills enable students to be confident, resilient, creative, and independent young people
in an ever-changing world. Our aim is to empower our students to understand how to use technology
effectively, safely, and responsibly, while gaining essential problem-solving skills to provide a
steppingstone to their success in the future global job market as strong women in the fields of computer
science and engineering etc.
Intent
Our Computer Science Curriculum is designed to give students opportunities to practice what they already
know and then build on challenge to deepen their understanding of key concepts. We will achieve this
through an iterative process using a range of software to further develop skills and knowledge over each
academic year and onto the next. This will continue throughout all key stages beginning with the transition
from Primary and ending with the transition to university. It will be designed to work within the National
Curriculum Framework for Computer Science and examination specifications.
All students will be given opportunities in school to use technology outside of lessons, this is particularly
essential for those students without technology at home. Moreover, using Office 365 and our VDI,
software can be used remotely.
Students will improve on their digital literacy skills through each topic adding new keyboard skills and
software techniques to facilitate the presentation of their learning and skill set for their futures.
The curriculum will use a range of distinct pedagogical approaches to nurture and excite students’ interest
in the subject, e.g. Physical computing; computing unplugged, PRIMM, flipped learning and SOLO
taxonomy to develop reflective learners etc. to scaffold, inspire and enthuse students with high
expectations.
Students will be encouraged to work independently on project homework to encourage the confident use
of technology beyond lessons.
TLR holders are chosen for their knowledge, expertise and practical skills required to design and implement
our curriculum and to guide other staff. Teacher’s are encouraged to keep abreast of the ever-changing
world of technology, through their own personal experiences outside of school, reading up on new
technology and pedagogy and a variety of CPD activities in school and distance learning. Membership of
national support encouraged e.g. Isaac Computing, Computing At Schools, OCR & AQA exam board support
groups and Code club. In-house training with subject lead and through the link with Bromley Schools
Collegiate.
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We will use the extended curriculum to offer opportunities for students to gain support with their learning
and revision sessions over lunch or after school. Holiday sessions are also available for GCSE and A level
students.
Students will be encouraged to take part in online extra curricula activities with a STEM/ Computer Science
focus e.g. The government portal cyber discovery, Idea.org and Hour of code, Bebras, Oxplore, for
example. With support from staff and undertaken at home. We will inspire students through National and
International events such as Ada Lovelace day, Safer Internet Day and Hour of Code week. We will give
opportunities for reading, research, and coding beyond the curriculum as extended learning opportunities.
Women in computing and challenging stereotypes will be a focus throughout the curriculum and explored
through historical and current contexts, career discussions, activities and displays will be used in order to
promote the subject and encourage girls into Computer Science/ engineering professions.
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Implementation - Computer Science Journey at CHSFG and Computer Science Link diagram
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KS3
Throughout KS3 the scheme of work repeats the key elements of computer science, suitably
spaced to allow students to go over the same concepts in a slightly different way (perhaps
unplugged at first, then on visual coding software, then textual coding software). Keywords
are on every PowerPoint and links to numeracy where appropriate. Digital literacy skills
which are highlighted on the PowerPoints and are embedded into the lessons to further
develop student’s ability to use computers effectively in preparation for their next stage of
education and then for the workplace. All the topics secure a pathway to GCSE and beyond.
Some topics enhance general literacy skills using extended writing tasks (but in MS Word)
and e.g. poetry generator in Scratch (yr 8) to learn data structures using lists of verbs,
adjectives etc. Online safety is covered each term as well as through some PSHE lessons. We
strive to make the curriculum fun and engaging by using real-world scenarios and physical
computing where possible in each year. PowerPoints include an arrow showing how the
learning outcomes are graded to aid students in understanding what they have achieved
and what they need to do next. Students review their own progress using Solo taxonomy
grids to help them understand their own progress and take ownership of their learning.
Assessment takes place as quizzes, levelled tasks and more formal testing as well as
questioning in the lesson. These results are tracked, and key data added to tracking sheets
and AP data drops. Analysis of this data aids the development of intervention and, also in
the improvement of resources to meet the needs of the current students.
Transition for KS2
• Students have a wide range of experience of Computer Science, as we have so many
feeder schools. Transition work for the summer holidays includes some
computational thinking, programming, and online safety activities in a booklet to
refresh student’s knowledge before arriving at CHSFG and to inform their teachers of
their prior experience. Taster days also support their introduction in the use of
technology. Baseline activities and online safety as well as digital literacy skills
(particularly PowerPoint) facilitate transition in year 7.
Year 7
• Introduce the students to the basics of using our school network including emails,
OneDrive, and SharePoint, both in school and remotely. How to act when online, the
correct internet etiquette to use when on social media etc.
• Digital literacy skills will be introduced enabling the learning of core skills using office
applications, keyboard and mouse use and saving their work appropriately in the
cloud.
• Introduce the history of computing and the key figures that have framed our use of
technology
• Introduce students to computational thinking skills through predominately
unplugged activities.
• Continue their growing knowledge in protecting their privacy online, managing their
information and the legalities of using online resources.
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•

•
•

Introduce students to the hardware and software components that make up
computer systems by stripping down a computer in groups and identifying key
components, networking equipment and terminology, operating systems and health
& safety through.
Introduce binary and allow students the opportunity base 2 number systems and
addition and to convert binary to text using ASCII encoding as secret messages.
Introduce programming techniques using a range visual programming software and
physical computing devices teaching key terminology and programming constructs.

Year 8
• Recap skills from last year as transition to year 8
• Students further develop their understanding of the dangers of using the Internet,
protecting their identities, using resources appropriately and managing relationships
and information online.
• Students will improve their use of programming skills in visual programming
software before moving on to textual programming software.
• Students will practice building algorithms and use computational thinking skills to
solve real world problems using Flowol software.
• Students will extend their understanding of binary to include sound. By being
creative and turning their voices into dalek sounds
• Introduce Boolean logic and the Fetch execute cycle with some low-level language
use.
• Extend students skills in using spreadsheet skills
• Introduce students to app development to pull together all their computational
thinking, programming, and digital literacy skills.
• Introduce students to machine learning, it’s uses in society and the future.
Year 9
• Recap skills from last year through key computing figures as transition to year 9
• Improve programming skills in visual programming to build a game
• Improve understanding of online issues and dangers across all strands to achieve
resilient, safe Internet users for personal and academic use.
• Introduce HTML/CSS and JavaScript to build a website.
• Students learn about creating and using relational databases
• Students will extend their understanding of binary to include images
• Digital literacy skills continue to be enhanced through all topics.
• Introduce programming in Python as a transition to GCSE
Enrichment
Extra-Curricular activities
• All KS3 students have the opportunity to attend a lunchtime homework support
session
• Hour of Code International event annually
• Lunch activities to experiment with physical computing, data capture for
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•
•
•
•
•

STEM activities during enhancement days with a range of computing technologies
for all of Year 8
Computer Science – virtual reality; physical computing sessions which bridge the
STEM subjects together.
Bebras International Computational Thinking competition annually
Follow on 2nd round from TSSOC Computational Thinking competition
Safer Internet day

Gaps in prior learning
• Each programming topic is recapped, and the skillsets are practiced repeatedly in
progressively harder software supporting students understanding through repetition
and interleaving.
• Use of some online portals to engage students through gamification and cover
content in a different way is used for long term homework e.g. Code.org; Code
Combat; Common Sense online safety. This aids in recall and engagement.
Cultural capital
Looking at specific events to reflect on our Heritage in computer science e.g. Ada Lovelace
day in October and the impact this has had on British culture. Alan Turing and other famous
computer scientists.
Supporting the disadvantaged
• Daily sessions for students with no PC/Internet access in the LRC
• Lunchtime support session per week open to all KS3 with priority given to PP
students who have no access to PC/Internet at home. Parental contact with personal
invites where class data shows a great need.
Transition to year 10
• Programming in Python at a core level achieved ready for advanced GCSE topics
• Ability to work independently using a range of ICT skills to present work in an
appropriate format for GCSE
• Core subject content already covered at a basic level
KS4
•

•

All students will improve their understanding of issues/dangers of using the Internet,
keeping their Identities and data safe, ownership of digital information and the
appropriate use of netiquette to become safe and effective users of the Internet.
through a range of activities but particularly classroom discussion and groupwork in
some class time and PSHE sessions.
Students will have opportunities to use problem solving skills and create solutions.

KS4 GCSE – OCR 9-1
The GCSE option class scheme of work meets the requirements of the exam course with
extra opportunities to enhance learning with practical activities. Flipped learning is used to
provide a basis on which to learn and give a sense of what lessons will be about. This
embeds key terminology for each topic from the start. The GCSE content builds on learning
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from KS3 which gives time to extend programming skills for example. Programming and
theory are taught in parallel throughout. Students are set interleaving tasks regularly to
keep theory content alive for each topic. Questions are set and labelled at a range of levels
which allows the students to challenge themselves appropriately. Solo taxonomy grids are
used to help learners self-evaluate their progress. In year 11 there is a focus on key
terminology and exam technique parallel to the revision of all topics. Some extra challenge
tasks available for those who want extra challenge and knowledge. Assessment is done
through graded questions for each topic, quizzes and more formal written test (as exams are
written papers). PowerPoints show an arrow with the learning outcomes graded so students
aim high. Formal exam questions are also regularly given. Data is used to inform progress
tracking and AP data drops. Parents are informed where progress is not as expected, and
intervention is planned.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students will recap their programming skills using python as transition to KS4
Introduce more programming theory and skills to incorporate file saving, validation
etc.
Students will recap theory such as binary, logic etc and extend it to cover more detail
and experience of calculations etc.
Introduce new theory topics in line with the GCSE specification, such as utility
software, translators etc.
Introduce the theory side of programming knowledge e.g. data types, structures,
sorting algorithms, SQL, whilst practising practical programming.
Explore the impacts of digital technology.
Students will undertake a range of revision activities covering the entire specification
as well as exam technique strategies.

Enrichment
Extra-Curricular activities
• After school programming python 101 club
• STEM activities
• Lunch activities for extra support
• Bebras International computational thinking competition
• Follow on 2nd round from TSSOC Computational Thinking competition
• Grade 7-9 session over lunch to gain the higher marks
Gaps in prior learning
• Use of Snakify online programming portal which includes support and selfmarking challenges to iron out misconceptions in an interactive form.
• Homework theory booklet which includes readings and exercises inc. closed
challenges to support individuals progress
• Python 101 club programming in fun ways supported by HoD and professional
computer scientists allowing concentrated intervention with pupils
• Flipped learning videos available through MS Stream /YouTube and review
documents which support students in recognising and understanding
misconceptions
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•

Master classes are given and holiday sessions to prepare for final exams

Cultural Capital
• Visit to Video game production studio
Supporting the disadvantaged
• Loan of a Raspberry Pi to facilitate a computer at home
• Extra sessions to support where needed e.g. python 101 or lunch time
Transition to A level
• Opportunities to meet and chat to current A level students
• Two A level taster sessions
• Options evening
• Career opportunities discussed in Computer Science and Universities
• Extension tasks for students who want to take A level
• Holiday tasks to bridge from GCSE to A level

A Level – AQA
The scheme of work fulfils the exam board requirement and there are opportunities to work
beyond this with physical computing and programming opportunities. Students are
encouraged to work independently at home using flipped learning and reflection workbooks
which review each topic enhancing the learning experience. Key terminology is important
and as such students complete a very large PowerPoint with a definition per slide over the
two-year course. There are opportunities to program in other languages and to experiment
with python. Freedom to work independently within the classroom enables students to use
school resources to optimise their outcomes. Individual project work is supported by a
professional computer scientist who acts as their client. Interleaving activities support
students recall and build on previous knowledge. Assessment is done through tasks mapped
against exam grades, exam questions and programming work. Regular written tests are also
tracked and cumulatively provide data for analysis and AP data drops. Parental engagement
is sought where progress and work ethic are not as expected. Intervention strategies are put
in place where necessary.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students will undertake transition exercises in both theory and programming
procedurally (python)
Students will undertake many practical programming exercises, learning new
libraries in the process.
Introduce new programming paradigms – object orientated programming (python),
functional (Haskell) and Assembly language.
Students will enhance their theoretical knowledge of programming e.g. data
structures, specific algorithms.
Introduce new theoretical topics such as regular languages and improve knowledge
of all the other theoretical topics such as architecture & software.
Introduce project life cycles to facilitate their individual projects
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•
•
•

Students will undertake a range of revision activities covering the entire specification
as well as exam technique strategies.
Students will complete their individual projects for which a professional computer
scientist will mentor them.
Introduce the pre-release for paper 1 exam which students will work through.

Transition to University
• Extra reading matter beyond the course
• Support with university choices and course content
• Visits from professional computer scientists for real world knowledge
• Support with Cambridge CSST entrance exams/interview
• Extension programming opportunities
• Activities to support their Personal statements e.g. STEM activities,
working with younger year groups
• Careers information
Enrichment
Extra-Curricular activities
• Opportunities to tinker with physical computing to gain a wider understanding of
real-world computing
• Support from professional computer scientist during Project time to help as
“client” feedback and drive their initial ideas for projects.
• STEM visitors
• BEBRAS – International Computational thinking competition
• Reading books to extend understanding in the wider context
e.g. maths, machine learning, encryption
Gaps in prior learning
• Student entrants from other schools have often not had the same
experiences and extra sessions and programming theory knowledge are
given where necessary
• Practical sessions for example sorting and searching algorithms with cards given
• flipped learning to ascertain misconceptions and remedy through private
study before topic extended in class and Reflective documents used for
each topic.
• Keywords are given in each lesson and then supported by a glossary building
exercise within each topic
• Master classes and holiday sessions to prepare for exams
Cultural Capital
• Use of Bletchley park trip to give students the opportunity to explore the female
role during the war in breaking German codes. Specifically looking at encryption.
• Visit to Museum of computing to see the historical progression of computer
technology in the UK
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Supporting the disadvantaged
• Use of computer science resources – e.g. computers to complete work inside
school; theory books to help complete assignments
All Sixth form students
• All students will improve their understanding of issues/dangers of using the Internet,
keeping their Identities and data safe, ownership of digital information and the
appropriate use of netiquette to become safe and effective users of the Internet
through a range of activities but particularly classroom discussion and groupwork
during PSHE time.
Impact
• Learning and progress will be monitored through the completion of homework
tasks, analysis of written and oral work by the teacher.
• Lesson observations, book looks and drop ins as well as regular team meetings to
discuss intervention strategies being needed will aid in monitoring learning and
progress.
• Formative and summative assessments taking place to monitor progress on each
topic.
• Interleaving assessment questions to monitor long term recall of topics.
• Students gain 21st century skills such as resilience, problem solving, creativity,
digital communication, collaboration, and lifelong learning.
• The enthusiasm for the subject of Computer Science
• Number of pupils involved in the enrichment activities
• The consistent/improved take up of the subject at KS4 & KS5
• Progress and attainment in external exams remain high
• The numbers of students who continue to study Computer Science at university or
apprenticeships following excellent A level outcomes
• Our students being digitally literate and able to confidently use a range of
technology safely and effectively to support their studies and become active
participants in the world beyond the school.
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Design and Technology
Rationale
The Technology department at Chislehurst School for Girls firmly believe that students learn
best by ‘doing’ and allowing them to experiment and take risks. This is achieved by
imaginative teaching through traditional practices.
Students are taught in a safe and secure learning environment that is creative, simulating
and allows the students to take responsibilities for their own learning.
KS3 Food technology offers students an opportunity to learn basic food skills, food safety,
hygiene and home management skills. It also allows the students to develop knowledge and
understanding of key life skills, and how to stay healthy through healthy eating and
nutrition.
Graphics opens up creative and enquiring minds in inspirational environments to
understand and question the world of design. This allows the students to take ownership of
design and push them to become designers of the future.

Intent
We deliver Food Technology and Graphic Design on a rotation in Year 7, 8 and 9.
In Food Technology for Year 7, we aim to develop student’s confidence in the kitchen and
build upon the very basic skills students have acquired at KS2. This is so that students are
able to become more independent both at home and in school with practical projects. We
aim to develop students understanding of food safety including cross contamination.
Students learn both practical and theory through a series of projects. Within these they are
taught about good personal hygiene, basic knife skills and how to use the oven, hob and
grill. This then provides the foundation to build on their skills into year 8 when introducing
more challenging techniques. In order to show where the skills they are learning may be
used in the real world we invite a local butcher into school to show students how he uses his
knife skills to correctly portion up a chicken for customers.
Graphic Design in Year 7, we prepare students to follow the stages of the design process.
We teach students to be able to complete a project using the steps of Analysis, Design,
Implementation, Testing and Evaluation. This is so that students are able to tackle more
advanced projects using an industry standard approach. We reinforce student’s knowledge
of the colour wheel and 2D and 3D design. We also introduce students to the stages of
product analysis. In order to give students a wider understanding of Graphics Design
students will research into existing designers and their work with emphasis on important
female designers to inspire students.
In year 8 Food Technology we build on students’ knowledge of food safety introducing
importance of correctly storing food items and bacteria. This will ensure the personal safety
of students when they become more confident in the kitchen at home. We ensure students
are aware of what constitutes a healthy balanced diet and embed this teaching into all
practical tasks taught in year 8. Through a series of practical lesson students will extend
their understanding of diet by learning what impact of a poor diet can have on the body.
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Essential Health and Safety in the classroom. To ensure students are safe while working in the room.

In year 8 Graphics students are taught the fundamentals of graphic design. Students are
taught technical drawing skills such as 1 and 2 point perspective drawing. They are also
taught in detail how to use colour, line, typography appropriately. Students by the end of
the year are equipped with the necessary skills to be able to tackle a graphic design project.
Food within Year 9 will continue to develop the student’s knowledge and understanding of a
healthy balanced diet and develop an awareness for nutrition. By the end of KS3 students
will be aware of many medical issues relating to food. Students will also be taught the
important of food miles and the effect of their carbon footprint has on the food industry as
well buying local and supporting British farmers and the local economy.
In Year 9 Graphics Design students are encouraged to express themselves creatively and this
supports their preparation for GCSE if they choose Graphics as an option or also subjects like
Art, Media and Photography. They are taught industry skills and techniques in order to
prepare them for a GCSE project. They will understand the different elements of Graphic
design including advertising and branding. In order to keep up with both digital and hand
drawn trends students will be familiar with both hand draw and digital techniques through
their studies in Year 9. Students will be led through a series of mini projects in order to
cement their understanding which include pop up cards, typography and printing projects.
KS4 students will begin their GCSE project-based controlled assessments where they will
demonstrate their ability to respond to a project brief, carry out experiments, carry out
detailed research into chosen designers and present a final project piece. This will
encourage the students to work independently. The students will have to completed two
units of coursework within year 10 – Unit 1: Introduction to Graphic Design. Unit 2: Graphic
Design Practice.
Year 11’s will continue to build on their creative design skills and complete two more units.
Unit 3: Responding to a Graphic Design Brief and lastly Unit 4: Graphic Design Portfolio. The
Year 11 students will also sit an external 10 hour exam.

Implementation
Year 7 – Graphics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students will be taught to develop awareness of subject / orientation of room / where
resources kept / equipment and located.
Students will be taught what the primary, secondary, and tertiary colours are as well as
complementary colours.

Students will be taught the term rendering means and how to create tone using two
and three tome shading.
Students will be shown how to draw a simple cube.
Students will be taught how emotions and how they are linked to colour.
Students will be shown how different methods of shading. Hatching, cross hatching,
stippling, overlay, scumbling and burnishing.
Students will be shown how to draw 3D shapes
Students will be taught how to create wood grain using a lead pencil and then develop it
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

further by using colouring pencils.
Students will be taught the stage of the design process.
Students will be taught how to how there are hidden messages within logos.
Students will be taught how the key features of existing logos to see how it could help

in the development of their own logo.
Students will be taught how to evaluate their work. What worked well, what skills did
they used.
Students will be taught how to how to improve their designs.
Students will be taught how to produce a final design for their logo.
Students will be taught how to evaluate the design process.

Year 7 – Food Technology
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students will be taught essential Health and Safety in the Kitchen classroom. To ensure
students are safe while working in the food room.
Students will be taught awareness of subject / orientation of room / where resources kept /
equipment and appliances located / how to use the equipment safely.
Students will be taught how to wash up correctly
Students will be taught the names of the kitchen equipment and what they are made from.
Students will be taught the melting method – differences in ‘butter’ / use of hob /
microwave use of equipment. Working with a time constraint. Health and safety.
Students will be taught the rubbing in method / use of hob. Pan handle to the side / how to
deal with a burn. Different coloured chopping boards and their uses. Cross contamination.
Students will be taught how important knife safety is within the kitchen.
Students will be taught knife skills – bridge and claw technique.
Students will be taught how to use of a rolling pin to shape pastry.
Students will be taught how to crack an egg and use as a glaze.
Students will be taught the nutritional value of eggs / bacteria associated with eggs / identify
quality check points when choosing and cooking eggs / lion quality mark. Working as a team.
Eat well guide and the names of the 5 different food groups.
Students will be taught how a poor diet can affect the body – diabetes / stroke / heart attack
/ obesity.

Wider curriculum
•
•

Students will learn the fundamentals of healthy eating and this can be shared during BNF
healthy eating week in June. Students to take on one of the BNF challenges.
Students are encouraged to cook and develop skills at home.

Transition
•

Students will build on skills they have learnt during KS2. We review what Graphics/Food
Technology they completed in KS2. Often not much is done so we start right from the beginning
such as turning on the oven / washing up process / knife skills. A check list has been created to
ensure the students know the basics in the Food and Graphics.

Cultural influence
•

Seasonal foods / recipes and dishes from around the world. Design logos / branding for different
companies all over the world.

Disadvantage students
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•

Provide equipment / ingredients / resources / catch up sessions – lunchtimes and after school.

Assessment methods
•

Students to complete detailed evaluations after practicals to assess their skills and knowledge
learnt. They also take the end of year exams in the last term. The focus of these exams is to
imbed the key skills and knowledge learnt over the year. It also gets the students about revision
techniques – flash cards, clocks, mind maps etc.

Year 8 – Graphics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teachers will recap essential expectations within the classroom. To ensure students are safe
while working in the classroom.
Students will be taught how to develop knowledge of technical drawings / design process
Students will be taught the difference between 2D and 3D shapes / draw a cube / know what an
isometric drawing is.
Students will be taught to recognise typography in everyday products. E.g. road signs, shops
fronts.
Teachers will inspire future female graphic designers.
Students will be taught how to understand what a one point perspective drawing is and how to
draw a simple cube.
Students will be taught how to draw letters in perspective.
Students will be taught how to draw a curve within the letter using one point perspective.
Teachers will recap three tone shading / rendering techniques.
Students will be taught how to draw a street view in point perspective. Construction lines,
vanishing point and horizon line.
Students will be taught how to draw on, above and below the horizon line – bird’s eye view and
worm’s eye view.
Students will be taught what typography is.

Year 8 – Food Technology
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teaching will ensure students are aware of healthy eating principles.
Students will be taught how to knead / proofing / fermentation.
Students will be taught the milling process and how it’s changed over the years. Fresh and dried
yeast / breads from around the world.
Students will be given more in-depth information on the Eatwell guide. Why we need the 5
different food groups.
Teachers will recap knife skills – bridge and claw.
Students will be taught how to make shortcrust pastry / shortening / different types of fat / egg
coagulation.
Teachers will recap on knife skills / rubbing in method.
Teachers will demonstrate sauce making. All in one method / roux.
Teachers will recap on how to use the grill.
Students will be taught how research their own cup cake recipe and follow recipe on their own.
Teachers will recap on chopping boards.
Students will be taught presentation skills / finishing techniques / seasonal foods.
Teaches will recap knife skills – bridge and claw.
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•
•
•
•

Students will be taught the Eatwell guide / protein / medical issues relating to poor diet / cross
contamination / chopping boards.
Teachers will recap healthy eating guidelines.
Students will be taught about Raising agents / mechanical / chemical / biological.
Teachers will recap how to use / turn on oven.

KS3 (year 7/8) Graphics
Wider curriculum
•

•

•

Students will be given the opportunity to use their skills gained in graphic design to create a new
school banner for the website with the best 3 being shown on rotation. We would hope to run
this for key events during the school year i.e. sports day, healthy eating week etc. This will allow
students to follow a design brief and showcase work once completed.
Students will have the opportunity to see current techniques used in graphics design. External
speakers to be invited in to showcase key design process and techniques. This will show students
the links between their work and the processes followed in industry.
We will offer students who have registered their interest in Graphics design the opportunity to
visit a local graphic design company to see first-hand what careers are available in the sector.

Transitions
•

Students develop and build on their skills learnt from Year 7. They are also given a taster of what
GCSE would like with lots of mini projects focusing on key skills.

Disadvantage students
•

Provide equipment / resources / catch up sessions – lunchtimes and after school.

Assessment methods
•

Students will need to complete a series of practical challenges to demonstrate their technical
abilities and then write up detailed evaluations after key elements of the design process to
assess their skills, knowledge and understanding. They also take the end of year exams in the
last term. The focus of these exams is to imbed the key skills and knowledge learnt over the
year. It also gets the students about revision techniques – flash cards, clocks, mind maps etc.

KS3 (year 7/8) Food
Wider Curriculum
•

•

Selected students will be given the opportunity to work with a client, research dietary needs and
create a product to a given brief. Students will be able to showcase their product and get a real
feel for professional presentation. They will provide a professional invitation, collect feedback
and evaluate their product. This will give students the experience of working in a team with their
sous chef and to a brief.
We will aim to give students an insight to where their food comes from and to see how skills
covered are used in professional capacity. This will be achieved by inviting a butcher/fishmonger
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•
•

in to give a practical demonstration of how knife skills are used to portion a chicken correctly
and fillet a fish correctly.
Students will learn the fundamentals of healthy eating and this can be shared during BNF
healthy eating week in June. Students to take on one of the BNF challenges.
Students are encouraged to cook and develop skills at home.

Transition
•

Students will build on skills they have learnt during KS2. We review what Graphics/Food
Technology they completed in KS2. Often not much is done so we start right from the beginning
such as turning on the oven / washing up process / knife skills. A check list has been created to
ensure the students know the basics in the Food and Graphics.

Disadvantaged students
•

Provide equipment / resources / catch up sessions – lunchtimes and after school.

Assessment methods
•

Students to complete detailed evaluations after practicals to assess their skills and knowledge
learnt. They also take the end of year exams in the last term. The focus of these exams is to
imbed the key skills and knowledge learnt over the year. It also gets the students about revision
techniques – flash cards, clocks, mind maps etc.

Cultural influence
•

Seasonal foods / recipes and dishes from around the world. Design logos / branding for different
companies all over the world.

Disadvantage students
•

Provide equipment / ingredients / resources / catch up sessions – lunchtimes and after school.

Essential Health and Safety in the classroom. To ensure students are safe while working in the room.
Develop awareness of subject / orientation of room / where resources kept / equipment and
located.
Application of colour theory.
Primary, secondary, tertiary, complementary.
Key colour – linked to movie posters.
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Year 9 – Design and Technology
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students will be taught to build on their practical food technology skills acquired in years 7&8.
Students will have the opportunity to use these skills to work on a series of practical lessons to
further develop their abilities.
Students will be taught to develop their drawing techniques.
Students will be taught Crating technique / Isometric / Scale drawings / recap perspective.
Students will develop an understanding of different types of paper. Weight – grammage / The
process of making paper.
Students will be taught to know develop an understanding of the design process. Brief /
Research / Product analysis / Speciation / Initial designs / Development / Making / Evaluation.
Students will be taught different types of mechanisms – internal / V fold
Students will be taught what graphical styles of writing is.
Students will be taught how to create a style of writing that suggests movement / feeling etc
The history of tribal tattoos / the meaning of certain tattoos / the tools used / designs and
patterns.
Students will be taught to develop their design skills and design two tattoos.
Students will be taught to develop skills in creativity, illustration and on trend designs.
Students will be taught how to look at existing products with barcodes.
Students will be taught the use of line within design.
Teachers will work with students to improve drawing / sketching skills and the use of different
mediums such as watercolours.
Teachers will show students how to explore the different types of printing.
Students will be taught block printing / screen printing etc

Year 9 – Design and Technology
Wider curriculum / enhancement / careers
•
Students to start thinking about careers within the graphic design industry. A great way to
start them thinking about careers is to give the students the opportunity to use their skills gained in
graphic design to create a new school banner for the website with the best 3 being shown on
rotation. We would hope to run this for key events during the school year i.e. sports day, healthy
eating week etc. This will allow students to follow a design brief and showcase work once
completed.
•
Planning on getting a quest speaker to come into explain the importance of talking to the
client and finding out requirements needed. Students will get an idea of how their skills learnt are
used in industry and what careers they can lead to.
Transition
•
This is the starting point for the students to build upon and keep developing the skills they
learnt KS3. It also a big stepping-stone in preparation for year 10 when the coursework starts.
Disadvantaged students
•
In order for students to make progress we provide equipment / resources / catch up
sessions – lunchtimes and after school. We have constant communication via email with both
students and parents. Classrooms are also available to use for the students who do not have any
computers at home if needed.
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Year 9 - Assessment methods
•
Students will assess their own design skills through evaluating their mini projects as well as
an end of year exam.

Year 10
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Students will be taught the components of graphic design. They will do this by working with
physical and/or digital materials and techniques.
Students will be taught how to apply colour, tone, line, composition, typography and Imagery.
Students will be introduced to graphic design components through personal experimental work.
Students will be taught to evaluate the visual impact of their experiments and the choices made
during their experiments.
Students will be taught to explore design disciplines, examine the work of recognised designers
and use their understanding of design components to identify successful design practice.
Students will be taught how to understand the work of recognised graphic designers in
illustration, advertising graphics, branding and corporate identity, packaging graphics,
typography, digital design and communication graphics.
Teachers will demonstrate how to choose one discipline, select some work by a recognised
designer in that discipline and create their own piece of graphic design, taking inspiration from
their research and using components found in the work of their chosen designer.

Disadvantage students
•

Provide equipment / resources / catch up sessions – lunchtimes and after school.

•

Day off timetable for some students.

Assessment methods
•
Internal assessed and then externally moderated. Provide students with mark schemes and
complete mocks exams.

Year 11 – Graphics
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Students will be taught to analyse the requirement of a graphic design brief. They will
understand the requirements and develop some possible ideas to meet the brief. Students will
further develop an idea and present their final graphic design. Finally, the students will analyse
their work and review how they have met the brief.
Students will be taught how to understand the requirements of a graphic design brief. The
students must know how to respond to a brief / develop ideas.
Students will be taught to demonstrate technical skills / effective use of resources.
Students will be taught to evaluate the final outcome / the purpose and impact of the graphic
design / effective use of resources / what went well and not so well.
Students will be taught to explore working in the graphic design industry, by looking at different
ways to present work to understand different types of portfolio. They will then design and
create their own portfolio and review how the portfolio presents their skills as a graphic designer
Students will be taught about the range of employment opportunities in graphic design / entry
and progression routes / ways to present and promote work / the characteristics of digital and
physical portfolios.
Students will be taught to demonstrate breadth of work / editing and selection of work /
selection of format / presentation skills / reasons for choice
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•

Students will be taught to evaluate strengths and weaknesses / technical skills / creative
responses / presentation skills.

Wider curriculum
Disadvantaged students
•
•

Provide equipment / resources / catch up sessions – lunchtimes and after school.
Day off timetable for some students

Assessment methods
•
Internal assessed and then externally moderated. Provide students with mark schemes and
complete mocks exams.

Impact
•
•
•

Students will have end of project assessments which will inform their assessment point.
Students will be required to sit externally assessed written examinations.
Students will be required to submit project work

KS5 Digital Media Studies Intent, Implementation and Impact 2020
Intent
Our Digital Media Curriculum aims to build upon the vital English and Digital literacy students have
gained throughout their Key Stage 3 and 4. Students will undertake the Cambridge Technical
Extended Certificate in Digital Media(level3).

During the course of the two year programme we aim to develop students’ knowledge,
understanding and skills of Digital Media. Students will develop professional and social skills
through interaction with performers, clients and peers; as well as theoretical and technical
knowledge and understanding to underpin these skills. This will allow their creativity and
flair to be harnessed in the design and production of media products used within the
industry. Students will develop conceptual ideas, and visualise these all the way through the
production cycle; from planning and pre-production right through to editing, postproduction
and presentation of products. They’ll also learn how to analyse target audience
requirements, research market demand and bring a media concept alive working in line with
legal and regulatory requirements, in a safe and effective way, protecting themselves and
those they’re working with from injury or harm.
Students will also gain an understanding of how different businesses and organisations in
the media sector work. When it comes to progression or employment, your students will
learn about the variety of opportunities available to them, and the roles and responsibilities
of media businesses and organisations within the sector. This will make sure your students
develop clear ideas about where they might like to take their career and what progression
routes they’d like to follow.
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Implementation.
Transition from KS4:
During the first week of y12 students will complete a “Getting up to Speed week” which will
ensure students will have all the required skill set in order to give them the tools which will
help them complete the coursework, this includes lessons on Photoshop for the students
who did not have photography in KS4.
The Digital Media Studies scheme of work is designed to simultaneously deliver the key
theory elements required while allowing students to put the skills learnt into practice by
attempting three Coursework projects. When completing each project, students will be
encouraged to consider for themselves which skills are most relevant to apply. While
delivering each unit, key links to employability skills are highlighted with key skills in
communication, problem solving, time management, critical thinking, negotiation and
decision-making being vital to success in each project. There are regular opportunities for
synoptic assessment allowing for interleaving of skills throughout each unit. Students are
regularly assessed on their progress through each of the assignment projects, exams
question and regular tests. Students’ progress through each of the assignments is tracked
and monitored closely with various timely intervention used when required.
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Students will be designing various products to link with the scenario at hand using
technical and research skills.
After looking at various Media project proposals, students will create their proposal
on a scenario and present in front of the class for feedback before final design.
Students will create various planning documents including mood boards and
shooting schedules to understand the importance of planning in the designing
process of their products.
Students will create three different products all linked to the client brief.
Students will be taught skills on how to evaluate products and then evaluate and
improve their final products and explain the reasons behind their designs.
Students will be taught about different news articles on various media platforms.
They will learn how articles are constructed and use this understanding to help them
write their own original article.
Students will create a presentation on different platforms of news.
Students will be guided on the different structures and purpose for different news
articles
Students will be taught the skills needed be able to create their own article.
Students will evaluate and improve on their final article and use sub-editing skills to
finalise the article for publication.
Students will be introduced to various advertising campaigns around the world
which will teach them how an advertising campaign is made. They will then plan an
advertising campaign for a product or service, selecting the appropriate media
components to produce it
Using all their skills they have been taught so far, they will now evaluate different
cross media advertising campaigns for consistency of message
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•
•

Students will now have the ability to be able to discuss the legal and ethical
constraints within the planned campaign.
Knowing everything they need to know about an advertising campaign students will
now create the media components to be used in the planned campaign.

Wider curriculum
Trips:
• Students will have the opportunity to visit Harry Potter Studio tour just before Christmas
in order to make them aware of the key marketing/film techniques used in the making
of a movie franchise. This will link to the intertextuality of film across to gaming.
Enhancement/Extended curriculum:
• Students will have the opportunity take part in “Vlogging” day in February at school by
teaming up with VLOGSTAR who will be delivering a workshop with links to Social media
and the ways a mobile audience interacts with the medium.
Disadvantaged Students:
• In order for all students to progress, we offer targeted catch up sessions together with
regular communication via email with both students, sixth form team and parents.
Classrooms are available to use for the students who do not have access to a computer
at home.
• We use shared tracking systems with class teachers and regularly review to identify
students who require intervention.
Career/Destinations:
• All units covered have direct links to various career opportunities, which the students
are made aware of during the 2-year course.
• Students will have the opportunity to visit “Advertising Unlocked” which will offer
students an insight on how different products are branded working in a team to rebrand
and market a new product.
Cultural Capital
•

Students will have all the tools to make correct judgements in the real world when it
comes to buying from analysing adverts, making a positive contribution when it comes
to social media and understanding how to engage and share various positive news
stories. Students will also have learned the importance of creating different products to
have a positive impact on society.

Impact
•
•

Students learning and progress through each of the key deliverables within each of
the 3 assignment briefs will be closely tracked and monitored.
Frequent end of topic written assessments to be completed for the theory element
of the course. This will incorporate material from each of the previous assessments
to assess students’ ability to recall prior learning.
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•
•
•

Students to effectively apply the relevant skills learnt to tackle each of the
assignment deliverables.
Number of students opting to follow careers in Media increasing.
Progress and attainment in both coursework assignments and external examinations
to remain high.
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Humanities:

Humanities Curriculum Review
Intent:
•

•

•

•

A core component of our Curriculum is based upon our duty to incorporate and promote
SMSC and British values so as to ensure that our pupils will flourish as citizens within their
own diverse community and that of Britain and the wider world. We actively promote the
importance of being good global citizens and foster a culture of respect and equality as well
as challenging stereotypes and any form of discrimination/prejudice. We aim to ensure that all
activities are accessible to all pupils (making adaptations, and putting extra support in place
where applicable to support access of SEND and EAL and ensuring that trips are accessible to
PP, ensuring that cost is not a barrier to participation).
We aim to ensure that our curriculum is relevant to our students and to the world in which
they live at present and in the future. To incorporate discussion of up to date news items in all
subjects and to have a Humanities Wall with news this week/religious festivals and other
significant events. We recognise the need to prepare them well for adult life and their future
careers. We aim to combat political apathy and promote political, economic and social
understanding and to foster a responsibility for protecting the world in which we all live. We
play a significant role in the Extended School curriculum by contributing to International
Day, Black History Month, Holocaust Day. We aim to encourage all pupils to participate in
these events.
We aim to inspire a genuine interest, enjoyment, curiosity and passion for our subjects so as
to challenge pupils and to motivate enquiring minds and a will to investigate subjects further.
We want them to participate in lessons and enrichment activities both independently and as
part of a team; to think critically and with reflection; to enhance their analytical and
evaluative skills and to develop their confidence in asking and answering challenging
questions and to form their own supported judgments. We want to create a stimulating
working environment using a variety of differentiated resources and teaching strategies which
will inspire and enthuse our pupils as well as developing their resilience and self-discipline.
Our Schemes of Work are designed to work within the framework of the National
Curriculum/Bromley SACRE and examination specifications with a view to develop excellent
knowledge and understanding of our subjects as well as subject specific and transferable skills
including literacy and numeracy. They are developed to enable pupils to transition smoothly
and make progression from KS2 and through KS3,4 and 5. We incorporate a wide variety of
differentiated resources and teaching strategies which we hope will inspire and enthuse our
pupils as well as developing their resilience and self-discipline with a view to ensure high
expectations in relation to progression and academic attainment.
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Intent

Implementation
Geography
KS3
Where we live? Key
human and physical
places in the UK
including
weather/climate/rive
rs/national parks
Europe – a diverse
continent
Future of Food –
types of farming
including
environmental and
political impact.
Ecosystems and the
challenges facing
them
Natural hazards

Implementation
History
A core
KS3
component of
Immigration to the
our Curriculum
UK and family
is based upon
history.
our duty to
Abolition of
incorporate and
slavery
promote SMSC
Role of
and British
government,
values so as to
parliament and the
ensure that our
concept of
pupils will
democracy e.g. in
flourish as
the Tudors,
citizens within
Georgians and
their own
Civil War.
diverse
Women’s Rights
community and
Movements around
that of Britain
the world to
and the wider
challenge voter
world. We
apathy
actively promote
Different styles of
the importance
government e.g.
of being good
those of modern
global citizens
Russia & China.
and foster a
Diversity of other
culture of
cultures and
respect and
KS4
challenging
equality as well
Global cities –
stereotypes e.g.
as challenging
London and Mumbai America in 19th and
stereotypes and
Rural and urban
20th centuries
any form of
challenges including Opportunities to
discrimination/p migration,
debate moral issues
rejudice.
sustainability,
e.g. development &
We aim to
deprivation and
continued existence
ensure that all
regeneration
of nuclear
activities are
Climate Change and weapons.
accessible to all it’s impact in the UK KS4
pupils (making
and globally.
Social and political
adaptations, and Study of wider
reformers, the
putting extra
issues linking
history of and
support in place physical and human current NHS e.g.
where applicable geography
vaccination/superb
to support
ugs/DNA/
access of SEND KS5
Genetics/Covid-19
and EAL and
Changing Spaces;
ensuring that
role of governments,
trips are
social inequality
accessible to PP Coasts and
student,
landscape systems
ensuring
Earth’s life support
that cost is not a systems
KS5
barrier to
Power and borders
Democracy and
participation).
e.g. ethnic groups
Nationalism in
and the concepts of
Germany

Implementation
Religious Studies
KS3
Six major world
religions:
Christianity
Islam
Hinduism
Buddhism
Judaism
Their origins, beliefs
and practices, religious
buildings
‘Big’ questions about
the world

KS4
Practices and beliefs of
Christianity and Islam
as well as themes of:
Religion and Life
Crime and Punishment
Families and
Relationships Human
Rights
Christianity in the 21st
Century
Stages of Life

KS5
Philosophy and Ethics
and Christianity
Debates about human
rights (including
Euthanasia, situation
ethics, stewardship,
human rights)
Dialogues: how
Christianity impacts
philosophy and ethics
and vice versa

Impact on all
key stages
Engagement
and behaviour
Whole school
impact of
mock
elections,
Head student
elections
Taking part in
student
evaluations
after
Enrichment/
International
activities
such as
International
day
(September)/
Chinese
Exchange
programme
(July)/
Japanese
Exchange
programme
(October) and
other
enrichment
activities
such as
Black History
(October)/
Holocaust
activities
(February)
Involvement
in PSD
activities in
relation to
assemblies
and
competitions
with
certificates
awarded
SMSC grid
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We aim to
ensure that our
curriculum is
relevant to our
students and to
the world in
which they live
at present and in
the future. To
incorporate
discussion of up
to date news
items in all
subjects and to
have a
Humanities Wall
with news this
week/religious
festivals and
other significant
events. We
recognise the
need to prepare
them well for
adult life and
their future
careers. We aim
to combat
political apathy
and promote
political,
economic and
social
understanding
and to foster a
responsibility
for protecting
the world in
which we all
live. We play a
significant role
in the Extended
School
curriculum by
contributing to
International
Day, Black
History Month,
Holocaust Day.

states and nations,
NATO and the UN
and their role in
global conflict, Mali
case study of global
governance
KS3
Impact of Brexit on
farming
Global crime, power
and borders and
impact locally and
globally
Global
industrialisation
Gender inequality
Nuclear power

KS4
Economic systems
of finance and trade
and fair trade
Social and
Environmental
issues/problems of
globalisation and
urbanisation
Impact of Brexit and
Covid-19
Urban/rural
challenges including
local case studies.
Climate Change,
rivers and coasts

KS5
Disease dilemma’s
e.g. Covid-19
EU/World debates
on pollution and
climate change
Independence and
referendums e.g.
Brexit and Catalonia
Conflict over water
and state boundaries
e.g. Gaza-West
Bank

Elizabethan
Government and
development of
Parliament
KS3
Empires e.g.
Mughals/
Songhai compared
to
Tudors. Make
relevant to today
e.g. Saudi Arabia
Suffrage
Movement and
women’s rights
movements around
the world to
challenge voter
apathy
Remembrance
Holocaust
Inclusion of
international
themes e.g. breadth
studies of America,
Russia & China.
KS4
Civil Rights and
Feminist
movements
International Peace
keeping and
parallels with 21st
Century e.g.
‘special
relationship’ with
USA and changing
European
relationship

KS5
Parallels between
concepts of
democracy,
nationalism in
1930’s and today
(Germany)
NEA Free choice
to make relevant to
interests/personal
background

KS3
Festivals, cultures and
traditions of World
religions
Languages and sacred
texts of different
religions

KS4
Concepts of
Stewardship
Religious charities and
protection of the
environment.
Human Rights
Study of crime and
punishment

KS5
Study of
philosophy/ethics and
asking big questions
Study of ethics and
applying ethical
theories to various
moral and political
issues
(Environmental ethics,
anthropocentric and
deep ecological
arguments about
climate change,
deforestation
& greenhouse effect.
Duty/stewardship,
organ donation and
transplant surgery,

As above
Also,
awareness of
university
courses, jobs,
careers
reflected in
subject
choices in
UCAS
references
Responsibilit
y for
litter/respect
for
classrooms/sc
hool site
reflected in
working
environment
Number of
pupils getting
involved in
volunteering
for and taking
part in
assemblies
and
enrichment
activities
outside of
lesson such as
Eco-Club,
Black
History/Diver
sity/
International
Group
Student/staff
contribution
to Humanities
Wall
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We aim to
encourage all
pupils to
participate in
these events.

We aim to
inspire a
genuine interest,
enjoyment,
curiosity and
passion for our
subjects so as to
challenge pupils
and to motivate
enquiring minds
and a will to
investigate
subjects further.
We want them
to participate in
lessons and
activities both
independently
and as part of a
team; to think
critically and
with reflection;
to enhance their
analytical and
evaluative skills
and to develop
their confidence
in asking and
answering
challenging
questions and to
form their own
supported
judgments. We
want to create a
stimulating
working
environment
using a variety
of differentiated
resources and
teaching
strategies which

KS3
Local
fieldwork/enrichme
nt e.g. Scadbury
and surveys locally
and in school
Skills addressed in
all topics
KS4
Fieldwork/enrichme
nt
trips
e.g River fieldwork
and others to be
arranged for
example Margate
and Iceland
Exam practice,
evaluations and
skills topic
KS5
Trips/fieldwork/
enrichment for
NEA such as
Folkestone

We ensure that all
students (in all key
stages and including
PP Students) have
the opportunity to
attend trips.
In all key stages to
encourage subject
based reading to
encourage
engagement and to
broaden knowledge

Tudor political
issues/finance and
economy/religious
extremism
(Puritans)/
tolerance/Tudor
diversity and
comparison to
today

abortion, euthanasia,
animal rights, capital
punishment).
Christianity ethics/philosophy, how
the beliefs/practices
influences moral/ethical
behaviour and its
implications throughout
history, linking to key
scholars.

KS3
Black History
Month activities
Teamwork and
debate
Trips
Use of Britannica
as a research
tool/student
presentations/
Opportunity to take
part in national
competition to
write a piece of
Historical Fiction.
Enrichment:
Planning trips to
Hampton Court (as
part of local history
study) &
Battlefields Trip to
Ypres (as part of
study of changing
nature of warfare).
KS4
Black History
Conference and
Year 11
opportunity to lead
assembly
Black History and
International day
activities/assemblie
s and enrichment
trips e.g.
Kenilworth Castle
and Guys
Operating
Theatre/the Golden
Hinde
KS5

KS3
Involvement in
Holocaust day and
assembly. Outside
speakers
Involvement in Easter
assembly
Enrichment: Religious
building visit

KS4
Involvement in
International
Day/Gospel
Choir/assemblies
Exam practice of 12
mark AO2 questions
KS5
Planning Holocaust
Trip to Poland with
History
Study of religious
language & its
significance (e.g.
tautology &
falsification), Statistics/
percentages (looking at
climate change), essay
writing & debate (e.g.
philosophers
theories/cosmology/deo
ntology).
reading/articles/docume
ntation and recent
research
Exam practice of A01
and 15 mark AO2
questions and 25 mark
questions
Trips to churches

Number of
pupils
choosing to
take at GCSE
and A level
and retention
Number of
pupils getting
involved in
International
and
Enrichment
activities/trip
s e.g.
Whitstable,
Margate,
Kenilworth,
Poland, Guys
Operating
Theatre/Gold
en Hinde
H/W
illustrating
further
research and
places visited
Choice EPQ’s
relating to
Humanities
subjects
Work
experience
choices
University
choices
Number of
pupils
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will inspire and
enthuse our
pupils as well as
developing their
resilience and
self-discipline.

Our Schemes of
Work are
designed to
work within the
framework of
the National
Curriculum/Bro
mley SACRE
and examination
specifications
with a view to
develop
excellent
knowledge and
understanding of
our subjects as
well as subject
specific and
transferable
skills including
literacy and
numeracy. They

Enrichment:
Black History
Conference
Essay Writing
competition
Holocaust trip to
Poland and
conference with
Holocaust survivor
run by HET,
Historical
Association’s Great
Debate
competition.
Some free choice
over NEA topics
and wider reading
Interpretation/Sour
ce analysis
Critiquing other
historians
We ensure that all
students (in all key
stages, including
PP students) have
the opportunity to
attend trips
In all key stages to
encourage subject
based reading to
encourage
engagement and to
broaden knowledge
KS3
KS3
Transition from Y6 Transition from
- Y7: audit of prior
Y6 - Y7 Y7: audit
knowledge (&
of prior knowledge
adaptations to
(& adaptations to
lessons as
lessons as
appropriate to ensure appropriate to
time is not spent re- ensure time is not
teaching what was
spent re-teaching
taught in primary).
what was taught in
Development of
primary).
marking/assessment Development of
sheets to easily
marking/assessmen
incorporate www/ebi t sheets to easily
and to include all
incorporate
key skills. Skills unit www/ebi and to
to address gap
include all key
between 6 and 7 and skills
reviewed regularly
Skills unit to
with feedback from
address gap
feeder schools
between 6 and 7
wherever possible
and reviewed

We ensure that all
students (in all key
stages including PP
students) have the
opportunity to attend
trips

receiving
certificates/na
mes on
Humanities
Board

In all key stages to
encourage subject
based reading to
encourage engagement
and to broaden
knowledge

KS3
Transition from Y6 Y7 : Y7 audit of prior
knowledge (&
adaptations to lessons
as appropriate to ensure
time is not spent reteaching what was
taught in primary).
Development of
marking/assessment
sheets to easily
incorporate www/ebi
and to include all key
skills
Skills unit to address
gap between 6 and 7
and reviewed regularly
with feedback from
feeder schools
wherever possible

Impact
measured in
Data drops,
examination
results
Learning and
progress
measured in
lesson
observations,
data drops,
examination
results, book
looks. All

our students
are entered
for the
appropriate
examination
courses and
are expected
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are developed to
enable pupils to
transition
smoothly and
make
progression
from KS2 and
through KS3,4
and 5. We
incorporate a
wide variety of
differentiated
resources and
teaching
strategies which
we hope will
inspire and
enthuse our
pupils as well as
developing their
resilience and
self-discipline
with a view to
ensure high
expectations in
relation to
progression and
academic
attainment.

Spelling grids used
Numeracy –
coordinates, climate
graphs, scale/area –
incorporated into all
KS3 topics .
Regular
testing/assessment
KS4
Transition to KS4
is supported as
students have
studied all the key
skills required at
KS3, in addition to
practising fieldwork.
As above and
urbanisation/populat
ion
graphs/measurement
s of wealth and
poverty
Head of Maths
delivers session to
better prepare
students for
increased numeracy
at GCSE
Differentiated
sessions and Dropins to address gaps
between KS3 and 4
and
PP/underachieving
pupils
Regular
testing/assessment
for long term content
and embedding
knowledge

KS5
Transition between
KS4/5 supported by
Bridging units and
feedback/discussion
for enrolment.
Spatial patterns
measured
Lectures for A Level

regularly with
feedback from
feeder schools
wherever possible
To develop
Literacy with key
words for each
topic and to
develop essay
writing skills with
debate and
judgment.
To develop
numerical skills in
chronological
sequencing and
calculations in
relation to different
centuries
Regular
testing/assessment
KS4
Transition to KS4
is supported as
students will have
studied all the key
skills required at
KS3, and have
received detailed
feedback on their
KS3 exams on how
to get to the next
level for each skill.
As above and also
use of
statistics/graphs
e.g. in relation to
life expectancy
Differentiated
revision/masterclas
ses to address
PP/disadvantaged
gap between KS3
and 4
Making flash cards
together to
encourage
continuity at
home/FIT and
repeat mocks
Regular
testing/assessment
for long term
content and

Topic mats with key
terms, essay writing
and debate
Statistics/graphs e.g.
numbers of different
denominations
Regular
testing/assessment

to achieve at
least in line
with their
potential in
end of unit
assessments
and
examination
s. In all
Humanities
subjects we
aim to be
well above
KS4
the national
Transition to KS4 is
average for
supported as students
progress and
will have studied all the
attainment
key skills required at
with a
KS3.
positive
Key terminology and
progress
quotes from sacred
measure. We
texts
hope to see
Extra past papers and
exam booklets given to the gap
PP/disadvantaged/under closing for
achieving to help close our
gap
PP/SEND/E
Making flash cards
AL students.
together to encourage
continuity at home/FIT
and repeat mocks
Regular
testing/assessment for
long term content and
embedding knowledge

KS5
Transition between
KS4/5 supported by
Bridging units and
feedback/discussion for
enrolment.
As above and further
critical
analysis and evaluation

Questioning
of pupils in
lesson
observations/
Drop-ins
Book
monitoring
shows
progress
Summer
projects –
KS2-3
transition
Bridging
units – KS4 –
5 transition
PP
monitoring
and closing
gap reported
to governors
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embedding
knowledge
KS5
Transition
between KS4/5
supported by
Bridging units and
feedback/discussio
n for enrolment.
As above but
further critical
analysis and testing
of hypotheses.
Transferable skills
highlighted e.g.
NEA can be
written using skills
gained from
examined units
Transition to
Higher Education
is supported by
NEA unit, which
teaches students
how to undertake
independent
research using
historical journals
and primary
sources, as well as
how to frame and
undertake their
own historical
enquiry.

in response to
SEF areas for
development
PP/Underachi
eving pupils
named in
faculty
meetings and
gaps noted
after AP.
Focus on
closing gaps
particularly of
middle ability
at KS3 before
KS4.
Intervention
for named
students
Meetings with
students/track
ing by TLR
holders in
faculty.
Tracking to
show
embedded
knowledge

IMPACT: Humanities – all subject areas (each bullet point corresponds to those listed
above for Intent)
•

The impact will be seen in:

- excellent engagement and behaviour in lessons, enrichment activities and Humanities areas
- the response to whole school mock elections and Head student elections.
- Numbers of students getting involved in and evaluations of International activities such as
International Day, the Chinese and Japanese Exchange programmes and enrichment activities such as
Black History Month and Holocaust Day as well as the various trips/visits
- Involvement in PSD activities in relation to assemblies and competitions with certificates awarded
- the SMSC grid will reflect the work that has been done in this area
•

The impact will be seen in:

- awareness of university courses, jobs, careers reflected in subject choices in UCAS references
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- Responsibility for litter/respect for classrooms/school site reflected in working environment
- Number of pupils getting involved in volunteering to take part in assemblies and enrichment
activities such as Eco-Club, Black History/Diversity/International Group
- Student/staff contribution to Humanities Wall
•

The impact will be seen in:

- the number of pupils choosing to take at GCSE and A level and retention
- H/W illustrating further research and places visited
- Number of pupils getting involved in International and Enrichment activities/trips e.g.
Whitstable, Margate, Kenilworth, Poland, guys operating theatre/Golden Hinde
- Choice EPQ’s relating to Humanities subjects
- Work experience choices
- University choices
- Number of pupils receiving certificates/names on Humanities Wall
•

The Impact will be seen in:

- Learning and progress measured in lesson observations, data drops, examination results, book looks.

All our students are entered for the appropriate examination courses and are expected to
achieve at least in line with their potential in end of unit assessments and examinations. In all
Humanities subjects we aim to be well above the national average for progress and attainment
with a positive progress measure. We hope to see the gap closing for our PP/SEND/EAL
students.
- PP monitoring and closing gap reported to governors in response to SEF areas for development
- PP/Underachieving pupils named in faculty meetings and gaps noted after AP. Focus on closing
gaps particularly of middle ability at KS3 before KS4. Success of intervention noted.
- Audits and Summer projects to illustrate KS2-3 transition
- Bridging units/ feedback/discussion– KS4 – 5 transition
- Meetings with students/tracking by TLR holders in faculty. Tracking to show embedded knowledge
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Social Communications

Social Communications Intent, Implementation, and Impact
Intent
We offer a
cohesive and
well-rounded
collection of
subjects, taught
by subject
specialists. We
carefully
consider how
our subjects
meet the
National
Curriculum and
examination
board content.

KS3
Implementation

KS4
Implementation

KS5
Implementation

French and Spanish
Students gain and
develop skills to
express themselves
across 3 time frames
(past, present and
future). They also
work on expressing
and justifying opinions
on a range of different
topics.
• All about me
• Family
• School
• Free time
• Where I live
• Food
• Media/technology
• Holidays
• Healthy living

French and Spanish
Students increase
their understanding
and ability to express
themselves on a range
of topics:
• Family and friends
• Technology
• Free time
• Customs and
festivals
• Home and local
area
• Social issues
• Global issues
• School
• Future plans
• Jobs and careers

French and Spanish
Students develop ability
to understand and discuss
trends and issues relating
to French and Spanishspeaking countries:
• Aspects of
Francophone/Hispanic
world – current trends
• Aspects of
Francophone
/Hispanic world–
current issues
• Artistic culture
• Aspects of political life
They also study a literary
text and film in the target
language, allowing them
to analyse artistic works
critically.

All teachers in MFL all
have relevant degrees
in the target
language(s). For nonspecialist teachers
(e.g. French specialist
teaching Spanish),
central teaching
resources are
available to support
them to teach their
classes effectively.
Regular meetings with
Head of Subject
ensure that “nonspecialists” are
supported with
assessment and
marking too.

All teachers in MFL all
have relevant degrees
in the target
language(s). For nonspecialist teachers
(e.g. French specialist
teaching Spanish),
central teaching
resources are
available to support
them to teach their
classes effectively.
Regular meetings with
Head of Subject
ensure that “nonspecialists” are
supported with
assessment and
marking too.

All teachers in MFL all
have relevant degrees in
the target language(s).

Business
Students are able to
understand the

Business
Students are able to
further understand the
concepts of how the
business environment
impacts businesses and
consumers in terms of:
• Costs
• laws

IMPACT
For all subjects
KS3
Student
achievement
will be in line
with their
starting points.
KS4
Students gain
GCSE and
Vocational
qualifications
in line with
their starting
points.
KS5
Students gain A
Level and
Applied A Level
qualifications
in line with
their starting
points.
All students are
entered for
appropriate
externally
accredited
courses and
achieve at least
in line with
their potential
in: end of unit,
year and
course
assessments.
Overall and for
groups, GCSE
outcomes aim
to be well
above the
national
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Intent

KS3
Implementation

KS4
Implementation
concepts of how the
business environment
impacts businesses
and consumers in
terms of:
• Costs
• laws
• the ability to meet
their consumer
needs.
By the end of KS4,
students are also able
to understand how the
wider business
environment such as:
• international trade
• globalisation
• internet
• the impact that the
above decisions
have on businesses

Child Development
Students are able to
understand aspects of
health and wellbeing
for good child
development, the
nutritional needs of
children and how
children develop
physically,
intellectually,
emotionally and
socially from birth to
five years old. Topics
covered are:
• Health and
wellbeing for child
development
• Understanding the
equipment and
nutritional needs if

KS5
Implementation
•

the ability to meet
their consumer needs.
They are also able to
further understand how
the wider business
environment such as:
• international trade
• globalisation
• internet
• the impact that the
above decisions have
on businesses

IMPACT
For all subjects
average for
progress and
attainment,
with a positive
progress
measure.

This further enriches their
cultural capital and
widens their
understanding of the
world businesses operate
in.
N/A

HSC
Students are able to
further understand the
importance of
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Intent

KS3
Implementation

KS4
Implementation
•

children from birth
to five
Understanding the
development of a
child from birth to
five

The purpose of this is
to have a good
knowledge base of the
curriculum and how to
apply this beyond the
classroom.
HSC
Students are able to
understand a variety
of factors that are
important within
health and social care.
Topics covered include
the importance of
communication skills
when working with
individuals as well as
the importance of
understanding the
nutritional needs of
individuals. The aim of
the PoS is that
students will be able
to apply knowledge of
human rights (cultural
capital) and values to
the areas of legislation
and safety and
security measures
with health, social
care and early years
environments. This
knowledge will be
embedded and
interleaved to aid
students’ achievement
in national tests.
Students will be able
to demonstrate first
aid skills

KS5
Implementation

IMPACT
For all subjects

communication skills
when working with
individuals as well as the
importance of … They will
be able to apply
knowledge of human
rights and values to the
areas of legislation and
safety and security
measures with health,
social care and early years
environments.

Sociology
Students are able to
further understand the
concepts of how
structures and individuals
impact society in the
areas of education,
families, beliefs and crime
and deviance. They are
also able to further
understand and assess
how research methods
contribute to Sociological
study.

Economics
Students are able to
understand the key
theories underpinning
Economic decisions made
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Intent

KS3
Implementation

KS4
Implementation

KS5
Implementation

Sociology
Students are able to
understand and retain
the concepts of how
structures and
individuals impact
society in the areas of
education, families,
stratification and
crime and deviance
(cultural capital) so
they can achieve well
in national tests. They
are also able to
understand how
research methods
contribute to
Sociological study and
embed this knowledge
within the sequences
of learning to aid
future progress.

by consumers, firms and
the government. Students
will be able to apply this
knowledge to the areas of
market failure,
government policies,
international trade and
the labour market. They
are also able to
understand and assess
how these decisions
contribute to the function
of the economy.
Economics enriches the
student and provides
cultural capital as it allows
students to appreciate
how governments around
the world operate and
how their decisions
impact our everyday lives.

IMPACT
For all subjects

Psychology
Students are able to
understand the concepts
of Psychology and how
this can be applied to
various topics such as
social influence and
aggression. They also
cover Biopsychology,
Psychopathology,
attachment, memory,
eating behaviours, gender
and discuss issues and
debates. They are also
able to understand and
assess how research
methods contribute to
Psychological study.
All teachers within Social Studies (Business Studies,
Child Development, Economics, Health and Social
Care, Psychology and Sociology) have excellent
subject knowledge of the subjects they teach. All
have relevant degrees in the subjects and where
they are non-specialists in the subject, CPD is
provided to enable them to successfully deliver the
curriculum. Teachers also develop their own CPD by
identifying subject areas they are not as strong in
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Intent

Our ambition is
for students to
be more
inquisitive, to
be challenged
at all levels and
help them
reach their
aspirations in
life.

KS3
Implementation

French and Spanish
All lessons in MFL are
designed with
challenge in mind for
all students,
regardless of ability. A
wide range of
resources are
available, giving
teachers flexibility to
select or adapt tasks
to suit their learners.
All tasks are
scaffolded and
encourage students to
go beyond
understanding
material and apply
their knowledge to
familiar and new
contexts.

KS4
Implementation

KS5
Implementation

and this is cascaded to other members of the
department. Central teaching resources are
available to support all teachers. Meetings with
Head of Subject ensure that “non-specialists” are
supported with assessment and marking too.
French and Spanish
French and Spanish
All lessons in MFL are
At KS5, the material used
designed with
during the course often
challenge in mind for
relates to the cultural
all students,
aspects of the French and
regardless of ability.
Spanish speaking world,
A wide range of
which provides students
resources are
an insight to the current
available, giving
trends and issues.
teachers flexibility to
select or adapt tasks
Use of authentic
to suit their learners.
texts/extracts allow
All tasks are
students to be more
scaffolded and
inquisitive and challenged,
encourage students to as well as encouraging
go beyond
resilience to deduce gist,
understanding
detail and meanings of
material and apply
unfamiliar words.
their knowledge to
familiar and new
Students develop essay
contexts.
writing skills in French and
Spanish, which allow
them to analyse
information critically.
Business
New students to Business
are introduced to the idea
that they need to analyse
Business
decisions made by
Students are taught to businesses in terms of the
analyse decisions
advantage to the
made by businesses in business. and along with
terms of the
GCSE Business students,
advantage to the
are challenged to think in
business. Lessons
a deeper way. Lessons
involve students being involve students being
challenged to question challenged to question
decisions made by
decisions made by
businesses to identify businesses to identify the
the impact on key
impact on key
stakeholders. As one
stakeholders. Students
of the key topics this
are further encouraged to
important information analyse and evaluate,

IMPACT
For all subjects

Sufficient
challenge will
ensure that
student
achievement
will be in line
with
expectations.
Student
motivation in
and out of
lessons will
increase over
time.
There will be
less heavy
reliance on
teacher input
in lessons and
this will be
seen in lesson
observations,
drop ins and
book looks.
Students will
be able to
identify what
they need to
do in order to
make progress
and also what
they need to
exceed their
expectations.
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Intent

KS3
Implementation

KS4
Implementation

KS5
Implementation

is vital to exam
success as this forms
the basis of most
essay questions.
Students are
encouraged to analyse
and evaluate,
statistics, diagrams
and
case studies to make
decisions.

statistics, diagrams and
case studies to make
decisions and question
the validity of the
information. Which is a
key skill required for their
assessments.

Child Development
Students are given the
opportunity to explore
a very specific period
of time in the life
stage of a human and
are encouraged to do
as many practical
activities as possible
to ensure that they do
not just take
knowledge learned as
a given fact of life.
They do so through
practical
demonstrations and
research plus a range
of other activities.
HSC
Students learn that
the skills and
knowledge that they
gain from Health and
Social Care can be
applied to the
workplace and are
encouraged to look at
a range of work
settings when doing
research or
completing work.
Practical assessments

IMPACT
For all subjects

N/A

HSC
New students to the
subject are introduced to
the key vocabulary that
that is needed to study
the course and this also
gives students who have
studied the course before
a chance to recap and
revise past content. The
skills and knowledge that
can be gained from Health
and Social Care is again
applied to the workplace
and students are further
encouraged to look at a
range of work settings
when doing research or
completing work. Practical
assessments also help
them understand key
elements needed for
potential future careers.

Sociology
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Intent

KS3
Implementation

KS4
Implementation
also help them
understand key
elements needed for
potential future
careers.

Sociology
Students are taught to
look at society using a
‘Sociological lens’.
Lessons involve
challenging
preconceptions e.g.
the social construction
of gender and
enabling students to
discover the fact that
there are a number of
ways of looking at one
issue. Students are
encouraged to analyse
and critique theories,
statistics and societal
facts.

KS5
Implementation

IMPACT
For all subjects

New students to Sociology
are introduced to the
concept of the
‘Sociological lens’ and
along with GCSE Sociology
students, are challenged
to think in a deeper way
about the structure of
society. Knowledge is
applied to current events
so that students are able
to make connections to
the world they live in and
make informed choices
about their systems of
belief. Students are
encouraged to analyse
and critique theories,
statistics and societal
facts.
Economics
Students in Economics are
introduced to the idea
that they need to analyse
decisions made by
consumers, firms and the
government. These
decisions relate to the
purpose of the decision
and any externality it may
cause. Lessons involve
students being challenged
to question decisions
made by consumers, firms
and the government to
identify the impact on the
wider economy. Students
are encouraged to use
economic models and
diagrams as well as the
extracts given to analyse
and evaluate decisions
and question the validity
of the information. The
use of these models will
allow the students to
achieve well in national
tests.
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Intent

Our SOW
ensures a
smooth
transition from
KS3 to KS4, and
KS4 to KS5,
through
development of
key skills.

KS3
Implementation

KS2-KS3 French and
Spanish
As students come
from a wide range of
feeder primary
schools, with varying
experiences of
different languages,
the first half term of
Year 7 covers key
basic knowledge in
French and Spanish
(key information
about themselves,
family, numbers etc).
Information from
primary schools
include detail about
language studied at
KS1/2 and this
information is used to
ensure that students
are placed into a tutor
group that continues
with that language at
KS3. This means that
students will have
some knowledge of
French or Spanish, as

KS4
Implementation

KS3-KS4 French and
Spanish
At KS3, key skills
(listening, speaking,
reading and writing)
and vocabulary are
introduced and
practised to ensure
that the foundations
can be built on at KS4.
Listening
• Recognising key
familiar words
• Understanding
gist of a spoken
extract
• Transcribing
words and
sentences with
increasing
accuracy
• Identifying specific
detail in a spoken
extract.
Speaking
• Develop a better
understanding of
pronunciation and
intonation

KS5
Implementation
Psychology
Students are able to
understand the key
psychological approaches
which they will be able to
apply to the topics they
study such as aggression
and social influence. They
are also able to
understand and assess
how research methods
contribute to
Psychological study and
the importance of
rigorous methodology in
maintaining Psychology’s
scientific standing.
KS4-KS5 French and
Spanish
Students are provided
with work to undertake
from 6th form induction,
which include reviewing
grammar knowledge and
familiarising themselves
with resources available
to them online and in
books.
During the first term, key
grammar points are
reviewed again and the
interim assessment at the
end of the first term will
demonstrate their ability
to manipulate language –
a key skill required at A
Level.
At KS5, some of the topics
covered build on prior
learning at KS4 (e.g.
family, technology,
voluntary work) – at GCSE
level, topics are covered
in depth, allowing better
transition for students at
KS5.

IMPACT
For all subjects

A greater
number of
students are
making rapid
progress at
transition
points in the
key stages.
Better ground
knowledge of
content
meaning less
time is spent
recapping at
the start of
each key stage
(bar KS2).
Students are
clearly able to
apply skills and
content
learned from
previous topics
as they move
up the Key
Stages.
For GCSE and A
Level, all
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Intent

KS3
Implementation
opposed to starting
from scratch.
Use of differentiation
in lessons ensures that
teachers know the
gaps and the amount
of knowledge that
students have in
common. This ensures
that we do not repeat
unnecessary topics.

KS4
Implementation
through using
phonics.
• Develop ability to
speak
spontaneously,
responding to
unexpected
questions
• Speak coherently
and confidently.
• Express and
develop ideas
clearly with
increasing
accuracy.
Reading
• Show
comprehension of
original and
adapted materials
from a range of
different sources.
• Elicit important
ideas and detail,
and also provide
accurate
translation of a
short text into
English.
• Understand and
appreciated
literary texts in
the target
language (e.g.
songs, poems,
letters and stories)
Writing
• Develop and use a
wide-ranging and
deepening
vocabulary, which
they can apply to
familiar or
unfamiliar
contexts.
• Identify and use
tenses which refer
to past, present
and future events.

KS5
Implementation
In terms of skills. by the
end of KS4, students will
be able to:
• Demonstrate general
and specific
understanding
of/response to
different types of
spoken and written
language
• Deduce meaning from
a variety of short and
longer spoken/written
texts, involving some
complex language.
• Speak spontaneously,
respond to
unexpected
questions, points of
view or situations.
• Develop and use
accurate
pronunciation and
intonation.
• Be creative with the
language acquired.
They are able to apply
language and
grammar they have
learnt to any context
they have studied.
• Translate texts
to/from English into
the target language.
• Develop an accurate
use of vocabulary and
grammatical
structures, allowing
description and
narration with
reference to past,
present and future
events.
• Manipulate language,
adapting and using a
variety of structures.

IMPACT
For all subjects
subject content
is completed
with sufficient
time for
revision before
the summer
exams.
Evidence of
progress and
development
in skills in the
student’s work
across the key
stages.
Good
achievement of
students in
assessments
with students
making the
expected rate
of progress.
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Intent

KS3
Implementation

KS4
Implementation
•

•

•

Manipulate a
variety of key
grammatical
structures and
patterns.
Express and
develop ideas
clearly with
increasing
accuracy.
Translate a shortwritten text
accurately into the
target language.

Social Studies
(Business, Child
Development, Health
and Social Care and
Sociology)
Subjects introduce
students to the initial
key concepts that they
will need to study the
course through a
range of methods
such as:
• Quizzes
• Videos
• Audio clips
• Newspaper articles
Skills such as retaining
knowledge and
understanding,
applying evidence,
analysis and
evaluation are built on
through the topics

KS5
Implementation

IMPACT
For all subjects

Skills developed at KS3+4,
such as scanning written
extracts for gist or specific
detail, deducing meanings
of unfamiliar words from
known and unknown
contexts, developing use
of transcription and
speaking spontaneously
enable better transition at
KS5.
Social Studies (Business,
Child Development,
Health and Social Care
and Sociology)
Students are provided
with work to undertake
from 6th form induction
which includes doing
research on topics that
they may be unfamiliar
with. This is to enable
students to continue to
develop their research
skills whilst also equipping
them for the
independence and
resilience that is required
at sixth form.
Many students continue
their study of Sociology
and Psychology at degree
level whereas child
development further their
studies in childcare and
education.
Subjects introduce
students to the initial key
concepts that they will
need to study the course.
Skills such as retaining
knowledge and
understanding, applying
evidence, analysis and
evaluation are built on
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Intent

KS3
Implementation

KS4
Implementation
covered using a range
of strategies such as:
• Interleaving
• Essay writing
practice
• Cumulative testing
SOW are designed to
cover the content
needed for the
curriculum.

KS5
Implementation

IMPACT
For all subjects

through the topics
covered.
SOW are designed to
cover the content needed
for the curriculum. The
most useful content is
identified at the start of
the programme of study
and shared with students.

The most useful
content is identified at
the start of the
programme of study
and shared with
students.

Our curriculum
will be logically
organised
regarding
knowledge
progression
with layering
and scaffolding,
sequenced so
that there will
be conceptual
understanding
of the
knowledge,
skills and
understanding

Where there is cross
over content between
KS4 and KS5, this is
clearly identified to
the students. The
development of
analytical and
evaluation skills is also
taught to students to
provide stretch and
challenge and to give
them some
preparation for A
Levels.
MFL (French and
MFL (French and
Spanish)
Spanish)
Students are taught
Students are taught
how to transfer key
how to transfer key
knowledge to long
knowledge to long
term memory
term memory
through:
through:
• Quizzes
• Quizzes
• Regular
• Regular
vocabulary testing
vocabulary testing
• Use of
• Use of
Memrise/Duolingo
Memrise/Duolingo
apps
apps
• Specific class
• Specific class
activities which
activities which
encourage
encourage

MFL (French and Spanish)
Students are taught how
to transfer key knowledge
to long term memory
through:
• Quizzes
• Regular vocabulary
testing
• Use of
Memrise/Duolingo
apps
• Specific class activities
which encourage
interleaving (at
various points in a
lesson, in a sequence

Retention of
information
will be
improved, and
therefore
improve
student
achievement
and progress.
Students will
be able to
explain how
learning is
linked and will
be able to
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Intent
required for
each of the
subjects,
enabling all
students to
make
appropriate
progress,
irrespective of
their different
starting points

KS3
Implementation

KS4
Implementation

interleaving (at
various points in a
lesson, in a
sequence or
lessons or as
revision)
Develop and
encourage
revision skills

interleaving (at
various points in a
lesson, in a
sequence or
lessons or as
revision)
Develop and
encourage
revision skills

•

SOWs have been
structured to enable
revision and use of key
structures at regular
points throughout the
year. (E.g. Year 7
French – introduction
of opinions in Term 2,
which is revisited
throughout the year
for different topics
and also developed to
enable students to
justify their opinions.
This also happens
throughout Year 8 and
9)
Lessons are
sequenced to allow all
students to make
appropriate progress.

•

SOWs have been
structured to enable
revision and use of key
structures at regular
points throughout the
year. Careful
scheduling is made to
ensure that topics are
covered in a logical
order.
Lessons are
sequenced to allow all
students to make
appropriate progress.

Social Studies
Students are taught
how to transfer key
knowledge to long
term memory
through:
• Quizzes
• Regular
vocabulary testing
• Use of apps such
as Cram, Gojimo
and Seneca
• Specific class
activities which
encourage
interleaving (at
various points in a
lesson, in a
sequence or
lessons or as
revision)

KS5
Implementation
•

or lessons or as
revision)
Develop and
encourage revision
skills

SOWs are designed to
ensure development of
skills, built on from KS4.
Lessons are sequenced to
allow all students to make
appropriate progress.

IMPACT
For all subjects
apply it to the
topics being
studied.
Students are
clearly able to
apply skills and
content
learned from
previous topics
as they move
up the Key
Stages.

Social Studies
Students are taught how
to transfer key knowledge
to long term memory
through:
• Quizzes
• Regular vocabulary
testing
• Use of apps such as
Cram, Gojimo and
Seneca
• Specific class activities
which encourage
interleaving (at
various points in a
lesson, in a sequence
or lessons or as
revision)
• Develop and
encourage revision
skills
SOWs have been
structured to enable
revision and use of key
structures at regular
points throughout the
year. Careful scheduling is
made to ensure that
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Intent

KS3
Implementation

KS4
Implementation
•

Develop and
encourage
revision skills

KS5
Implementation

IMPACT
For all subjects

topics are covered in an
order that is logical and
coherent.

Lessons are sequenced to
SOWs have been
allow all students to make
structured to enable
revision and use of key appropriate progress.
structures at regular
points throughout the
year. Careful
scheduling is made to
ensure that topics are
covered in an order
that is logical and
coherent.

Our aim is to
achieve a depth
of knowledge
and develop
students who
are resilient,
independent
and leaders of
their own
learning.

MFL (French and
Spanish)
Students are
encouraged to learn
vocabulary regularly
outside of lessons, as
well as complete
homework.
In lessons, students
are encouraged to
think through
problems for
themselves and trying
before seeking any
support (3Bs before
me)
Students are
encouraged to
complete additional
tasks to support their
learning (written
tasks, learning
vocabulary on
Memrise) – teachers
reward students for
their efforts

Lessons are
sequenced to allow all
students to make
appropriate progress.
MFL (French and
Spanish)
Regular vocabulary
learning a key
expectation at KS4.
In lessons, students
are encouraged to
think through
problems for
themselves and trying
before seeking any
support (3Bs before
me)
Students are
encouraged to
complete additional
tasks to support their
learning (written
tasks, learning
vocabulary on
Memrise) – teachers
reward students for
their efforts.

MFL (French and Spanish)
Students are expected to
work independently
outside of lessons, which
could include the
following:
• Revision/practice of
grammar points
• Learning of key
vocabulary
• Annotating texts in
preparation for next
lesson.
• Reading chapters of
the literary text.
• Completing exam
style questions
(translations,
summaries,
listening/reading
activities, written
responses)
• Listen/watching clips
in French and Spanish
(music, tv
programmes, films) to
practise listening
skills.

Students are
confident in
undertaking
research tasks
and know how
to plan to
effectively do
this.
Students use
techniques
such as 3Bs
before me in
lessons to think
problems
through for
themselves.
Students do
not give up in
lessons when
they are
tackling
difficult
subjects but
find ways to
overcome
challenges.
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Intent

KS3
Implementation

KS4
Implementation

KS5
Implementation
•
•

Social Studies
Students are
encouraged to do
research on topics
that they are not
familiar with in order
to gain confidence in
their research skills
and to support their
learning.
In lessons, they are
encouraged to think
for themselves and
use the materials they
have before asking for
help from the teacher
(3Bs before me). This
reflects the local
context and to
encourage
independence of
thought and study.
This also bridges the
transition gap
between KS4 and KS5.
Students are
rewarded in a number
of ways for their
efforts.

IMPACT

For all subjects
Students are
Revision of topics in
prepared for
preparation for
each stage of
exams.
learning and
Paper 3 – speaking
make
exam preparation.
smoother
Students undergo an
Independent Research transitions.
ready for the
Project (IRP) on an
able to apply
aspect of
for degree or
Francophone/
apprenticeship
Hispanic culture,
courses based
without any support
from their teacher.

Social Studies
Students are further
encouraged to do
research on topics that
they are not familiar with
in order to gain
confidence in their
research skills and to
support their learning.
Students are expected to
work independently
outside of the lesson and
will be directed to a
number of sources where
they can extend their
knowledge or do wider
reading. This reflects the
local context and to
encourage independent
work.
In lessons, they are
encouraged to think for
themselves and use the
materials they have
before asking for help
from the teacher (3Bs
before me).
Students are rewarded in
a number of ways for
their efforts.
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Intent
Key skills will be
integrated into
the curriculum
to ensure
competency in
languages and
fluency in
literacy across
all subjects.
This will in turn
enable students
to make
connections to
other subjects
across the
curriculum.

KS3
Implementation

KS4
Implementation

KS5
Implementation

MFL (French and
Spanish)
Literacy forms a key
part of the MFL
curriculum. At the
start of Year 7,
students have lessons
on phonics to develop
an understanding of
key sounds in the
target language. This
is regularly revisited
throughout KS3 and
beyond, as students
develop a better
understanding of
pronunciation and
intonation. Students
are encouraged to
read out loud in
lessons to practise
pronunciation and
develop
understanding, as well
as confidence.

MFL (French and
Spanish)
Literacy forms a key
part of the MFL
curriculum. Grammar
is taught explicitly in
English (sometimes in
the target language),
often with students
identifying patterns
and working out rules
for themselves.

MFL (French and Spanish)
Literacy forms a key part
of the MFL curriculum.
Grammar is taught
explicitly in English/target
language, often with
students identifying
patterns and working out
rules for themselves.

Grammar is taught
explicitly in English,
often with students
identifying patterns
and working out rules
for themselves.
MFL students are
provided with the
opportunity to
subscribe to French
and Spanish
magazines published
by Mary Glasgow,
which encourages
reading in the target
language.

MFL students are
provided with the
opportunity to
subscribe to French
and Spanish
magazines published
by Mary Glasgow,
which encourages
reading in the target
language.
Students are
encouraged to read
out loud in lessons to
practise pronunciation
and develop
understanding, as well
as confidence.

Social Studies
Literacy forms a key
part of the social
studies curriculum.
Spelling, punctuation
and grammar are
checked within
students written work
and students are
encouraged to speak

MFL students are
provided with the
opportunity to subscribe
to French and Spanish
magazines published by
Mary Glasgow, which
encourages reading in the
target language.
Students are encouraged
to read out loud in lessons
to practise pronunciation
and develop
understanding, as well as
confidence.

IMPACT
For all subjects
Students are
able to
confidently use
the target
language, have
better
pronunciation
and are able to
use a wider
range if
vocabulary as
they progress
through the
key stages.
Students are
able to speak
in formal
English when
required within
the lessons and
this standard is
replicated in
their written
work.

Social Studies
Literacy forms a key part
of the social studies
curriculum. Spelling,
punctuation and grammar
are checked within
students written work and
students are encouraged
to speak in formal English.
This is also modelled by
teachers through
resources and their own
spoken language.
Students are encouraged
to read aloud in order to
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Intent

Students will
have the
opportunity to
demonstrate
their
knowledge
skills and
understanding
in classwork,
homework and
in two formal
assessments
per half term.
Attainment and
progress is
tracked by all
teachers and
this will lead to
action planning.

KS3
Implementation

KS4
Implementation

KS5
Implementation

in formal English. This develop their confidence
is also modelled by
in their literacy within the
teachers through
subjects and to enable
resources and their
them to build their
own spoken language. everyday language as well
Students are
as subject specific
encouraged to read
language. Students are
aloud in order to
provided with articles
develop their
around the subject area
confidence in their
with the goal to
literacy within the
encourage reading for
subjects and to enable enjoyment.
them to build their
everyday language as
well as subject specific
language.
MFL (French and Spanish)
Assessment happens in a variety of ways:
• In lessons, classwork is self or peer-marked, so students receive instant
feedback.
• Homework is often self-marked or written feedback if provided by
teachers, with the expectation that they complete FIT reflection where
appropriate.
• Mid-unit or end of unit assessments happen regularly, with written
feedback provided where students have undergone speaking/writing
assessments.
Attainment and progress are tracked centrally on marksheets by year group
and subject. This information is used by subject leaders to adapt
Homework is set on a weekly basis (KS5 every lesson), which involve some or
all of the following:
• Vocabulary learning (independent, or via Memrise)
• Grammar practice
• Extended writing
• Additional reading/listening practice
• Flipped learning (students provided with a task to complete in
preparation for next lesson)
• FIT tasks (reflection from a piece of marked/assessed work)
• Additional tasks online, via language websites (Languagesonline.org.uk,
Kerboodle, BBC Bitesize etc)
• Preparation for assessments/exams/next lesson
Social Studies
Assessment happens in a variety of ways:
• In lessons, answers are checked, questioned and developed through a
range of techniques.

IMPACT
For all subjects

Students make
progress in line
with their
starting points.
Students are
secure in the
knowledge and
skills needed
for each
subject and are
able to apply
this in their
classwork,
homework and
formal
assessments.
Students are
able to identify
their areas of
improvement
through FIT
and apply this
to tasks in the
future.
Underachieving
groups that
have been
identified
through the
monitoring
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Intent

KS3
Implementation

KS4
Implementation

KS5
Implementation

• Written tasks within classwork also checks knowledge of content as well
as application of skills
• Mid unit questions and/essays are given regularly and milestone
assessments are set to check units of work.
• In Child Development and Health and Social Care, coursework is assessed
as students go along and students are given every reasonable opportunity
to ensure that they are able to make progress by improving on work that
has been done.
• Homework is set on a weekly basis and is used as a way of students
researching new knowledge, learning existing knowledge or applying
content to exam questions.
• The sequence of learning is planned to include assessments
• SEND students are encouraged to make use of extra time and other exam
provisions that are put in place to support them when sitting assessments
in class
We offer
opportunities
for high level of
professional
development to
ensure that
curriculum
planning,
implementation
and analysis of
impact are of
the highest
quality.

We take every
realistic
opportunity to
take advantage
of the extended
curriculum
through clubs,
visits, guidance
and
intervention.
Our curriculum
enables
students to
have a broader

Teachers within the faculty are proactive in seeking professional
development opportunities, which include:
• Regular meetings are held to discuss curriculum content, design and to
also do moderation.
• Being an examiner – this allows up-to-date knowledge of external exams
through training – this ensures that resources developed will be tailored
to prepare students more effectively for external exams
• MFL CPD opportunities run by the Association for Language Learning
annually throughout the academic year. MFL specialists run sessions
relating to pedagogy and allow teachers to network with others,
ensuring that teaching ideas, curriculum design and assessment are upto-date and relevant.
Non-specialist teachers in Social Studies being given the opportunity to be
given or go for training to upskill them
• In social studies, teachers utilise teach meet opportunities as well as
training events held by exam boards and other external agencies.
French
French
French
• French play
• French play
• A Level French
performed by
performed by
Paper 2 study day
Onatti
Onatti
– run by Hodder
Productions
Productions
Education
• Year 8 high ability • Weekly lunchtime
• Half term/Easter
students take part
GCSE support for
sessions in lead
in a penpal
Year 10/11 – with
up to exams.
exchange with
varying focus,
Collège Eugène
dependent on
Vigne in France
needs of students.
• After school
support for Year
10/11, focusing on
speaking/writing.

IMPACT
For all subjects
process are
making
progress in line
with the rest of
the cohort.

CDP leads to
better teaching
and learning
within the
faculty which
in turn leads to
better student
progress and
outcomes.

Students are
able to feel
more confident
about the skills
and that are
needed for
their
assessments
and exams
Students are
able to have a
broader
understanding
of the subject
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Intent
understanding
of the world
giving them a
grounded
knowledge of
research,
history, culture
and current
affairs. We use
enhancement
days such as
the
International
day to reinforce
cultural
awareness,
acceptance and
British values,
which will add
to and develop
the cultural
capital of our
students

KS3
Implementation

KS4
Implementation
•
•

Spanish
• Spanish play
performed by
Onatti
Productions
• Film screening
after school of
Spanish films

Half term/Easter
sessions in lead up
to GCSE exams.
GCSE French
residential trip to
France

Spanish
• Spanish play
performed by
Onatti
Productions
• KS4 Spanish trip to
Madrid
• Weekly lunchtime
GCSE support for
Year 11 – with
varying focus,
dependent on
needs of students.
• Half term/Easter
sessions in lead up
to GCSE exams.
Child Development
• Experience of
working with the
age group of study
Business
• Local Businesses
Coca Cola Factory
(Sidcup)

Health and Social
Care
• First Aid course
completed with St
John’s Ambulance
Sociology
• Trip to the
childhood
museum to link in
with the social
construction of
childhood

KS5
Implementation

Spanish
• Plays based on
the novels that
have been chosen
• Trips to the
London Spanish
Film Festival for
appropriate films
• Externally
provided exam
revision day
provided

IMPACT
For all subjects
that they are
studying.
Students are
able to have
culturally rich
experiences
that they may
not otherwise
have been able
to have.

N/A

Business
• Bank of England
• Local Businesses
• Coca Cola Factory
(Sidcup)
Health and Social Care
• Talks from a range
of health, social
care and child
care
professionals.
Sociology
• Houses of
Parliament –
linked to all areas
of social policy
within Sociology
• Magistrates
court/ The Old
Bailey – linked to
the processes of
the CJS
• Revision sessions
• Lecture series on
Sociology
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Intent

KS3
Implementation

KS4
Implementation
•

Trip to the London
Dungeon linked to
crime and
punishment

KS5
Implementation

IMPACT
For all subjects

Economics
• Bank of England
• Local Businesses
• Coca Cola Factory
(Sidcup
Psychology
• London Zoo to include
talk on Animal
Behaviour.
• Revision sessions
• Lecture series on
Psychology
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Expressive Arts:

Expressive Arts Faculty Rationale
Local Context
The gap between prior learning of the Expressive Arts subjects at local feeder Primary Schools and
the targets students are given continues to be evident. Students receive a limited/ no experience of
the Expressive Arts subjects in KS2, which highlights a big gap in knowledge and skills on entry to
Chislehurst School for Girls. Our curriculum is designed to cover all foundation skills and knowledge
and build upon this throughout KS3 to ensure that progress improves, although slowly. We have
therefore dedicated larger chunks of time in teaching and refining these skills and knowledge in
order to allow students the necessary time and dedication to improve, in place of rushing through
every skill over a shorter period of time. This promotes resilience and allows for greater
improvements in performance to be made.
We support disadvantaged students through additional funding in the Expressive Arts subjects to
ensure that they have the same opportunities as others; whether that includes payment/ part
payment for instrumental lessons, sketchbooks and class books. We believe that no student should
miss out.
Gaps are acted upon through data drops and our timely response to these in relation to areas of
weakness in knowledge and skills supports progress. As a Faculty we look at data analysis and
intervention as a means to bridging any gaps.

Enrichment
As a Faculty which comprises of two main elements; performance and creativity, we endeavour to
not only extend our students’ experiences outside the classroom, but enhance them in a way that
gives further context to their experience of the Expressive Arts. Experiences are key in enabling
students to see how their acquired knowledge and skill development in lessons can play a pivotal
role in understanding the greater purpose of each subject. Equally enjoyment is key to the quality of
enrichment we provide as a Faculty, and our aim is to spark the imagination, motivation and
engagement of our students through enrichment opportunities.
We embrace cross-curricular multi Expressive Arts subject events such as whole school Productions,
Dance Shows and Sports Day, which allow the subjects to come together and celebrate in the talent
and achievements of our students. They allow unity across the subjects, bringing staff and students
together to celebrate their hard work. Our aim is to provide students across the school with every
opportunity to showcase their innate talents, developed learning and newfound skills through
enrichment opportunities. These not only highlight the strengths of our Faculty and our students,
but allow staff, parents, the Governors and the public to experience the progress and journey that
students and staff have taken.
Performance Participation
Teamwork plays a fundamental role in performance within the Faculty, and Music, Physical
Education and Dance all allow students to develop their social skills in working together to support
one another.
In Physical Education we focus on developing skills in teamwork in a game situation, allowing our
students the opportunity to understand how practice can support refinement of these skills. Fixtures
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enable students to engage in competition and assess their strengths and weaknesses outside the
confines of the school, but also take pride in their achievements. Music enables students to apply
their solo pieces to a choir or band dynamic engaging the skills of listening and harmony through
teamwork. Equally, Dance incorporates the chance for students to choreograph and perform pieces
as a group to one another as well as a wider audience.
Students who take an Expressive Arts subject for GCSE or A-Level have the opportunity to refine
their skills and craft through clubs and fixtures, but equally, we prioritise a fully inclusive enrichment
of all other students to promote the enjoyment of the subjects.
Creativity
Creativity is embedded in Dance and Music through an understanding of the subject applied to
choreography and composition respectively. It is our aim to prepare our students with the creativity
to plan and lead their own performance pieces, and therefore see their own creativity brought to
life. Whereas in the Art subjects, creativity is inherent and it underpins the applied knowledge and
skills of the student through self-expression, imagination and inspiration. This is then promoted
through exhibitions to display the talent and skills that our students possess.
Expressive Arts Opportunities:
We value the breadth of enrichment activities we make available to our students, including the
examples below:
-

Clubs and fixtures – promoting teamwork and competition
Visits and trips – promoting an understanding of SMSC context
Enhancement Days – promoting cultural celebration and charity support
Competitions – promoting competition, achievement and optimism
Acquisition of skills – bridging the gap between key stages and underachievement

Teachers’ Knowledge
Our aim is to stay abreast of developments in our subject areas in order to provide students with a
curriculum which is relevant to today, as well as their enjoyment for the subject. Staff stay up to
date on current developments in their subject areas in the following ways:
-

attendance at courses
personal development through club/ activity involvement outside school, practicing their
own personal subject specific skills
visiting exhibitions
reading developments in their subject areas prompted by faculty and department meeting
CPD tasks
Subject specific webinars
Updating awareness of examination board developments in their subject areas
Sharing their expertise with students (performing/ showing their own work to the students)

Knowledge and Skills
Schemes of work for each subject are structured in a way that allow every student to develop their
knowledge and skills, continually recap on previous learning in order to embed it, and prepare them
for the next key stage. Theory plays a significant role in Music, Physical Education and Dance as it
forms a large part of the course requirements. This is embedded from Key Stage 3 through the
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teaching of basic GCSE theory work which is then applied to practical work to give justification.
However, practical skills also play a vital role in the essence of each Expressive Arts subject, and the
breakdown of skills are delivered to each year group in relation to the practical/ theory weighting.
Theory content is interleaved where possible to ensure that knowledge is not forgotten across the
two year GCSE and A-level courses. In the Art subjects, theory-based work centres around research
and analysis, which gives meaning to the Art work, and students learn to appreciate why and how
Art work is created.

Assessment
Assessment is carried out in lessons through peer and self assessment as part of starters, mini
plenaries in the main part of a lesson, and final plenaries. These allow students to understand their
areas of strength and weakness, so they can act upon them. This type of assessment also promotes
independence of thought, which allows students to reflect on their work and apply a critical eye to
assist with progress and improvement.
The practical aspects of the Music, PE and Dance courses involve in depth practise with rigorous and
regular feedback, including submission deadlines and mock examination performances to ensure
that students achieve highly in their practical unit.
In Dance and PE students undertake smaller tests focusing on mixture of short and longer answer
questions within lesson time, to prepare them for end of unit tests. End of unit testing interleaves
theory content from previous units where possible to solidify knowledge and ensure that content is
not forgotten. Timed practice also allows students an awareness of time constraints for final exams.
End of unit assessments are carried out as an end point to assess current progress and test
knowledge. This data then informs teaching, as gaps in knowledge are highlighted an acted upon.
Art history and colour theory knowledge, as well as subject specific vocabulary is also tested in Year
7 and 8 Art to establish early routines and ensure this is embedded at an early stage. Future lessons
will reiterate this content to ensure that students can articulate a clear understanding in future
analysis and practical tasks. GCSE and A-Level students are also given mock exams to provide them
with a realistic understanding of time management in preparation for their final exams.

Cultural Capital
Each subject provides students with a variety of tools including improved organisation, team work,
independence, knowledge, skills, creative appreciation, motivation, imagination and problem
solving, which they can apply to their future experiences and life beyond school. We try to
encourage a ‘community’ feel to our Expressive Arts events in order to allow the students to feel
welcome and involved. This encourages participation and has a positive impact on recruitment.
Celebration of talent, skills, abilities and experiences is fundamental in building confident learners in
the Expressive Arts.
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Art Subjects: Curriculum Aims & Intent
Local Context and gaps
Students enter the school with a limited experience of Art, and therefore the basic expectations of
the KS2 curriculum are used to build the foundation of skills and knowledge for students. Progress is
therefore slower as skills are taught, acquired, demonstrated and strengthened through practice.
However, the creative nature of the course allows students an opportunity for self-expression and
independence which is vital in building confidence in Art. The ever-increasing multi-cultural
dynamics of the school are also supported through ‘Identity’ based projects, which allow students to
access their heritage/ backgrounds, and therefore produce work which is personal and meaningful.
Although SEND is not a specific area of weakness for the Art subjects, students are supported
through all aspects of the course; from task explanations and recaps to the sharing of support
materials, 1-2-1 literacy support, simplification of tasks at times to break them down and assist with
understanding. Image choice is also key in building confidence.
The development of PP students’ progress in Art is tackled through targeted, personalised support,
whereby 1-2-1 guidance is given. Students are also encouraged to visit the department for 1-2-1
classwork and homework support in order to refine practical work and receive literacy guidance.
Support is also given through assistance with funding for sketchbooks, and materials can be
borrowed to ensure that access is always available for these students. PP students have priority in
borrowing cameras and sewing machines (with parental consent to health an safety and borrowing
terms), as well as other art materials they require.
The Arts subjects also allow those students who struggle with the demands of academic subjects an
opportunity to achieve through creativity. Possession of a higher level of skill is necessary for
students to achieve highly in Art subjects’ examinations, however, enjoyment and creative selfexpression allow for inclusion.
Cultural Capital
The Art subjects enhance and contribute to a student’s creative approach and appreciation for all
subjects across the school through problem solving, creative writing and analysis, illustration,
planning and appreciation for the visual presentation of work. In addition to this, the Art subjects
build future skills in the following areas:
-

Creativity, imagination and self-expression
Independence and the ability to work as part of a team
Organisation and teamwork as students become self-managers
Enjoyment and relaxation in participating in the Arts
Appreciation for visual presentation
An understanding for Art and Design and its role and function in society and the workplace
Problem solving techniques developed through ideas generation and mind mapping
An appreciation for craft and making; approaching projects from a 3D point of view

Teachers’ Knowledge
Teachers are subject specialists and placed with their relevant disciplines in order to maximise the
opportunity for progress in Art, Photography and Textiles. Teachers’ continued development of
knowledge is also paramount in maintaining interest, enjoyment and motivation for students in the
subject, and it takes place in the following ways:
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-

Reading updates and developments on curriculum changes to inform planning and teaching
Gallery and location visits to expand art history knowledge and sharing these experiences
with students
Personal practice of Art disciplines and sharing this with students to promote the wider
context of Art/ Photography/ Textiles
Production of resources and applied research, sharing this with the department to aid
teaching
Reading subject developments to stay abreast of changes and developments
Attendance at courses, and personal CPD upskilling to teach a new skill to students

Transition
KS2-3
Year 7 is structured in a way that teaches students key skills in all wet and dry media, and colour
theory, as well as skills in research and annotation, media experimentation, idea development and
production of a final outcome (the four key strands of assessment in Art). A Summer holiday pencil
shading task for Year 6 students also helps to support and benchmark current skill levels, and this
leads into the teaching of a pencil drawing task which commences the Year 7 ‘Animal Art’ project.
This bridges the gap in any lack of prior experience from Primary School, as all foundation skills and
knowledge is reviewed and strengthened. There will be further Primary School links introduced in
the future to embed some subject specific key skills in preparation for Year 7. Other support given to
help the KS2 to 3 transition is as follows:
-

-

KS2 taster days during the Summer holiday
KS4/5 students will be working with specific feeder primary schools (Year 6 students) on
various Art projects to develop links, and prepare students with foundation skills in Art &
Design
There will be a weekly lunchtime extra-curricular club for Year 7 students who are struggling
with applying the key practical skills.

KS3-4
The structure of all schemes of work at KS3 have been based upon the four assessment objectives in
GCSE Art & Design, and therefore prepare students with the necessary knowledge and skills for KS4.
Students are taught key literacy skills in research, analysis and annotation (Strand 1: Develop), as
well as media experimentation (Strand 2: Explore), recording from primary and secondary sources
(Strand 3: Record), and developing ideas towards a final piece (Strand 4: Present). There is also an
element of freedom in project work, which provides students with the necessary independence
which they will fully explore in KS4 and beyond. The Year 9 SOW also supports the transition into KS4
as three Art specific disciplines are taught over the course of the year through the theme of ‘Food’:
Fine Art, Textiles & Photography. These disciplines not only allow students to build upon their skills
in Art as a whole, but give all students a sample of the three GCSE subjects, so they can make an
informed decision. Additional support given in preparation for the transition:
-

Taster workshops for KS4 subjects
Subject presentations are given during assemblies to promote each subject
Exemplar KS4 work is shown to students in lesson time
A Photography & Textiles club is made available to students in Year 9 to further explore each
subject
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KS4-5
The curriculum content at KS4 mirrors that of KS5, but with slightly less depth, and therefore
students will possess the necessary skills and understanding to transition smoothly into KS5. In
addition to this, we also provide the following support for KS4 students:
-

Year 11 students are given Summer holiday transition homework which leads into their Year
12 projects; preparing them for the start of their A-Level studies
Exemplar work is shown in class, e.g. Year 10s are shown Year 11 work and Year 11s are
shown A-Level work to inspire them and set high expectations
Year 12/13 learning buddies to support Year 11 students with their coursework and exam
projects
Taster and induction days to sample KS5 Art, Photography & Textiles and review sketchbook
work to compare the differences between GCSE & A-Level
Students in Year 12 and 13 talk to groups of Year 10-11 students who are interested in taking
the KS5 Art subjects
Year 11 students who are prospective A-Level students will be invited to attend visits with
the Year 12 and 13 students

Beyond KS5
Not only does KS5 prepare students for education and careers beyond Year 13 in terms of skills
learnt, idea development and project structuring, but we also provide support for the transition. A
number of opportunities are offered to students in preparation for University and careers in the Art
& Design field including the following:
-

Portfolio presentation workshops (for University Degrees, Foundation courses and careers)
Interview advice and guidance including mock interviews and discussing potential questions
Ex-students giving talks and presenting their work to current Year 12 and 13 students
Career and University options discussed 1-2-1 and also at Parents’ Evenings
Support worksheets given to students for writing their personal statement, as well as
thorough personal statement checking
Further specific Arts University visits will be planned for the future

Curriculum Content
The Assessment Objectives at GCSE and A-level feature the same four key strands (Developing ideas
AO1, Exploring ideas through media experimentation AO2, Recording ideas AO3 and then Presenting
an outcome AO4), and the curriculum in Art & Design from Years 7-13 has therefore been designed
to cover these. Skills and knowledge are embedded from Year 7 onwards and deepen over each year
to allow for progression which matches the high expectations of each key stage. Students are given a
Curriculum Map so they are aware of their course content through each year.
Key Stage 3: Years 7-8
The content of Key Stage 3 Art & Design is structured on the four assessment objectives for GCSE
which build key skills in the following areas: practical work (observational and from secondary
sources), literacy (teaching artistic terminology), experimentation with media, techniques and
materials, idea development and planning, production of a final outcome, as well as independence
of thought with free choice of media for the final outcome to promote positive decision making.
Students then feel confident with the familiarity of the structure of KS4 Art & Design subject courses,
having already developed a foundation knowledge in these subjects.
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Key Stage 3: Year 9
Having developed a strong foundation of skills and knowledge in Art over the past two years, the
third year of Key Stage 3 has been structured to expand on this, and not only provide students with a
well rounded awareness of the opportunities available to them in Art, but also teach them skills
which can allow them to discover their area of expertise. Year 9 centres around the main theme of
‘Food’ and this is explored over three Art disciplines: Fine Art, Textiles and Photography. Each unit
investigates related artists, develops media experimentation, refines skills and culminates in a final
outcome. The Fine Art unit of study refines key skills in painting and drawing across several
materials; the Textiles unit teaches printmaking, hand and machine embroidery skills; the
Photography unit teaches students how to successfully take a photograph, upload and edit it in
different ways. All skills are transferable across the three subjects, but also allow students to make
an informed decision when making a guided preference for KS4.
Year 10-11
There is a focus on the two main units of the GCSE course (coursework and exam), which utilise the
skills learnt in Key Stage 3. Students are taught how to research a greater range of artists and
designers, and there is emphasis on undertaking visits to observe art work and photography first
hand, so they have a more thorough understanding of the work in context. Imagination is fostered
throughout the course, and this assists with resilience and promotes confidence in working
independently. Students have free choice of media in their projects to ensure that creative
enjoyment is evident, and supporting every opportunity to allow them to meet/ exceed their target
grade. The three specialisms of Art: Textiles, Photography and Art & Design are taught as discreet
GCSE subjects, each with differing content which covers the four assessment objectives (Develop,
Explore, Record & Present). Each subject also allows students to develop their own independent
area of interest (through photographic genres in Photography, and working within their main project
theme in Art and Textiles).
Year 12-13
The A-Level course mirrors the GCSE course with the same assessment objectives, but further depth
is required in students’ investigations into all areas (recording, experimentation, development of
ideas and production of a final outcome). The start of Year 12 (across all three Art disciplines)
focuses on a ‘skills workshop’ approach to learning, whereby students who are new to the subject
learn key skills in preparation for their coursework and exam units, whilst existing students refine
their skills to a higher level. In contrast to KS4, students do not have a pre-determined theme and
choose their topic independently to ensure that their work is personal, therefore meeting the
requirements of the course. The essay unit (Related Study) is also delivered in lesson time and
teaches students skills in essay structure, subject specific terminology and comparing and analysing
key texts, whilst interpreting their practical work into written form.
Homework
Years 7-9
Homework is given as specific tasks (both written and practical) to build on skills learnt in class, and
give students the opportunity to spend a longer period of time working outside lessons to refine
their skills into an outcome. Tasks often cover a single skill or focus on project-based learning which
combines several skills into one, to allow students to understand how different elements of Art
relate to one another, e.g. literacy and practical.
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Years 10-13
Homework at the start of Year 10 and 12 is based on specific set tasks, but as students develop their
ideas through their projects, homework is individualised and deadlines are set for a number of
pieces to be completed by a specific time. This will enable students to complete their coursework
and exam units by the set deadlines. If students work at a faster pace, further depth is added to the
task to provide sufficient challenge. Homework is valuable in supporting the learning and progress of
students, and will include tasks such as photo shoots for Photography, as well as practical and
written tasks across all subjects
Enrichment
The aim of extra-curricular support in all Art & Design subjects is to help strengthen key skills in
literacy, practical and experimental work, whilst building confidence and enjoyment into the subject
area. This will be undertaken through skills-based clubs, examination support clubs, one-to-one
literacy support, visits to galleries and museums (with a view to running a residential visit for A-Level
students). It is also the aim that students in all year groups will work together to support one
another and build a community atmosphere which encourages aspiration in the Art subjects.
Assessments
Assessment is used as a means to track the progress of students from lesson to lesson, at the end of
a project, and also to inform and shape teaching to avoid the occurrence and expansion of visible
gaps in knowledge or skills.
Students are also made aware throughout the course of grade descriptors, examination
expectations, and assessment objectives, so they can take control of their own progress and
improvement, guided by the teacher.
Art history and colour theory knowledge, as well as subject specific vocabulary is also tested in Year
7 and 8 Art to establish early routines and ensure this is embedded at an early stage. Future lessons
will reiterate this content to ensure that students can articulate a clear understanding in future
analysis and practical tasks. GCSE and A-Level students are also given mock exams to provide them
with a realistic understanding of time management in preparation for their final exams.
Mock exams take place at key points in Key Stage 4 and 5 to give students an awareness of how
much they can achieve in the given exam time. Students use the mock exams as an opportunity to
work on their coursework final outcomes, as they would use their final GCSE and A-Level
examinations to produce a final outcome for their exam unit. They will experience working under
exam conditions with an invigilator, therefore providing them with a sense of confidence having
experienced this, for their final exams.
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ART SUBJECTS IMPLEMENTATION AND IMPACT
TRANSITION BETWEEN YEAR GROUPS TO ENSURE PROGRESSION OF LEARNING
AREA
INTENT
IMPLEMENTATION
IMPACT/ OUTCOMES
1.
Embed
some
practical
skills
1.
Primary
School
1.
To help support students
KS2> KS3
into
feeder
Primary
collaborative
projects
led
start KS3 with a foundation
NARROWING
Schools in preparation for
by students in Years 10
of skills, thus starting with a
THE GAP
the start of KS3
and 12 (non-exam focused
higher baseline
2.
3.

KS2> 3
TRANSITION
PRIORITIES

KS3
CULTURAL
CAPITAL
AIMS

1.

2.
3.

4.

1.
KS3> KS4
NARROWING
THE GAP
2.

3.

4.

Provide taster days to KS2
students
Bridge gap in learning
where KS3 students are
underachieving

year groups) throughout
2. Students have an
different points in the year
awareness of expectations
2. Summer term taster
for KS3 and enter KS3 with
session provided in Art for
a higher baseline
Year 6 students/ Summer
3. Improved WAG at next AP,
School Art activities
improvement in the
3. Identify underperforming
standard of work, and
students in KS3 at key APs
increased motivation for
and provide targeted skills
the subject
workshop clubs to help
develop skills
•
Students enter KS3 with a varied prior experience of Art in their subject areas, and it is
therefore a longer process in building the skills in the limited time provided in KS3
(resolution to provide more extra-curricular opportunities for learning (clubs, enhancement
day activities, visits)
•
The early finish for Year 7 students who have a period 5 lesson limits the amount of time
dedicated to delivery of subject content
•
Students not having the money to purchase sketchbooks (resolution to provide finance
bursary)
To prepare students and
1. Using schemes of work to 1. Students enter KS4 with a
equip them with the
build upon skills in order
strong foundation of artistic
necessary skills and
to show progress across
skills and awareness of
knowledge to take a GCSE
the three years
project structure, ready to
in any Art based subject
2. Incorporating Art history
start the course confidently
To develop students as
from a range of cultures in 2. Students are allowed the
cultural learners
schemes of work
opportunity to explore their
To develop students’ social 3. Projects enable all types
own cultural background as
skills in working
of social learning through
well as the background of
independently, in pairs and
starters, main outcome
others
groups
and plenaries
3. Students work on their own
To develop imagination
4. Allow freedom to choose
and together in confidence
and expressive creativity
themes, ideas and media
4. Students are prepared to
in order to build
task risks in their work
imagination and selfexpression. Teach mindmapping and idea
development throughout
the projects
To prepare KS3 students
1. Skills based learning
1. Skills will be embedded to
with the skills they require
delivered in Year 9 to
replace current Year 9
to ‘hit the ground running’
refine skills in key areas of
content, and there will be
in KS4
drawing and painting
more of a focus on learning
To give students a taster of 2. Photography and Textiles
media successfully.
new subjects at GCSE
clubs introduced in Year 9
Students will therefore be
(Textiles and Photography)
with sign-up sheets for any
ready to start KS4 with
To prepare students with
student interested in
confidence and to the
the correct knowledge to
studying this subject
correct standard
choose their GCSE subjects 3. Taster GCSE workshops for 2. Students who opt for Art/
carefully (so they are
KS3 students given before
Textiles will have a
matched to ability)
options are chosen. Aim is
foundation of some of the
To make KS3 students
to share work and explain
key skills which they can
aware of the standards
tasks and skills to be
then apply to their GCSE
required for GCSE Art
covered as part of the
course
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5.

KS3> 4
TRANSITION
PRIORITIES

KS4
CULTURAL
CAPITAL
AIMS

1.

2.

KS4> KS5
NARROWING
THE GAP

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

subjects and to set high
expectations in terms of
skill
Bridge gap in learning
where KS3 students are
underachieving

course. Year 9 provides
insight into choices
Using exemplar KS4 work
in lessons when explaining
tasks to set high standards
for KS3 students
Identify underperforming
students in KS3 at key APs
and provide targeted skills
workshop clubs to help
develop skills

3.

Appropriate students are
matched to the GCSE Art
4.
subject courses
4. Strengthen the quality of
outcomes in KS3 and to
improve overall attainment
5.
and progress
5. Improved WAG at next AP,
improvement in the
standard of work, and
increased motivation for
the subject
•
Some students who choose GCSE Art/ Photography/ Textiles as a subject do not have the
necessary inherent skills to achieve their target grade, and some do not meet the
requirements of the course to achieve a grade (they choose the subject for enjoyment
purposes) (partial resolution to encourage students to opt for project themes with an
‘Abstract Art’ focus)
•
GCSE subjects are often over-subscribed, and therefore it is difficult to provide the one-toone support which is essential in the subjects with larger class sizes
(resolution – small group focus through structured extra-curricular support)
•
With Year 9 now part of KS3, key skills will be taught in this year group to prepare them for
KS4, and structure of KS4 courses have changed to adapt to the two year GCSE (resolution –
to review progress made by students in the first year of teaching to ensure that this is not
only maintained, but is effective)
To equip students with the
1. A range of skills taught and
1. Students start any A-Level
skills and knowledge at a
recapped regularly
Art subject at the required
high standard to
throughout KS4, and
level and with confidence
undertake any A-Level Art
refinement focused on
to be able to work towards
subject
underachieving students
their target grade
To build and develop
2. Students work to deadlines
2. Students are able to selfindependence and time
and use their free time
manage and are reliable
management skills
effectively with regular and
ongoing homework
To make KS4 students
1. Using exemplar KS5 work in
1. Strengthen the quality of
aware of the standards
lessons when explaining
outcomes in KS4 and to
required for A-Level Art
tasks to set high standards
improve overall attainment
subjects and to set high
for KS3 students
and progress. Evident
expectations in terms of
2. Year 12/ 13 buddies to
improvement at each AP
skill
support students in Year 11
and in Summer results
To limit underperformance
lessons with their
2. Underperformance is
and support Year 11
coursework (subject
reduced/ eradicated, and
students with their
teacher to brief Post 16
subject teacher can focus
coursework
students on their aims for
on middle and high ability
To prepare students with
the lesson in supporting
students
the correct knowledge to
their buddy)
3. Appropriate students are
choose their A-Level
3. Taster and induction Amatched to the A-Level Art
subjects carefully (so they
Level workshops for KS4
subject courses
are matched to ability)
students for Art subjects
4. Recruitment is improved
Promote students’
given before options are
5. Recruitment numbers
experience of A-Level Art
chosen. Aim is to share
remain strong through this
subjects with KS4 students
work and explain tasks and
incentive
Prepare Year 11 students
skills to be covered as part
6. Students move closer to
for A-Level Art subjects
of the course
their targets (evident at
and to encourage
4. Students in Years 12 and 13
each AP) and Summer
recruitment
to give a motivational talk
results for Year 11 justify
To reduce
to Year 10 and 11 students
these improvements
underperformance in GCSE
who are interested in
7. To raise standards for
Art subjects
taking a KS5 Art subject
underperformers in Year
To prepare those students
5. Year 11 leavers who have
11, who will be able to
who are working at a grade
opted for A-Level Art
start A-Level Fine Art with
4/5 in Year 11 and wish to
subjects are invited to
standards of work
opt for A-Level Art at
attend an Art visit with
equivalent to or better
CHSFG for the high
than a minimum C grade
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expectation in standards of
practical work

KS4> 5
TRANSITION
PRIORITIES

KS5
CULTURAL
CAPITAL
AIMS

1.

2.

3.

BEYOND KS5 4.
NARROWING
THE GAP
5.

6.

current Year 12 and 13
students
6. Track underperformance
through each AP and
choose key students for
whom to provide extracurricular support and 1-21 group workshops
teaching key skills
7. Introduce a Summer School
workshop (one week) to
help develop some key
skills for underperforming
students during the end of
the Summer term when
GCSE exams are finished
(use gained time for this)
•
We often lose a number of students who opt to move to other schools after Year 11.
Resolution – use recruitment incentives and continual reward, praise and promotion of the
Art subjects in lessons to encourage students to remain
•
Some students who wish to remain at CHSFG achieve a Grade 4/5 which is then difficult to
convert into a C grade or above at A-Level, due to an evident lack of refined natural skill.
Resolution – focused skills workshops for these students to help develop standards of work
in preparation for A-Level (see point 7)
To develop independence 1. Students work on personal 1. Work demonstrates
in preparation for a future
investigation coursework
independence of thought
career/ University course
topics of their own free
without copying and there
in any Art based subject
choice to enable
is not a reliance on the
To develop self-expression
independence. They selfteacher to lead thinking
through each student so
manage their learning
2. Students are confident in
they understand how to
through choice of media
their chosen media and
interpret their ideas into
and artists
tackle their A-Level
Art
2. Students are introduced to
confidently, so they are
To promote organisation
new media and styles so
prepared for University/
and time management
they have every
their future career
skills
opportunity to develop
3. Students will have the
their own style in their
necessary tools and
work
awareness to manage their
3. Students self-manage their
deadlines outside school,
deadlines and workload
into the workplace/
facilitated by advice and
University
deadline plotters from
their teachers
To increase student and
4. To discuss Foundation
4. Students are suitably
parent awareness of
course, Degree level
matched to courses/
University options and
options and employment
careers and are able to
careers for the Art subjects
and suggest the most
attain places
during parents’ evenings
suitable pathways for
5. Students are able to secure
Continue to ensure that
students. Provide advice
an interview on a
students’ personal
literature to parents
Foundation course/ Degree
statements for Art related 5. Provide a talk to students,
level course in the Arts
courses are appropriately
as well as literature to
subjects
written to ensure that they
assist them in the writing
6. Students achieve a place on
are able to secure an
of the personal statement.
a Foundation/ Degree level
interview
Follow up by checking and
course, including the top
To ensure that students’
giving advice on the
Universities including
portfolios enable them to
statement, so that
‘Central Saint Martins’
have the best possible
students have a possible to 7. Students are confident
chance of achieving a
refine them.
during their University
place on an Art related
6. Continue to provide group
interview and are able to
course (Degree/
and 1-2-1 portfolio advice
answer all questions. This
Foundation)
for students on what to
translates to places being
include in their portfolios,
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7.

8.

9.

BEYOND KS5
TRANSITION
PRIORITIES

To continue to ensure that
students are prepared for
their interview for an Art
related course
To provide students with
first hand experience of a
University and strengthen
their awareness of what to
expect from an Art related
course
Encourage enthusiasm in
opting for Art beyond ALevel

•

how best to present it and
offered on their chosen
top tips for amount of
University course
work
8. An increased number of
7. Continue to provide 1-2-1
students sign up for Art
mock interviews to
related Foundation and
prepare students for the
Degree level courses
type of questions they
9. To encourage motivation
might receive, and to
and enjoyment in the Art
strengthen confidence
subjects and increase the
8. Organise a University visit
number of students who
to one of the Art specific
opt for Art related subjects
Universities
at Degree/ Foundation
(Ravensbourne/ University
level
of the Arts London/
University for the Creative
Arts)
9. To co-ordinate an evening
of talks for students in
Years 9-13 from exstudents who will share
their Art Degree
experiences and show
examples of their work
Students often rely on too much advice and written support, that they are unable to think
independently to the extent that is required at Foundation/ Degree level, and thus struggle
when starting one of these such courses. Resolution – ensure that students are fully aware
of the limited support given at Universities in terms of ideas generation. A-Level courses
have been adapted for 2020/21 to foster further use of imagination and mind mapping in
order to develop independence of thought. Skills workshops will also assist with
confidence.

The curriculum content for all year groups (Years 7-13) is focused around the four main assessment
objectives for GCSE and A-Level, developing skills and knowledge, whilst deepening learning as
students progress through the key stages. The four assessment objectives are as follows:
DEVELOP –

Students develop the ability to research artists, analyse their own work and the
work of others, respond to artists and other contextual references and develop their
own imagination

EXPLORE –

Students develop skills across a wide range of media, processes and techniques, are
able to refine their work as it progresses, are confident in experimenting and
understand how to match media choice to their chosen artist/ contextual references

RECORD –

Students can work from primary and secondary sources, visit galleries and places of
interest to develop ideas, are confident in recording through the use of a wide range
of media, are confident in their written recording

PRESENT –

Students understand how to plan an outcome that is inspired by the work of others,
to develop it into a final outcome with relevant and imaginative choice of media and
techniques, and understand how to evaluate their finished work
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CURRICULUM CONTENT
Including homework and extra-curricular learning
Sequencing of learning is detailed below, and each year builds upon the previous year through deepened thinking,
promotion of independence and self-management. Knowledge and skills are both repeated every year to reinforce and
also strengthen to a higher level.

YEAR &
TOPIC
KS3 Year 7:
Animal Art
KS3 Year 8:
Identity

INTENT

IMPLEMENTATION

IMPACT/ OUTCOMES

LESSON CONTENT (KNOWLEDGE
& SKILLS) will enable students to
develop foundation skills across
the formal elements (line, tone,
texture, pattern, shape, form)
working across a wide range of
media including:
Dry media (pencil, biro,
oil pastel, chalk pastels,
coloured pencils)
Wet media (block paint
and watercolour)
Experimental media
(marbling, brusho, wax
resist, glue gun)
Low relief
Collage
3D (Creative rotation
lesson, Year 7)

LESSON CONTENT
(KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS) will be
focused on use and application
of a range of media through
experimentation in lessons,
development of work inspired
by artists, planning towards a
final outcome and production
of a final outcome

LESSON CONTENT
(KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS)
outcomes will show a
visible improvement in
standard of work, leading
to improved progress

LITERACY Students will develop
foundation skills in writing so
they can write confidently about
their own work and the work of
others
SKETCHBOOK DEVELOPMENT
Students will understand how to
present their work in an A4
sketchbook in the relevant order.
They will start to apply
presentation skills to the layout of
research pages and planning
HOMEWORK THROUGH EACH
HALF TERM develops learning
around topics covered within
lesson time as part of the SOW.
This will include practical and
written tasks which will be grade
specific tasks
EXTRA-CURRICULAR
OPPORTUNITIES provide students
with the opportunity to receive
additional support with practical
and written tasks. They will also
support students in preparation
for GCSE options. Year 8 cultural
enhancement day will broaden
cultural awareness of Art and
artists.

LITERACY will be embedded in
the scheme of work through
annotation of work, artist
research and analysis of artists’
work. There will be focused
literacy lessons teaching
students the key skills in writing
SKETCHBOOK DEVELOPMENT
Students will use their
sketchbooks in the lessons to
work in. They will be given
advice and shown exemplars of
page layout. They will also
receive page layout help sheets
HOMEWORK is mixed between
week-long tasks and projectbased tasks which will take two
weeks to complete. Work will
be carefully explained and
exemplars shown
EXTRA-CURRICULAR
OPPORTUNITIES Aimed at
underperforming students in
KS3, highlighted at key APs and
targeted skills workshop clubs
provided to help develop skills.
Skills clubs (Photography and
Textiles) will support students
in having a foundation of skills
to prepare them for Key Stage
4. Students will undertake
cultural Art activities during
Enhancement day which they
can apply to their class work.

LITERACY Students written
work will evidence
improvement and they will
have refined the depth of
writing and standard of
writing throughout Year 7
and 8. Book looks evidence
improvements in literacy
SKETCHBOOK
DEVELOPMENT
Sketchbooks will show
evidence of presentation
skills, which will be
evidenced in book looks
HOMEWORK will reinforce
learning, leading to
improved outcomes
EXTRA-CURRICULAR
OPPORTUNITIES
underperforming students
will show visible
improvements between
each AP as a result of
additional support. Skills
clubs will ensure that less
focus can be placed on
teaching skills from scratch.
Some students can be used
to support the weaker
learners in pairs. Students
awareness of cultural art
will be strengthened.
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KS3 Year 9:
Food

LESSON CONTENT (KNOWLEDGE
& SKILLS) will enable students to
strengthen and refine key skills in
Art, as well as develop new skills
in order to discover their area of
expertise, and be able to make an
informed decision on GCSE
choices.
Students will cover the following
refined skills:
FINE ART
Drawing (oil pastel,
block paint/
watercolours/ coloured
pencils)
Understanding how to
match drawing and
painting surfaces to
chosen media
Collage techniques
using cutting and
layering to explore
composition
Creating and
photographing a still life
TEXTILES
Developing line drawing
skills from a still life
Collaging with
photocopies
Fabric dyeing
Mono Printing
Basic sewing machine
skills
Cutting and applique
Hand embroidery and
embellishments
PHOTOGRAPHY
Understanding basic
camera functions and
photograph
composition
Planning a photo shoot
Basic editing and then
layering with geometric
shapes using Photoshop
Hand rendering
techniques including
weaving, sequencing
and layering
Applying visual
elements
Artist research and understanding
how to respond to an artist will
also prepare students for GCSE
LITERACY will be embedded into
each unit scheme of work to help
students understand how to
produce a thorough and detailed
piece of analysis based on their

LESSON CONTENT
(KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS) will
develop skills throughout the
year, with a greater emphasis
on student ownership in terms
of assembling their own still life
arrangements to work from.
Skills will be taught in an
appropriate sequence to allow
students to understand how
they link together, and how
they across the three Art
disciplines. Demonstrations will
be given, health and safety
advice shared and paired
learning will take place in
Photography to support those
who may struggle with editing
and photography tasks.
LITERACY will run alongside the
each unit to link artists to work
studied in class.
SKETCHBOOK DEVELOPMENT
Students will use the
sketchbooks in lessons in which
to complete their task work,
they will receive advice in
sketchbook presentation and
will consider layout of pages for
practical and written tasks. In
the Photography unit, students
will understand how to present
a photo shoot plan, as well as
understanding how to select
and present their photos in
their sketchbook. Composition
will be a big focus in Year 9,
with students learning skills in
using photocopies to
experiment with different
layouts.
HOMEWORK is set at key
points during each unit and
homework tasks will be
carefully explained and link to
work carried out in class.
Examples will be shown where
possible to give students a
visual awareness of the
outcome, as well as setting high
expectations.

LESSON CONTENT
(KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS)
outcomes will show a
visible improvement in
standard of work, leading
to improved progress.
Students will be kept
motivated by the range of
artistic opportunities made
available to them, also
leading to improvements in
the standard of work. In
addition to this, they will be
more confident in making
an appropriate informed
decision on which subject
to choose at GCSE.
LITERACY Students will be
confident and prepared for
GCSE, and literacy will show
a visible improvement
allowing them to achieve
the higher grades. Covering
the key skills within each
Art discipline will also
provide students with the
appropriate subject specific
terminology to be able to
analyse a piece of work
successfully. This will in
turn give them a head start
at GCSE.
SKETCHBOOK
DEVELOPMENT
Sketchbooks will be
beautifully presented and
this will be evident in lesson
observation feedback and
book looks
HOMEWORK will reinforce
learning, leading to
improved outcomes
EXTRA-CURRICULAR
OPPORTUNITIES
underperforming students
will show visible
improvements between
each AP as a result of
additional support

EXTRA-CURRICULAR
OPPORTUNITIES will be offered
once a week to assist students
with 1-2-1 and support them
with any underperformance.
The Textile and Photography
clubs will also introduce
students to further subject
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key artists in preparation for
GCSE
SKETCHBOOK DEVELOPMENT
Students will start to understand
the importance of sketchbook
presentation, developing their
ideas in a specific order and
making use of the sketchbook as
a surface to work directly onto

specific skills in preparation for
GCSE through demonstrations
and experimentation. GCSE
work will be shown as
exemplars in the clubs.

HOMEWORK THROUGH EACH
HALF TERM develops learning
around topics covered within
lesson time as part of the SOW,
through practical and written
tasks (completion of work,
developing a piece of related
work, analysis and research
related to the work of artists
studied in class

Year 10
Art: Evolve
Current Year
11 Art:
Growth &
Decay
Photography:
Free choice
Year 10
Textiles: The
Human Body
Current Year
11 Textiles:
Memories

EXTRA-CURRICULAR
OPPORTUNITIES provide students
with the opportunity to receive
additional support with practical
and written tasks, along with
further opportunities to explore
Textiles and Photography in more
depth
LESSON CONTENT (KNOWLEDGE
& SKILLS) will enable students to
develop skills which meet the
expectations of the Assessment
Objectives for OCR GCSE Art,
Photography and Textiles. A
greater range of skills will be
taught in more depth, and
students will gain a deeper
understanding of artists, how to
respond to them, how to record
from observation, how to gather
ideas, and how to plan for a final
outcome. They will also
understand the value in Museum/
gallery visits in witnessing art first
hand. Students will understand
how to use specialised equipment
in Textiles and Photography
(including digital processes and
technical lighting in Photography)
LITERACY Students will deepen
their artistic vocabulary, as well
as analysis and annotation skills in
order to confidently write about
their work and the work of
others.
SKETCHBOOK DEVELOPMENT
Students will develop a
confidence in working with a

LESSON CONTENT
(KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS) is
taught against the AOs and
students work to their main
themes; applying their own
ideas and choosing the topic
they wish to explore
independently. Their work will
follow a specific order from
idea generation, to
experimentation, to research,
response and planning. They
will be taught specific practical
skills, presentation skills,
expanding on their research
and analysis, and how to
develop work into a final
outcome. Examples will be
shown from GCSE and A-Level
to set high expectations

LESSON CONTENT
(KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS)
Students will develop a
confidence throughout the
two year course to develop
their knowledge and skills
in order to apply these to
their coursework and exam
work. Outcomes will reflect
understanding, which is
evidenced at APs in the
final Summer results

LITERACY Students will produce
written visit accounts, research,
analysis of artists’ work and
annotation of their own work.
They will look at traditional and
contemporary sources in order
to make comparisons and links.

SKETCHBOOK
DEVELOPMENT
Presentation skills and
understanding of
sketchbook presentation is
evidenced in book looks

SKETCHBOOK DEVELOPMENT
Students will use their
sketchbooks in lessons to work
in, and will understand how to

LITERACY will meet the
expectations of their target
grade, and continual
support will allow them to
demonstrate their
understanding. Evidenced
in book looks and AP grades

HOMEWORK Time
allocated to the completion
of homework allows
students to complete work
which is unfinished, to
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sketchbook; presenting pages in a
relevant and imaginative way
HOMEWORK THROUGH EACH
HALF TERM will extend learning
from class and will enable
students to complete pieces
which have been started in class.
As well as carrying out photo
shoots to be further developed in
class through editing
HOMEWORK OVER THE HOLIDAY
PERIOD will develop ideas
through a larger body of work
EXTRA-CURRICULAR
OPPORTUNITIES provide students
with the opportunity to receive 12-1 support with practical and
literacy work and to build on the
quality of new or existing work.
Photoshop workshops allow
students to develop their skills
outside their lessons, so they can
apply this in class to their work. A
Textiles workshop will provide
students with an awareness of
the subject to promote it at ALevel

Year 12 & 13:
Personal
Investigations
(free choice)

LESSON CONTENT (KNOWLEDGE
& SKILLS) will build confidence at
the start of the course with skills
workshops to embed key skills
across all Art disciplines (Fine Art,
Photography and Textiles).
Students develop their
imagination and independence
through free choice of the
Personal Investigation project.
Both the coursework and exam
units will follow the four
assessment objectives enabling
students to successfully develop a
body of work which meets their
requirements.
LITERACY Students will
strengthen their research,
analysis and annotation skills, but
also skills in essay writing for their
‘Related Study’ element
SKETCHBOOK DEVELOPMENT
Students will understand how to
seamlessly work between their
scrap book and main sketchbook
to develop ideas and outcomes
HOMEWORK is ongoing and will
act as extended learning, and

structure these in the expected
order. Sketchbooks will be used
every lesson. Scrap books will
be used for planning and
experimentation.

improve their work, and
therefore raise their grades.
Tasks which require further
support ca therefore be
addressed in class.

HOMEWORK THROUGH EACH
HALF TERM will involve the
completion of work that has
been started in lesson.
Photoshoots will support
classwork and will be edited
digitally or by hand in class
HOMEWORK OVER THE
HOLIDAY PERIOD will focus on
the completion of a body of
work; usually based around a
specific artist including multiple
outcomes

EXTRA-CURRICULAR
OPPORTUNITIES will
support with progress and
remove any stress caused
by falling behind with work.
Photoshop work will be
evident in students’
sketchbooks across all Art
subjects, and they will use
this to their advantage.
Textiles recruitment will
improve.

EXTRA-CURRICULAR
OPPORTUNITIES Students
complete new or existing work
in this time, and will receive
additional support with photo
shoots/ Photoshop work/
Textiles techniques. Structured
Photoshop club will equip
students with key skills and this
will run weekly with practice to
be carried out each week.
LESSON CONTENT
(KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS) will
start with a skills-based section
for each subject to recap
techniques from GCSE but also
develop new skills; especially
for those who did not take the
GCSE as an option. They will
then work on a topic of their
choice for their Personal
Investigation coursework unit,
following a series of tasks from
research and ideas generation,
to experimentation, recording
from observation, responding
to artists and then developing
their ideas through careful
planning into a final outcome.
Independence of thought is key
at A-level. Examples shown
throughout and advice given.

LESSON CONTENT
(KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS)
Book looks will evidence
careful sketchbook
presentation, lesson
observations will evidence
independence of thought
and understanding, and
data will evidence progress

LITERACY Students will
complete all expected written
tasks with a deep
understanding and a higher
level of literacy and application
of key terminology. They will
also produce an essay
(minimum of 1000 words as
part of their coursework unit

HOMEWORK Scrapbooks
will provide additional
contextual support work for
illustrating the students’
thought process from start
to finish. They will
reference this in their main
sketchbook and it will assist
in boosting overall progress

LITERACY Related study
and recording objectives
will evidence understanding
in Summer results
SKETCHBOOK
DEVELOPMENT will
evidence confident use of a
sketchbook and scrapbook
to develop ideas; evident in
book looks
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students will develop a thorough
understanding of how to use a
scrapbook to develop their ideas
in depth. They will build
confidence to develop ideas from
this starting point
EXTRA-CURRICULAR
OPPORTUNITIES will provide
students with the awareness of
the importance of first hand
visits, and how these can be
interwoven into their practical
work and theory. They will also
enable students to complete their
work, but also to experience
drawing from life

(related study), with dedicated
lessons to support them in the
writing of this
SKETCHBOOK DEVELOPMENT
Students will present their work
in a main sketchbook but also a
scrapbook, which they will
cross-reference through
annotation
HOMEWORK is ongoing and
will involve ideas development
using a scrap book. Then
students will develop this work
in their main sketchbooks

towards their target, as well
as giving them further
evidence for portfolio
submission to Art & Design
based University courses
and careers
EXTRA-CURRICULAR
OPPORTUNITIES will
enhance learning in order
to improve outcomes,
which are evident in the
Summer results. They will
also provide students with
the essential work required
for University portfolio
preparation

EXTRA-CURRICULAR
OPPORTUNITIES will include
Museum/ gallery visits, life
drawing and after school,
holiday and free period 1-2-1
support
Intent, Implementation and Impact mirrors that listed for KS4 above, but in more depth, to a higher
standard and in preparation for University

ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK FOR ART SUBJECTS
YEAR GROUP
Year 7-9

INTENT
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Students have the
opportunity to develop
sketchbook work and
work towards a final
outcome. This will
prepare them for
similar methods of
assessment at GCSE
level and beyond.
Ensure that students’
knowledge of key Art
terminology is
embedded in KS3
Ensure that students
have the best possible
opportunity to achieve
their target grade
Students are able to
track their progress
over the year on a
feedback overview
sheet and they can
make improvements to
their work
Students have a clear
understanding of what
they need to do to
improve each piece of

IMPLEMENTATION
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Their development work
will be assessed at each AP
and their project will be
assessed as a whole with
the final outcome at the
end of the project.
Colour theory testing in
Year 7, development of a
key terminology glossary at
back of sketchbooks to
refer to for literacy tasks
Work will be re-marked
when it is improved, and
this will contribute to the
next AP
Feedback is given task by
task when each task is
completed. This will be
completed on an overview
sheet at the back of the
sketchbooks. Part of the
lesson to be dedicated to
reading feedback
Feedback overview sheets
will be completed task by
task by the teacher, and
students can make
improvements which they

IMPACT/ OUTCOMES
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Assessment points will
evidence development of
skill through improved
grades
Knowledge of key terms
will be evident in written
tasks, and this will
prepare students for GCSE
Evidenced in class
marking, AP data and end
of year data comparable
to the previous year
Lesson observations and
student voice will
evidence students’
understanding of their
areas of strength and
weakness, and how to
improve their work
Students use their
feedback to improve their
work by completing the
FIT and ‘Improvements
made’ sections in green
pen. This will reflect in AP
data and in sketchbooks.
Teachers to re-mark work
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work through task by
task feedback. This will
allow them to selfmanage their progress

Year 10 & 11
Art,
Photography
& Textiles

Year 12 & 13:
Personal
Investigations
(free choice)

N.B. There will be no end of
year test
1. Students will have a
clear understanding of
how the Assessment
Objectives work for
GCSE Art, Photography
& Textiles
2. To enable students to
understand how to
improve individual
tasks, and familiarise
them with the previous
marking methods in
KS3
3. Students take further
ownership of their
progress and the speed
at which they work,
when repeating the
process of tasks after
the first artist, and
have a greater
understanding of their
progress on the project
as a whole
4. Students have a clear
understanding of the
specific improvements
they need to make to
their literacy work
5. Students gain a full
awareness of the
standard of their
coursework against the
GCSE assessment
criteria when it is
completed, and are
able to self-manage
improvements
6. Visual examples of
graded work give
students a visual
awareness of grading
7. Students will have a
clear understanding of
how to improve their
scrap book work
1. Students understand
the strengths and
weaknesses of their
work and are aware of
their progress
throughout the course,
as well as knowing how
to improve on this
2. Individual use of post-it
notes makes students

must use green pen to
highlight, and these will be
re-marked

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

1.

and update their mark
books

GCSE Assessment Objective
focused lessons will explain
each objective in detail,
reference will be made to
AOs in lessons alongside
specific tasks in order to
show practical application,
and work will be marked
against the AOs summatively
at the end of the project
The start of the sketchbook
will be marked task by task
up until the end of the first
artist
Work is then marked half
termly as a detailed
overview reflecting on work
summatively; giving an
overall grade
Literacy is corrected with
post-it notes on pages, so
that students are able to
correct their work
immediately
Coursework sketchbooks are
marked in January against
the GCSE assessment
objectives, so that students
have the opportunity to
make improvements before
final submission
Examples of graded work are
shown to students so they
can see what each grade
looks like (this includes
physical sketchbook work
and exemplar work on
worksheets)
Scrap books will be marked
summatively each half term
with an expected page count
of 10 pages per half term

1.

A feedback overview sheet in
the sketchbooks allows
students to see detailed
feedback for each task, as
well as giving the
opportunity to complete FIT
to show how a piece of work
has improved. The teacher
will then re-mark the work.
There is also an assessment

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

2.

Students understand what
the AOs are and are able
to explain how these
relate to their work
Students make
improvements to their
work task by task with
ease; contributing
towards improvements
evidenced in sketchbook
feedback overview sheet
Students’ overview
feedback FIT is completed,
and there is evident
progress between each
half-term
Post-it notes with literacy
advice are visible in the
sketchbook and are ticked
off when the student has
completed the task
Improvements are
evidenced in coursework
between January and the
final submission in May,
and this is evidenced in
final predictions/ WAG
An improved awareness
of grading of tasks will
lead to an improved
understanding of the
awareness of high
expectations, leading to
improved grades
Scrap books will provide
contextual evidence for
the main sketchbook and
grading should match the
grading of their main
sketchbook

Students make use of the
feedback overview sheet,
using it to complete FIT
work. The FIT boxes are
filled in and grades show
improvements.
Post-it note FIT allows for
further detailed
improvements, which lead
to improved grades
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aware of specific
improvements they
need to make;
highlighting literacy
errors or ideas
Students will have a
clear understanding of
how the Assessment
Objectives work for Alevel Art, Photography
& Textiles (and the
differences between
these and GCSE)
Students will have a
clear awareness of the
key priorities of the
OCR exam board for
their academic year
Visual examples of
graded work give
students a visual
awareness of grading

overview tracker in the front
3. Students understand what
of the student’s sketchbook,
the AOs are and are able
so they are able to see the
to explain how these
progress they make each half
relate to their work
term.
4. Key priorities covered and
3.
2. Students refer to the post-it
evidenced in sketchbooks
notes within lessons and
5. An improved awareness
outside lessons and tick
of grading of tasks will
these off when they have
lead to an improved
completed them; sticking
understanding of the
them at the back of their
awareness of high
sketchbook as evidence.
expectations, leading to
3. A-level Assessment Objective
improved grades
4.
focused lessons will explain
each objective in detail,
reference will be made to
AOs in lessons alongside
specific tasks in order to
5.
show practical application,
and work will be marked
against the AOs summatively
at the end of the project
4. Key priorities shared in an
overview sheet through a
dedicated specific lesson,
and students made aware of
their key foci for their
Personal Investigation and
exam units
5. Examples of graded work are
shown to students so they
can see what each grade
looks like (this includes
physical sketchbook work
and exemplar work on
worksheets)
N.B. Some tasks will be grouped and marked summatively, whereas others will be marked
individually.; dependent on the subject and nature of the task. Opportunities will be given for FIT (as
above), and coursework will be marked against the AOs in February as with the GCSE.
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Music: Statement of Intent, Implementation & Impact
Rationale
The pupil profiles at CHSFG are dynamic. The ability of students, their backgrounds (both socioeconomic and cultural) are different today than those from 10, even 5 years ago. With over 90
feeder primary schools, their experiences at KS1 and KS2 are diverse and broad. The arts subjects
have been overlooked at many primary schools for a long time now, with Music often being “taught”
by non-specialist teachers, teachers who lack the confidence to deliver the subject competently, or
in many instances hardly at all. The financial difficulties within the borough’s academies mean that
students eligible for PP are now rarely funded for musical tuition within school, and only 15 minute
weekly lessons are funded in some circumstances through Bromley Youth Music Trust. This leads to
a disparity of access to music tuition between PP and non-PP students, which we aim to minimise
through our offer of multiple free extra-curricular opportunities. Extra-Curricular Music plays a huge
role in the life of the department. It encourages cohesion between pupils of different year groups, as
well as giving them a chance to be part of the wider community of the school. It also gives them
opportunities for self-expression and self-development.
Intent
KS2-KS3 Transition
1. To address the vast gap between student experiences at primary school to allow everyone to
access the KS3 curriculum.
2. To nurture any students who have already started to learn to play an instrument and
encourage them to get involved with extra-curricular Music at the school.
3. To encourage as many students as possible to commit to learning to play an instrument
upon entry to the school.
KS3
1. To provide all students with a broad and balanced musical knowledge, accessible to all
including disadvantaged students, students with SEND, and students with other adverse
childhood experiences, particularly since participation in music activities is a known
protective factor against ACEs.
2. To enable all students confidently to read traditional Western staff notation and more
informal notation e.g. chord symbols (although this is part of the KS2 curriculum, our
experience tells us that this is rarely taught at KS2, and needs consolidation at the very least
in KS3; it is a new skill entirely to the vast majority of our students)
3. To provide free and varied performance opportunities, both solo and ensemble, to all
students
4. To prepare students for study at KS4 and beyond, and to encourage those who show
aptitude in their study of music to take music at GCSE through positive recruitment
strategies
5. To equip all students with basic keyboard and vocal skills
6. To expose students to a wide range of music from a variety of backgrounds
7. To use Year 9 as a consolidation year, developing compositional and performance skills
through a range of practical projects, as well as introducing the history of Western Classical
Music, which forms the foundation of all other music studied at KS4 and KS5.
8. For all KS3 students to be assessed regularly against a mark scheme which mirrors itself on
the criteria for GCSE Music.
9. For all students to reach both their School and Music target each academic year.
10. For all students to improve their vocabulary both in relation to music and in general.
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KS3-KS4 Transition
1. To ensure all students who have opted to study Music at GCSE have got a grasp on the basic
theoretical skills needed before they start the course. Students need to understand the
commitment needed to study Music GCSE and the number of hours they will need to put in
outside of the classroom.
2. To provide each GCSE students the opportunity to work on their performance skills each
week within an ensemble and therefore boost their performance grades.
KS4
1. To build on the foundations laid at KS3 in developing students’ musical knowledge providing
them with a broad and varied learning experience covering all areas of music
2. To provide opportunities for all students to develop as musicians through performances,
workshops, and trips and visits outside of the classroom
3. To develop students’ performance skills on their chosen instrument, both as a soloist and as
part of an ensemble
4. To develop students’ composition skills with a focus on writing aesthetically pleasing
melodies which have an effective accompaniment, and show development through their
structure
5. To develop students’ listening skills across a broad range of musical styles and genres, with a
focus on understanding context and aural analysis, and on expanding students’ musical
horizons
6. To build students’ resilience through ongoing improvement and application of feedback in
practical elements e.g. performance and composition
7. To prepare students for study at KS5 and beyond
8. For all students to achieve a GCSE grade in line with their ability and with the NA for
Music. (79.2% grade 4 and above, 33.8% grade 7 and above)
9. For all KS4 students to be assessed regularly against a GCSE mark scheme – regular
assessments in theory/listening and performance, with a composition grade awarded at the
end of the academic year when students have completed their composition task for the
year.
11. For all students to reach their target each academic year.
12. All students to be provided with course notes and given access to
these PowerPoints via SharePoint – SEND students are given scaffolding needed to support
them whilst being encouraged to make their own notes on the handouts.
KS4-KS5 Transition
1. To address the huge shift between GCSE and A-Level Music.
KS5
1. To build on the foundations laid at KS4 in developing students’ musical knowledge providing
them with a broad and varied learning experience covering all areas of music
2. To provide opportunities for all students to develop as musicians through performances,
workshops, and trips and visits outside of the classroom
3. To develop students’ performance skills on their chosen instrument as a soloist, encouraging
them to take formal music exams which can also be used towards their UCAS points
4. To develop students’ composition skills with a focus on writing mature and complex
melodies which demonstrate a deeper understanding of harmonic progression, and show
development clearly through their structure
5. To build the foundations of harmonic analysis and understanding through study of Bach
chorales and to apply these within compositions
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6. To develop students’ listening skills across a broad range of musical styles and genres, with a
focus on understanding context and aural analysis, and communicating this in a formal
writing style
7. To build students’ resilience through ongoing improvement and application of feedback in
practical elements e.g. performance and composition
8. To expose students to professionals working in the music industry to understand how their
study of music could progress after KS5
9. For all students to achieve an A-Level grade in line with their ability and with the NA for
Music. (98.3% achieving a grade E or above, 73.1% achieving a grade C or above and 19.7%
achieving grade A or above).
10. For all KS5 students to be assessed regularly against an A-Level mark scheme – regular
assessments in theory/listening and performance, with a composition grade awarded at the
end of the May Half Term when students have completed their composition task for the
year.
11. For all A-Level students to be receiving private instrumental tuition on their first study
instrument as performance accounts for 30% of the A-Level grade.

Extra-Curricular
1. To provide all students with free opportunities to make music both individually and as part
of larger groups, and to perform to an audience
2. To provide all students the opportunity to represent the school through music
3. To provide a community of musicians that students can join, regardless of their prior
experience, skills, or training
4. To offer opportunities for leadership of ensembles or through teaching, and ownership of
activities through music choice etc.
5. To recognise ongoing commitment through the ‘Music Legends’ programme
6. To develop instrumental learning in school through the ‘Music Ambassadors’ programme
7. To provide opportunities for students to receive individual private music tuition
8. To provide opportunities for all students to develop as musicians through performances and
trips outside of the classroom, not just those studying music at higher levels
9. To reward students for their resilience and commitment to extra-curricular activities through
various means e.g. achievement points and reward trips
10. To enable students to meet both older and younger musicians, offering older students,
opportunities for mentoring, and younger students, inspirational leaders and role models
Implementation (numbers in brackets refer to Statement of Intent numbers)
KS2-KS3 Transition
1. All students to complete a baseline assessment in their first Music lesson. This is based on
their theoretical, composing and listening skills. A skills audit will also be completed at the
beginning of each term.
2. Letters are sent to all students as part of the year 6 into 7 welcome pack. It outlines what
instruments students have the opportunity to learn at school, an application form to apply
for these lessons in preparation for their start in September, and a list of which music clubs
are on offer on which days at the school.
3. A new scheme was trialled in September 2019 with great success – “Year 7 Music
Ambassadors”. This encourages students to have group lessons for the entire year on either
flute, clarinet or trumpet. The school provides the instrument free of charge to each pupil
for the year, with the hope that students will want to continue with their studies into year 8.
The letter and information for this scheme also goes out in the year 6 into 7 welcome
pack. Most students who sign up for this scheme choose to have individual lessons.
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KS3
1. All students provided with a music booklet, a variety of resources including video resources
on OneDrive, and opportunities to practise within school (1)
2. The second topic taught in Y7 is rhythm and staff notation reading, which is then embedded
throughout the KS3 curriculum, being a main component of every unit studied. Homework is
set on the website “Focus on Sound” regularly which gives instant scores back to the
students, who are encouraged to retry quizzes until they reach a certain score. (2)
3. All students to perform within lessons, both collectively and individually, and invited to join
extra-curricular activities which lead to performance opportunities. All year 7s to perform in
a Singing Evening at the end of the first Half Term. (3)
4. All students to develop vocal and keyboard skills throughout all units studied at KS3, with a
wide range of differentiated performance options designed to both support students with
less musical experience, and to challenge those with a greater depth of prior knowledge and
understanding, and those with a natural musical ability (1, 2, 4, 5)
5. Variety of schemes of work taught ranges from Ragtime to the Caribbean, The Classical
Period to 20th Century Minimalism and from Musicals to Ostinato, providing opportunities in
every scheme of work for students to be exposed to recorded music from a diverse range of
backgrounds (2, 6, 7)
6. To review current KS3 booklets on a yearly basis to reflect the changing needs of students,
with further differentiation being added as and when required (1, 4)
7. All students to take the Y7 baseline test in their first lesson so that their individual musical
needs and talents can be met and nurtured throughout KS3 (1, 4)
8. To develop performance skills further in Y9 by allowing students to perform on a wider
range of instruments and to choose their own repertoire. (3, 4, 7)
9. To develop composition skills in Y9 by using a range of different technologies to complete
practical composition tasks both individually and as groups e.g. 4-chord composition using
ukuleles, paired pop compositions using HookPad, and small-scale Classical compositions
using Sibelius (4, 7)
10. To introduce the history of Western Classical Music, including vocabulary traditionally used
in the analysis of music, to further widen students’ understanding of harmony and musical
context (2, 4, 6, 7)
11. To positively recruit students who show aptitude in their study of music through
encouraging them to join extra-curricular clubs, positive phone calls home, promotion of
subject at parents’ evening, and yearly trips with current GCSE students (4)
12. Students will receive 3 performance and 2 written performances each year. Performance
assessments will take place at the end of each term, allowing students the maximum
amount of time to learn to play a new piece of music. (All performance assessments are
differentiated allowing students to achieve at a suitable level). Students are given immediate
feedback, grades and targets for improvement. All performances are recorded and
moderated on occasion. One of the written assessments happens in the year 7/8/9 exam
week, with the other written test being in the Autumn term. These assessments are
also graded and FIT completed on them. (3, 4, 8)
13. Students are given a grade after each assessment and tracks it in their booklet. All students
are given a Music Target in addition to their School target. This is calculated by their baseline
assessment grade. (Most students will enter the school on an “emerging” grade in year 7
and their Music Target grade reflects this). (9).
14. Students will spend 5 minutes reading at the start of each lesson. This will generally take the
form of their reading books, but could be their music booklet if a written test is approaching
(10).
KS3-KS4 Transition
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1. All year 9 students who opt for Music are provided with a Holiday Homework Pack. They are
set 2 main tasks – to prepare a solo performance which they will perform to the class in their
first GCSE lesson, to complete the first 20 pages of the grade 1 Theory book. Handouts are
provided to each student.
2. All students are asked to commit to at least one extra-curricular Music club. Their
attendance at clubs are monitored and contact home with parents made if necessary.
KS4
1. To explore Popular Music, Traditional Music and Fusions thereof, and Western Classical
Music from 1910-present day in depth (1, 5, 7)
2. To organise concerts in which all KS4 students are expected to perform across a range of
occasions including Informal Concerts, formal end of term concerts, and externally organised
concert (2, 3, 6, 7)
3. To arrange workshops and trips relevant to the GCSE course including composition
workshops, visits to museums and professional concerts and productions (1, 2, 4)
4. To scaffold students’ compositions starting with analysis of existing compositions, moving
through creation of harmonic progressions, then melodic writing, and more advanced
development of ideas (4, 6, 7)
5. To embed theoretical and performance knowledge into compositions developing a holistic
musical experience (4, 6, 7)
6. To provide students with detailed resources including vocabulary sheets, playlists of music,
and revision resources (1, 5, 7)
7. To ensure that students’ work is regularly and efficiently marked with clear WWW/EBI
feedback (3, 4, 6, 7)
8. To encourage students to have individual peripatetic music tuition and to recognise the
importance of individual tuition (3, 7)
9. To provide additional support outside of lesson time for work on performance and
composition coursework with the specific aim of addressing all feedback given so that
students feel supported in achieving their own potential (1, 3, 4, 6, 7)
10. To deliver a GCSE curriculum which builds upon the students’ strengths already identified in
the course and to address their weaknesses in a safe learning environment both inside and
outside the classroom setting. (8, 9)
11. A solo or ensemble performance to be recorded and marked in line with GCSE criteria at the
end of each term with WWW/EBI feedback given. Students are advised how to improve their
grades and to continue to work on this piece or a more suitable piece in order for them to
reach their potential. Assessments for theory are taken at the end of each unit and peer
assessed. FIT is completed on exams at this time to provide timely intervention and dealing
with any misconceptions straight away. (2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10)
12. Students will track their grades regularly. Intervention is to be given in the form of
Composers’ Club after school on Thursday (targeting PP students). One to one intervention
sessions are also offered to every year 11 student in the Spring term to help with their
compositions. Parents are informed of these sessions and students who are underachieving
are strongly advised to attend. (2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10)
13. All Area of Study notes to be handed out to students to annotate and keep. Resources are
placed on SharePoint and can be downloaded of lessons are missed/ used as a revision tool.
All students are made aware of Spotify playlists which can help with their revision of the key
words. (1, 5, 10, 11)
KS4-KS5 Transition
1. All students to complete the Way Ahead booklet tasks for the start of year 12, one of the
tasks being to prepare a grade 5 piece in their chosen instrument to performance standard
and be ready to perform this in their first lesson.
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KS5
1. To further understanding of Western Classical Music by studying Bach Chorales, Baroque
Concertos, Musical Theatre, Contemporary Traditional music and a choice between the
Operas of Mozart and Romantic Piano music. (1, 4, 5, 6)
2. To organise concerts in which all KS5 students are expected to perform across a range of
occasions including Informal Concerts, formal end of term concerts, and externally organised
concert (2, 3, 7)
3. To arrange workshops and trips relevant to the A-Level course including composition
workshops, visits to museums and professional concerts and productions (1, 2, 3, 4)
4. To scaffold students’ compositions starting with analysis of existing compositions, moving
through creation of harmonic progressions, then melodic writing, and more advanced
development of ideas. (1, 4, 5, 6, 7)
5. All students are required to purchase a Chorales Workbook which they complete over the
course of year 12. In year 13 students can use this book to complete the Brief Composition
set by the exam board. This can also be used to imbed composition techniques for the free
composition in year 12. (1, 4, 5, 6, 7)
6. Students are provided with a Set Works study guide for each Unit of Study. They have to
annotate these in detail in lessons and encouraged to do further annotating at home. They
have to make reference to these in lessons and in essays which they write on the pieces
studied. (1, 5, 6, 7)
7. Students are provided with oral feedback in every composition lesson on what they can do
to improve their work. They implement this feedback straight away. When students perform
to us we can give them feedback, and can often demonstrate how to improve their
performance. Written essays are marked on a regular basis with formative feedback and
grades given. (2, 3, 4, 5, 7)
8. To try to use contacts from teachers at school who have contacts in the industry and
through the use of bought in workshops, to provide students with the opportunity to speak
to people outside of a school context. This can be done through choirs/operatic
groups/production companies/agencies who we know out of school. (2,8)
9. Further Careers in Music - To try to use contacts from teachers at school
who have contacts in the industry and through the use of bought in workshops, to provide
students with the opportunity to speak to people outside of a school context. This can be
done through choirs/operatic groups/production companies/agencies who we know out of
school. To point students towards the displays in the Music corridor, outlining what future
careers they could have if they chose to study Music beyond A-Level. (2,8)
10. To deliver an A-Level curriculum which builds upon the students’ strengths already identified
in the course and to address their weaknesses in a safe learning environment both inside
and outside the classroom setting. (9)
11. Regular essays to be given to students at the end of each set work/area studied and marked
in line with the grading system. Regular discussions to be had about how far their
performance preparations have got. (There is no performance lesson at A-Level due to time
constraints of the course). A mock performance is undertaken at Christmas and June. The
free composition is completed by May Half Term and a grade awarded at this time. Students
will spend the remainder of the year in composition lessons working on their FIT for this.
This will improve composition grade and help with Wider Listening part of the exam. (1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 9, 10)
12. Ensure students are receiving instrumental tuition. PP students should apply for funding
from the School bursary to pay for these lessons if necessary. A-Level making criteria for
performance to be given to peripatetic staff to support their students. (3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11)
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Extra-Curricular
1. 8 Clubs run during lunchtime each week and are open to all year groups and abilities. These
are run by CHSFG staff and free to all students. There are 2 whole school concerts each year
where students have the opportunity to perform to friends and family. (1, 2, 3, 10)
2. 2 whole school concerts happen each year at the end of the Autumn and Summer terms.
Every other year students are given the opportunity to represent the school within the band
and choir at the Bromley Schools’ Proms. In the year this doesn’t run, the school puts on a
whole school production alongside the Drama and Dance teams. An “informal” concert
happens in the Spring term where students of any ability and age can perform in a smaller,
more low key concert to friends and family. (1, 2, 3, 4, 10)
3. See points 1 & 2
4. Junior Steel Pans is now run by G&T Music GCSE students. Keyboard Club is supervised by
GCSE students. Students are asked to suggest music they would like to perform in all
clubs. (1, 4, 9, 10)
5. After students have performed in 4 concerts with the school, they are awarded the “Music
Legends” badge. Students are given are music badge to wear on their blazers, signifying the
commitment they have made to the department. (2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10)
6. This was a new scheme the previous year and was vey successful. New year 7 students
entering the school are given the opportunity to apply to become a “Music Ambassador” for
their year group. They sign up for instrumental lessons for the year as part of a trio on either
flute, clarinet or trumpet. They pay for the lessons but the school provides the instrument
for free. They will be expected to perform in their trios at the Christmas Concert
and MusicFest. At the end of the year they will need to return their instrument and hopefully
choose to continue learning their instrument individually. (2, 6, 7)
7. All new year 7 students are sent BYMT application letters in their information packs before
starting with us in year 7. Students are reminded on a regular basis in lessons about the
tuition available to them at school. Posters are displayed in the Music corridor. GCSE and ALevel students encouraged to take-up lessons if not already receiving them. (7)
8. Concerts performed outside of the school at Bromley Schools’ Proms, performances when
the choir goes on tour to different countries, workshops attended as part of the GCSE
recruitment drive. (1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10)
9. Achievement points awarded to all students who perform at concerts and in school
productions. An annual reward trip is offered to all students who attend a club on a regular
basis, lucky dip prize for a student for excellent attendance at her club(s) each term. (3, 8, 9)
10. Students are free to join any extra-curricular club, age is not a factor or a restrictor (only
ability to join certain clubs). Older students look out for the younger students and make
friends in the process. (3,10).
Impact
KS2-KS3 Transition
1. Staff will have a clearer understanding of the prior abilities of students and plan/deliver
lessons accordingly. Students will be given a Music target from their baseline grade giving
them a much more meaningful and achievable target based on their musical ability, not their
KS2 SATS score. Students want to hit these targets and feel this is a much more
manageable/realistic target for them. They are aware that they are still judged on the
progress to their whole school target.
2. Students who are already having peripatetic lessons at primary school can transition without
a gap in their learning. Peri staff are given the details of the new students to the school
wanting lessons before the Summer break and can therefore make contact over the
summer. Any applications received from students who have not had lessons before are
contacted over the summer to keep the momentum of applying for lessons going.
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3. The number of students learning to play orchestral instruments will increase and hopefully
the students will want to continue with these instruments into year 8 and beyond, with the
intention of some carrying on to GCSE and further.
KS3
1. No student is disadvantaged by not receiving private instrumental tuition. The gap between
PP and non-PP students is reduced. Students are given the tools they need to feel confident
when performing their assessments to the class (though this will still depend on how much
homework practice they undertake).
2. All students know and understand enough about reading treble clef staff notation to work
out the notes in their assessment pieces, with the hope that they might apply this
knowledge to sheet music they have found outside of the classroom and apply this
knowledge for their own enjoyment. This will hopefully improve their assessment grades
and encourage more students to take GCSE Music.
3. Students want to play music for their own enjoyment. Choir and band numbers will increase
and therefore the difficulty of the repertoire we can perform will also increase.
4. Assessment grades at KS3 will improve. Students who have not received private
instrumental tuition at primary school will want to take up an instrument at secondary and
potentially see GCSE Music as an option at KS4.
5. Students will become more familiar with a wider repertoire of music from different styles
and time periods. This will be used to embed understanding at KS4 and KS5.
6. Performance pieces are kept up to date to keep students engaged and wanting to learn the
assessment pieces. Assessment grades will increase. The more able students will continue to
be stretched and targeted for GCSE and beyond.
7. Assessment options can be tweaked if needed. A Music Target as well as a School Target is
given to each KS3 student based on this initial assessment in year 7. A lot of students
(especially the grammar stream students) have had very limited exposure to Music at
primary school and it is unrealistic to expect students (often coming in on an “emerging”
grade) to make enough progress in one year on 3 lessons per fortnight to hit a
“secure/exceeding” grade. This gives them a much more achievable goal and keeps them
more engaged.
8. To increase the confidence of students when performing, not only in relation to the accuracy
of notes but with regards to expression and interpretation of the piece too. Accuracy only
accounts for 15/36 marks at GCSE, Expression and Interpretation account for a further 15
marks. They struggle with this and often lose marks (especially in the initial performances).
By introducing the concept of expression and interpretation at KS3 we can improve their
musicality.
9. Students will stop fearing composition as much and become more engaged with the process,
especially as we won’t be using traditional notation writing programs which can be daunting
and hard for any student (including the musically able). They will have access to Hookpad for
free at home and can use it to further their theoretical understanding as well as their
composition skills.
10. Students will have a better understanding of the building blocks of Western Classical Music
(which is subsequently what popular music making is based on). This unit of work is to be
used as a bridging unit between KS3 and KS4 as the remaining units to be taught at KS4 stem
from this area of music.
11. Increased numbers at GCSE which will hopefully improve numbers at KS5 (going against the
National trend of a decrease in numbers at A-Level Music).
12. Students will be given enough time and opportunity to learn their performance options.
Students are given a realistic grade in relation to a GCSE grade which helps them decide
whether GCSE Music is a suitable choice for them.
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13. Students know where their current performance is in relation to both their Music and School
targets. They can use this information when deciding which assessment option to attempt in
their next SoW.
14. The vocabulary of students will improve and they will hopefully find reading a pleasure,
encouraging them to do so willingly in their own time.
KS3-KS4 Transition
1. Staff and students are aware of any gaps in knowledge and what needs to be addressed
promptly at the start of the course. Performances are marked with a GCSE grade. Students
often see that they do not pick suitable pieces to perform to achieve the best grades and are
subsequently more open to suggestions.
2. All students have the opportunity to use what they learn at their chosen club as an ensemble
performance for their GCSE. Historically, students who attend GCSE clubs regularly achieve
the best grades at GCSE.
KS4
1. Students will have a deep understanding of these styles of music and be able to recognise
their characteristics in pieces of music, as well as apply some their principles to their own
performances and compositions.
2. Students will become more confident when performing on their own and part as a larger
group. This will hopefully encourage them to join groups outside of school.
3. Students are able to play on instruments which we do not have access to at school e.g.
Gamelan orchestras as well as speak to professionals in certain fields of music. This can
potentially start making them think of careers in the arts.
4. Students are more confident when composing their controlled assessment at GCSE. They are
able to better apply the theoretical knowledge to help develop their work, resulting in a
better initial grade after their first draft of work, less to have to improve on in year 11 and
therefore more time can be spent on revising for the Listening Exam in June. Composition
grades will increase and therefore students will be accessing the higher overall grades at
GCSE, allowing more students to study Music at KS5 and beyond.
5. See above point.
6. Students are well equipped throughout their GCSE course. Revision is not seen as an activity
to undertake towards the end of year 11 but a linear activity which happens throughout
their course as revision guides, tips etc are given to them and made accessible to them
online from the start of KS4. All PowerPoints are put on SharePoint to use as resources and
for students to catch up on work if they miss a lesson.
7. Performances are recorded at the end of each term which allows them to build up a
portfolio of suitable pieces ready for final recording in year 11. Feedback is given on each of
these performances with students encouraged to re-record if we feel they can easily achieve
a higher grade through better use of dynamics, articulation etc. Regular testing on theory
work with students correct their own work and completing FIT tasks. Final performance
exams are to be taken at the start of year 11; this will reduce pressure of exam stress on the
lead up to Easter and allow students to focus on their compositions instead.
8. Students performance grades will improve and therefore (hopefully) there overall grade.
Students must be a minimum of grade 5 standard to access A-Level Music, this will help
more students take the course and improve our recruitment drive.
9. GCSE grades will improve and more students will be achieving at the higher grades.
10. Outcomes: all students are entered for appropriate externally accredited courses and
achieve at least in line with their potential in: end of unit, year and course assessments.
Overall and for groups, there will be no Gap in outcomes and we aim to be well above the
national average for both progress and attainment, with a positive progress measure.
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11. Students will show a steady improvement throughout the course and will be able to work
on performances which suit their vocal style/technical ability on their chosen instrument.
Students are given a copy of the mark scheme so they know how they are marked against
the criteria which they can share with their peripatetic teachers if applicable. Areas of theory
which students struggle with are identified straight away and extra support/focus can be
placed on these areas e.g. texture key words, structuring and developing a melody etc.
12. Students will significantly improve their composition grades as it is the one to one support
which moves them on the most. Composition accounts for 30% of the total GCSE grade and
the area where most students need the most support. It is difficult to make a vast difference
to compositions within lesson times so this is an excellent opportunity to make a significant
impact on final grades.
13. Students have got detailed notes and revision resources to boost their grade in the 40%
exam taken at the end of the course. Students can often give you definitions for the
keywords but find it difficult to apply them to musical examples. Giving them a playlist gives
them immediate access to the keyword in the correct context.
KS4-KS5 Transition
1. Students are clear on the huge difference in demand between GCSE and A-Level Music and
they have improved their performance skills over the summer break.
KS5
1. Students will have a better understanding and therefore achieve at a higher grade in both
the written paper and the Brief Composition at A-Level.
2. Students will be less daunted at playing harder, solo pieces in a formal setting to an
audience. This will hopefully help students with nerves when it comes to their final A-Level
performances and those wishing to pursue music at degree level.
3. Students are able to play on instruments which we do not have access to at school e.g.
Gamelan orchestras as well as speak to professionals in certain fields of music. This can
potentially start making them think of careers in the arts.
4. As with GCSE, the development of composition ideas will improve and grades in this unit of
the course will improve.
5. A difficult concept of western harmony is broken down into much more manageable chunks.
Students complete the book in a methodical manner with their work checked constantly.
Students can apply this knowledge to both their Brief and Free Compositions, as well as have
a better understanding of Western harmonies in the Listening exam for both Unfamiliar
Music questions and the analysis questions, resulting in higher overall grades.
6. All students have constant access to the set works needed to pass the course. Students can
follow the score at home and not have to be in the department to access the scores. Practice
essays can therefore be set and written for homework with A-Level grades awarded
according to the mark scheme.
7. As class numbers as small, oral feedback can be provided to each student in every lesson,
improving unit and overall grades.
8. Further Careers in Music - To hopefully encourage students to study music beyond A-Level
and potentially as a career path. Examples of career paths can be found in the Music
corridor.
9. A-Level grades will improve and more students will be achieving at the higher grades.
Historically, as a department we are meeting or exceeding the National averages for
grades E and above. We now need to improve the success of our higher grades which are
not as consistent at meeting the NA. This is largely due to the students on the course but will
hopefully be addressed as consistency improves at KS2 and KS3.
10. Outcomes: all students are entered for appropriate externally accredited courses and
achieve at least in line with their potential in: end of unit, year and course assessments.
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Overall and for groups, there will be no Gap in outcomes and we aim to be well above the
national average for both progress and attainment, with a positive progress measure.
11. Students will receive regular one-to-one tuition to support their studies which will improve
Performance grades at end of course. They can also advise on suitable repertoire.
Extra-Curricular
1. Increased numbers of students participating in concerts both in and outside of school.
Complexity and range of repertoire can be extended and broaden students’ exposure to
different styles of music.
2. As above
3. As above
4. Students develop their leadership skills. Potentially they can use this as part of their Duke of
Edinburgh award if goals and planning process is carefully monitored. Students feel a sense
of ownership in the music they perform and gain a better understanding of the music being
taught.
5. A greater sense of community is created in the department which hopefully leads to better
attendance at clubs and concerts. This will lead to a higher standard of final performance at
the concerts and hopefully more enjoyment from both students and audience.
6. All year 7 students are targeted at the start of their time at the school to learn to play a new
instrument as a more pro-active approach. This will hopefully encourage other year 7
students to take up an instrument and increase numbers at Junior Band. This will then feed
through to Senior band and GCSE Music numbers.
7. As above.
8. Increased numbers of students representing the school at music and increasing the profile of
the department/school in the wider community.
9. Improved regular attendance at clubs and recognition for the students who participate.
10. Increased numbers at clubs and a sense of community created, improving transition
between all 3 key stages.
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Dance: Statement of Intent
LOCAL CONTEXT
• Students enter CHSFG with limited/ no experience of Dance at KS2 and therefore the
acquisition of skills and the building of confidence takes longer to embed.
• Dance is embedded in the KS3 curriculum in Dance to ensure that it is ‘drip fed’ from the
start of Year 7, enabling students to commence KS4 with a foundation of skills
• Enrichment opportunities including attendance to clubs and participation in whole school
productions enable students to build confidence and practice regularly in preparation for
KS4
• SEND and Disadvantaged support is outlined in the table at the end of the document
• Students have an increasing reluctance to expose their feet/ bring PE kit to lessons to
change into, as a result of personal circumstances, and individual plans are put in place for
specific students
• Students who are successful in Dance outside school, also need to adapt to the styles of
dance taught in school as part of the examination courses, but their existing skills are
celebrated
CULTURAL CAPITAL
• Dance provides students with the opportunity to develop independence through
choreography and solo performances
• Team work is a large part of group performances and choreography and a necessary skill in
life
• Students build resilience through practice
• Experiences of different Dance styles and cultural Dances enrich their awareness of Dance
across the world
• Self-expression is also developed in Dance, allowing students to use their imagination to
interpret movement
• Spatial awareness is developed through Dance at all key stages
TRANSITIONS BETWEEN KEY STAGES
• Encouraging KS2 students to opt for CHSFG by inviting local feeder Primary Schools to view
performances
• Year 10 & 11 Dance leaders gain an insight into teaching Dance and build self confidence in
leadership skills by teaching in Primary schools
• Giving Year 8 students an awareness of the GCSE Dance course content to prompt recruitment
through taster sessions
• Promoting team work and collaboration in KS3 through Dance clubs/ the show or production,
enabling students to experience and perform in a whole school event
• KS4 students gain an awareness of the expectations in KS5 by participating in A-Level
choreography/ performances
• Promoting collaboration between KS4 and 5 and giving KS5 students leadership responsibilities
• Year 11 students gain an insight into KS5 Dance through taster sessions
• Ensure that students are aware of University Dance courses through advice given in lessons/ at
parents’ evenings
• Suggest the possibility of pursuing Dance beyond A-Level during Parents Evening if a student
has the capabilities
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KEY STAGE 3 AIMS
• To understand what each student’s starting point is in Dance and where they might have gaps
in knowledge/ experience through a baseline assessment
• To prepare students for GCSE Dance and embed cultural links through schemes of work and
implementation of a professional work
• To develop homework so that tasks match the lesson content and apply understanding
• Incorporating the theory element through exam style questions to prepare students for GCSE
Dance
• To ensure that grade descriptors match the new GCSE specification
KEY STAGE 3 PRIORITIES
• Students enter Secondary School with very little/ no Dance experience and are therefore slow
in showing progress, and Dance is not an independent KS3 subject. However, KS3 includes
some Dance units to allow students a taster of KS4 Dance, and clubs also allow participation
which also embeds foundation practical skills and improved confidence required for KS4
• Professional works from the GCSE specification are studied at year 9 as an introduction for
those students wishing to take Dance at GCSE level.
• Improved recruitment through displays, promotion of activities on the school website and
involvement in extra-curricular Dance
KEY STAGE 4 AIMS
• To ascertain the starting point of students when they start their GCSE course, and effectively
track progress made throughout the course through baseline testing
• To ensure that each GCSE year covers a sufficient spread of performance, choreography and
professional works focused lessons
• Learning is developed in relation to final outcomes for each unit through specific homework
tasks
• To make students aware of how their work meets the GCSE grade descriptors, so they are able
to track their own progress
• To strengthen confidence in students’ ability to answer exam style questions
• Embedding key terminology through learning mats and resources
• Providing students with instant access to digital files through online resources
• Improving progress of underperformers in KS4 with the Dance buddy system in lessons
• To give students a different perspective on the exam paper and have a focused intense study
session on the theory paper
KEY STAGE 4 PRIORITIES
• Ensuring that KS4 students participate in the whole school production where possible, to assist
with boosting confidence for their practical GCSE exam
• Raising overall progress and attainment in GCSE Dance through continued theory support and
encouragement of attendance to Dance club for Year 11 students
KEY STAGE 5 AIMS
• To understand the starting point for each A-Level student in Year 12 and where their strengths
and weaknesses lie through baseline testing
• Schemes of work cover each aspect of the course and allow students sufficient time to cover
each unit (performance, choreography, two professional works and two areas of study)
• Homework and task sheets reinforce learning
• Students are suitably prepared for answering exam questions and confidence is improved
• Students have full access to digital and printed lesson materials
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KEY STAGE 5 PRIORITIES
• The main aim is improved recruitment into KS5 Dance and encouraging GCSE students to
remain at CHSFG for A-Level Dance
ENRICHMENT (ALL KEY STAGES)
• Enhancing performance and choreographic skills for students that participate in Dance clubs
and whole school performances
• To promote enjoyment and enthusiasm in Dance during Enhancement Days
• To boost confidence in leading a Dance class, providing necessary practice for the A-level
choreography unit
• To promote a healthy lifestyle and student well-being
• Enabling whole school participation and team work
• Students understand how Dance contributes to the wider world through theatre visits

DANCE IMPLEMENTATION AND IMPACT
Including course content, homework, assessment, extra-curricular, transitions between key stages and
support for underperformers

COLOUR CODING KEY FOR PRIORITIES:
• Transitions
• Gaps
• Enrichment
• Support for disadvantaged and SEND students
• Knowledge and skills
• Assessment and checking of learning
KEY STAGE
INTENT
IMPLEMENTATION
• Encouraging KS2
• Feeder Primary Schools
TRANSITION
students
to
opt
for
invited to view the Dance
KS2>3
•

KEY STAGE 3

•

•

CHSFG
Year 10 & 11 Dance
leaders gain an insight
into teaching Dance
and build self
confidence in
leadership skillsbridging gaps between
KS2 AND 3
Understand what each
student’s starting
point is in Dance and
where they might
have gaps in
knowledge/
experience- transition
from KS2-3
To prepare students
for GCSE Dance and
embed cultural linkslooking at different
styles/cultures/music
around the world to
reflect the cultural
capital of our students

•

•

•

•

shows
Year 10/11 dance leaders
work with Primary School
students to teach them
dances-enrichment
beyond the classroom

Introduce a baseline
assessment at the start of
Year 7 to monitor
progress over KS3
Update schemes of workto implement a
professional work and
style of dance in Year7/8/9-to reflect the
cultural capital of the
students using various
music/dance styles and
genres
Include clearer
homework tasks and
worksheets which link to

IMPACT
•

•

•

•

•

Improved
recruitment and
good promotion of
the school’s Dance
talent
Improved
confidence in
students and
improved
recruitment into
CHSFG
Baseline data kept
as a comparison to
show progressembed knowledge
through regular
assessment
SOWs allow for
progress between
years and students
start GCSE Dance
with a good
foundation of skillstransitions between
key stages
Regular end of unit
tests and
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•

•

•

KEY STAGE 3
ENRICHMENT

•

•

KEY STAGE 3
PRIORITIES

•

•

TRANSITION
KS3>4

•

•

the final outcomes of the
assessmentsTo develop homework
unit of work-knowledge
practical and
so that tasks match
based theory
theory-assessment
the lesson content
embeds knowledge
and apply
• Include exam style
and recapping and
understanding-clear
questions on final
building on
curriculum content
assessment sheets and
previous knowledge
homework tasks,
Incorporate theory
providing clearer links
• Video evidence of
element through
between key stagesfinal practical
exam style questions
assessment embeds
performanceto prepare students
knowledge
regular assessments
for GCSE Dance• Re-write grade
• Peer feedback and
checking learning,
regular assessments
descriptors- in line with
self-assessment
and linking to higher
new GCSE specifications,
sheets completed
key stages
and use as part of lesson
at the end of each
content and share with
unit- regular
To ensure that grade
students- checking
assessments
descriptors match the
learning and regular
new GCSE
assessments
specification-regular
testing in line with KS4
Enhancing
• Regular attendance at
• Higher grades
performance and
Dance club/ participation
achieved on end of
choreographic skills
in the Dance show/
unit test for those
for students that
production
students who take
participate in Dance
part in extra• Dance workshops with
clubs and whole
curricular activities
outside professionals are
school performances• Greater
tailored for students in all
enrichment beyond
participation in KS3
year groups during
the classroom
Dance clubEnhancement DaysTo promote
enrichment beyond
enrichment beyond the
enjoyment and
the classroom
classroom
enthusiasm in Dance
during Enhancement
Days- links to cultural
capital and
enrichment beyond
the classroom
Students enter Secondary School with very little/ no Dance experience and are
therefore slow in showing progress, and Dance is not an independent KS3 subject.
However, KS3 includes some Dance units to allow students a taster of KS4 Dance,
and clubs also allow participation which also embeds foundation practical skills and
improved confidence required for KS4
Improved recruitment through displays, promotion of activities on the school
website and involvement in extra-curricular Dance-enrichment activities beyond the
classroom
Giving Year 9 students • Dance taster lesson given
• Improved
an awareness of the
to Year 8 students
recruitment into
GCSE Dance course
• Dance club takes place
GCSE Dance and
content to prompt
for students in Year 7-9
students gain a
recruitment
to practice Dance
better
Dance clubs/ the show
routines which they
understanding the
or production enable
perform in the annual
professional
students to
production/ showwork/theory
experience and
enrichment beyond the
elements of the
perform in a whole
classroom
course
school event-
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•

enrichment beyond
the classroom

•

KEY STAGE 4

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

To ascertain the
starting point of
students when they
start their GCSE
course, and effectively
track progress made
throughout the
course-transitions
between key stages
To ensure that each
GCSE year covers an
even spread of
performance,
choreography and
professional works
focused lessonstheory based
knowledge
Learning is developed
in relation to final
outcomes for each
unit through specific
homework tasksregular assessments
Make students aware
of how their work
meets the GCSE grade
descriptors, so they
are able to track their
own progress
To strengthen
confidence in students
ability to answer exam
style questions-theory
based knowledge and
regular assessments
Embed key
terminology through
learning mats and
resources
Provide students with
instant access to
digital files
Improving progress of
underperformers in

•

•
-

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Baseline assessment at
the start of GCSE coursetransitions through the
key stages
Update schemes of workto include each year:
Performance unit
Choreography unit
6 professional works
Reflects the cultural
capital of the school
through different dance
styles/music choices
Include clearer
homework tasks and
worksheets which link to
the final outcomes of the
unit of work- more use of
GCSE level descriptors
and how to progress to
next level-sequence
planning
More regular testing of
exam style questions on
final assessment sheets
and homework tasks
Further end of unit tests
and assessments
(practical and theory)
More use of learning
mats and update of
professional work
resources
Update electronic
resources for students
KS5 students work with
underperforming
students in KS4 to help
them in lessons with key
tasks
Outside speaker invited
in for Dance workshop on
the theory paper

•

•

•

•

•

•

Boosting
recruitment/
improve selfconfidence and
working as part of a
team
Developing skills in
preparation for
GCSE
Baseline data
evidences
improvements from
the start of the
GCSE Dance courseregular testing
SOW allow full
access to all units of
the course, so that
students develop
abilities across all
areas (outcomes)
Peer feedback and
self-assessment
sheets completed at
the end of each
unit- clear end
points for each key
stage and unit of
work
Marked and graded
exam papers reflect
improvements and
areas of weakness
are highlighted and
then focused on in
lessons-embed
knowledge and
checking knowledge
through regular
testing
Video evidence of
final practical
performance and
choreography units
reference progress
Students feel more
confident with the
exam theory paper
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•

KEY STAGE 4
ENRICHMENT

•

•

KEY STAGE 4
PRIORITIES

•

•

TRANSITION
KS4>5

•

•

•

KEY STAGE 5

•

•

KS4 with the Dance
buddy system
To give students a
different perspective
on the exam paper
and have a focused
intense study session
on the theory paper
Enhancing
• Regular attendance at
• Higher grades
Dance club/ participation
performance and
achieved on end of
in the Dance show/
choreographic skills
unit test for those
production
for students that
students who take
•
Dance
workshops
with
participate in Dance
part in extraoutside professionals are
clubs and whole
curricular activities
tailored for students in all
school performances
• Greater
year groups during
To promote
participation in
Enhancement Days
enjoyment and
Dance club
enthusiasm in Dance
during Enhancement
Days-enrichment
beyond the classroom
Ensuring that KS4 students participate in the whole school production where
possible, to assist with boosting confidence for their practical GCSE examenrichment beyond the classroom
Raising overall progress and attainment in GCSE Dance through continued theory
support and encouragement of attendance to Dance club for Year 11 students
KS4 students gain an
• KS4 students participate
• Collaboration
awareness of the
in A-Level Dance
promoted across
expectations in KS5 by
choreography work to
key stages and
participating in Aassist KS5 students with
improved
Level choreographytheir assessments
recruitment into
transitions between
KS5
• Key stage 5 students
key stages
support GCSE students
• Improved
Promoting
with Dance clubs
recruitment into
collaboration between • Taster Dance sessions
KS5 and improved
KS4 and 5 and giving
confidence from
with Year 12 students
KS5 students
KS5 students
giving talks to Year 11
leadership
students
• Improved
responsibilities
recruitment
Year 11 students gain
an insight into KS5
Dance
To understand the
• Baseline assessment at
• Regular end of unit
starting point for each
the start of A-level course
tests and
A-Level student in
assessments• Update schemes of workYear 12 and where
practical and
to include each year:
their strengths and
theory-checking
Performance unit
weaknesses lie
learning and
Choreography unit
remembering long
Schemes of work
2 professional works
term content
cover each aspect of
2 areas of study
the course and allow
• Video evidence of
• Include clearer
students sufficient
final practical
homework tasks and
time to cover each
performance and
worksheets which link to
unit
choreography units
the final outcomes of the
unit of work- more use of
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•

•

•

KEY STAGE 5
ENRICHMENT

•

KEY STAGE 5
PRIORITIES
TRANSITION
KS5 &
BEYOND

•

•

•

•

•

Homework and task
sheets reinforce
learning
Students are suitably
prepared for
answering exam
questions and
confidence is
improved-regular
assessments and
assessment
embedding
knowledge
Students have full
access to digital and
printed lesson
materials

•

•

•

A level descriptors and
how to progress to next
grade
More regular testing of
exam style
questions/essays on final
assessment sheets and
homework tasksremembering long term
content
More use of learning
mats and update of
professional work
resources
Update electronic
resources for students

•

•
•

•

Peer feedback and
self-assessment
sheets completed
at the end of each
unit
Marked and graded
exam essays
Exam results and AP
data throughout
the course evidence
progress
Access to lesson
materials promotes
a better
understanding of
the course content,
and provides
further opportunity
for outside study

Improving Dance
• As above for KS4 with
• Improved practical
practical skills
students attending Dance
and choreography
club, participating in
results
To boost confidence in
Dance productions and
leading a Dance class,
• Students’
shows
providing necessary
confidence in
• Students lead Dance club
practice for the Aleading improves
level choreography
with the younger years
unit
The main aim is improved recruitment into KS5 Dance and encouraging GCSE
students to remain at CHSFG for A-Level Dance
Ensure that students
are aware of
University Dance
courses
Raise advice to
parents on their
daughter’s abilities to
pursue Dance beyond
A-Level
Students understand
how Dance
contributes to the
wider world through
theatre visits

•

•

•

Advice and guidance
given on University
courses and preparing to
study a Degree-students
gain best qualification at
18+ and for next stage
Promotion of Dance
Degree courses at P16
Parents Evenings
Students attend theatre
visits to watch Dance
performances

•

•

Students achieve
places on Dance
Degree courses-18+
Improved
awareness of Dance
as a professional
career on stage

DANCE IMPLEMENTATION AND IMPACT – CURRICULUM CONTENT
KEY STAGE 2 - 3
SOW

INTENT

IMPLEMENTATION

IMPACT

Year 7 SOW is a basic
introduction to Dance
and focus on the 6 key
action skills: (jump,

We aim for all Year 7
students take part in 2
blocks of dance-

Students take part in 1
hour sessions including
a warm up (with dance
style specific content),

We aim for all students
to enjoy and contribute
during the dance
schemes of work and
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turn, fall, stillness,
gesture and travel)
We focus on
performance and
choreography
(solo/duet/group/class)
and appreciation of
Dance which develops
and builds on basic
skills from Primary
school
*We run taster days for
year 6 students in the
summer term and
during the holidays
*We have links with
local feeder primary
schools and invite
them in for PE/Dance
festivals in the summer
term
*We invite local feeder
primary schools to our
school production
matinee performances
*We run a range of
lunchtime and after
school clubs and
creative sessions for
year 7 only
*We update schemes
of work to reflect the
changing dance criteria
at GCSE and A level
*We use and
implement dance
specific vocabulary
during practical and
theoretical tasks

*A musical- Cats
*A style- Rock and roll

a taught set phrase of
material, a creative
task and an
appreciation task

*We set a holiday
project for year 6-7
students to take part
in, watch a professional
sport/dance work and
write a review on it

Students will build on
prior knowledge each
week and spend time
recapping material and
creating new sections
of a piece

*We set a research
project on each of the
areas of dance that
students study

Students perform in a
final assessment and
have the opportunity
to critically evaluate
their own work and
that of others

*Each block of dance
consists of
opportunities for
students to perform,
choreograph and
appreciate dancewhich links in with
GCSE/A level
requirements
*All students are
assessed at the end of
each unit in terms of
performance,
choreography and
appreciation

experience a variety of
roles, choreographer,
performer, critic
Students have the
opportunity to work on
their own, in small
groups and with others
and to critically
appreciate their own
work and that of others
(peer group and
professional)
Students are graded
against national
curriculum
criteria/level
descriptors in terms of
performance,
choreography and
appreciation
Attainment and
progress is tracked and
analysed from lesson
to lesson, leading to
intervention and
further planning where
required

*We aim to develop
students confidence
and understanding in
dance and give
opportunities for
students to work
individually and to
problem solve when
working with others
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KEY STAGE 3
SOW

INTENT

IMPLEMENTATION

IMPACT

Year 8/9 SOW are a
continued development
and building on of skills
at year 7 and focus on
the dynamic and
relationship aspects of
dance. Year 9 also
incorporates a focus on
professional works
studied at GCSE.

We aim for all Year 8/9
students take part in 2
blocks of dance/fitness-

Students take part in 1
hour sessions including
a warm up (with
dance/Fitness style
specific content), a
taught set phrase of
material, a creative task
and an appreciation
task

We aim for all students
to enjoy and contribute
during the
dance/Fitness schemes
of work and experience
a variety of roles,
choreographer,
performer, critic,
instructor

We focus on
performance and
choreography
(solo/duet/group/class)
and appreciation of
Dance which develops
and builds on basic
skills from year 7

*We set a research
project on each of the
areas of dance/Fitness

Students will build on
prior knowledge each
week and spend time
recapping material and
creating new sections
of a piece in dance

Students have the
opportunity to work on
their own, in small
groups and with others
and to critically
appreciate their own
work and that of others
(peer group and
professional)

*We run dance clubs,
workshops and events
during lunchtimes and
after school
*We provide
opportunities for
students to perform in
school productions and
dance performances
*We encourage and put
students forward to
perform in GCSE and A
level choreography
work
*We update schemes of
work to reflect the
changing dance criteria
at GCSE and A level
*We continue to use
and implement dance
specific vocabulary

*A musical- Matilda
*A style- Bollywood
*A Linha Curva-Samba
*Emancipation of
Expressionism-Hip hop

*Each block of dance/
Fitness consists of
opportunities for
students to perform,
choreograph and
appreciate in dance-and
plan, deliver and
evaluate in fitnesswhich links in with
GCSE/A level
requirements
*All students are
assessed at the end of
each unit in terms of
performance,
choreography and
appreciation or
planning, delivering and
evaluating
*We aim to develop
students’ confidence
and understanding in
dance/Fitness and give
opportunities for
students to work
individually and to

Students perform in a
final assessment and
have the opportunity to
critically evaluate their
own work and that of
others

Students have the
opportunity to
choreograph, perform,
teach and evaluate
their own work and
that of others

Students are graded
against national
curriculum criteria/level
descriptors in terms of
performance,
choreography and
appreciation

Attainment and
progress is tracked and
analysed from lesson to
lesson, leading to
intervention and
further planning where
required
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problem solve when
working with others

KEY STAGE 4
SOW

INTENT

Year 10/11 SOW based We aim for all Year
on GCSE/A level criteria 10/11 students take
part in modules
We focus on
focusing on
performance and
choreography
*Performance
(solo/duet/group/class *Choreography
) and appreciation of
*Theory
Dance (6 key works)
which develops and
*We set students with
builds on basic skills
regular practical and
developed at KS3
theory homework
*We run dance clubs,
which builds on skills
workshops and events looked at in lessons
during lunchtimes and
*Each block of dance
after school
consists of
*We provide
opportunities for
opportunities for
students to perform,
students to perform in choreograph and
school productions and appreciate dancedance performances
which links in with
GCSE/A level
*We encourage and
requirements
put students forward
to perform in GCSE and *All students are
A level choreography
assessed at the end of
work
each unit in terms of
performance,
*We update schemes
choreography and
of work to reflect the
appreciation
changing dance criteria
at GCSE and A level
*We aim to develop
students confidence
*We continue to use
and understanding in
and implement dance
dance and give
specific vocabulary
opportunities for
during practical and
students to work
theoretical tasks
individually and to
problem solve when
working with others

IMPLEMENTATION

IMPACT

Students take part in 1
hour sessions including
a warm up (with dance
style specific content),
a taught set phrase of
material, a creative
task and an
appreciation task

We aim for all students
to enjoy and contribute
during the dance
schemes of work and
experience a variety of
roles, choreographer,
performer, critic

Students will build on
prior knowledge each
week and spend time
recapping material and
creating new sections
of a piece
Students perform in a
final assessment and
have the opportunity
to critically evaluate
their own work and
that of others
Students look at 6
professional works at
GCSE and 2
professional works and
2 areas of study at A
level

Students have the
opportunity to work on
their own, in small
groups and with others
and to critically
appreciate their own
work and that of others
(peer group and
professional)
Students are graded
against national
curriculum criteria/
level descriptors in
terms of performance,
choreography and
appreciation
Attainment and
progress is tracked and
analysed from lesson
to lesson, leading to
intervention and
further planning where
required
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KEY STAGE 5
SOW
Year 12/13 SOW
based on A-level
criteria:
We focus on
performance and
Choreography (solo/
duet/ group/ class)
and appreciation of
Dance (2 key works
and 2 key areas) which
develops and builds
on skills developed at
KS4
*We run dance clubs,
workshops
and events during
lunchtimes
and after school- KS5
encouraged to take a
leadership role within
this
*We provide
opportunities for
students to perform in
school productions
and dance
performances
*We encourage and
put students forward
to perform in A-level
choreography work
*We update schemes
of work to reflect the
changing dance
criteria at A level
*We continue to use
and implement dance
specific vocabulary
during practical and
theoretical tasks

INTENT
We aim for all Year
12/13 students take
part in modules
focusing on:
*Performance
*Choreography
*Theory
*We set students with
regular practical and
theory homework
which builds on skills
looked at in lessons
*Each block of dance
consists of
opportunities for
students to perform,
choreograph and
appreciate dancewhich links in with A
level requirements
*All students are
assessed at the end of
each unit in terms of
performance,
choreography and
appreciation
*We aim to develop
students’ confidence
and understanding in
dance and give
opportunities for
students to work
individually and to
problem solve when
working with others

IMPLEMENTATION

IMPACT

Students take part in 1
hour sessions
including a warm up
(with dance style
specific content), a
taught set phrase of
material, a creative
task and an
appreciation task

We aim for all
students to enjoy and
contribute during the
dance schemes of
work and experience a
variety of roles,
choreographer,
performer, critic

Students will build on
prior knowledge each
week and spend time
recapping material
and creating new
sections of a
piece/task
Students perform in a
final assessment and
have the opportunity
to critically evaluate
their own work and
that of others
Students look at 2
professional works
and 2 areas of study at
A level

Students have the
opportunity to work
on their own, in small
groups and with
others and to critically
appreciate their own
work and that of
others (peer group
and professional)
Students are graded
against national
curriculum
criteria/level
descriptors in terms of
performance,
choreography and
appreciation
Attainment and
progress is tracked
and analysed from
lesson to lesson,
leading to intervention
and further planning
where required
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PE Statement of Intent
Local Context
Students’ experience of Physical Education in KS2 is varied, with some receiving very little education
in Primary Schools. Students are therefore benchmark tested to ascertain their starting point. The
standards of students’ practical abilities in Physical Education are varied, but can be improved
through practice and dedication outside lesson time. However, we do have students performing at
county and national levels in a range of sports outside school. As with the understanding of theory,
some students struggle to understand the science behind the functions of the human body, and this
requires further support through embedding theory knowledge early on, re-capping and testing to
reinforce. With the increasing percentage weighting of theory knowledge in GCSE and A-level
Physical Education, it is vital to strike an appropriate balance in the teaching of both practical and
theory elements.
Personal appearance/ circumstances and confidence play a large part in some barriers for
participation in PE, and these are managed on an individual basis, but include self-conscious
behaviour in wearing parts of the PE kit, and unwillingness to remove socks. With instances of lack of
funding for disadvantaged students, we have in place opportunities to borrow and wash PE kit, to
ensure that the subject is fully inclusive for all. SEND students also work in pairs to support their
learning, as do mixed ability groups where the high ability students can lead and support.
Cultural Capital
Physical Education prepares students for future self-development across a range of areas including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintenance of a healthy lifestyle
Exercise to keep the brain/ mind active, which in turn can help manage stress
Focusing on improvement of individual technique, but also working as part of a team to
improve social skills
Improved spatial awareness
Prepare students with the opportunity to develop team work in a competitive situation
within school and against other schools
An understanding of the functions of the human body and their application to exercise and
sport
Improved problem solving in a game situation
Understanding the importance of warm-ups and cool downs in preparing for the body for
exercise and post-exercise

•
Curriculum content
KS3
•
•
•

A range of 7 different sports will be taught to offer breadth of experience and to refine skills
in preparation for GCSE (4 of which are continued into GCSE)
Sports are based around the seasons and according to what can be offered within indoor
and outdoor locations
Students will be introduced to foundation GCSE theory content (with a different focus in
Year 7 , 8 and 9) and this will be applied to practical learning. This will build an awareness
and understanding of basic theory so that it is embedded from the start of Secondary School
as an integral part of GCSE PE
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•
•

Students will build skills in peer and self-assessment in order to gain a thorough
understanding of their abilities, and how to judge others’
Dance is offered as one of the sports and this will give students an insight into this subject
as a GCSE choice

KS4 GCSE
•

•
•

The theory course content is based on two papers with several components in each, both
papers will be taught linearly by specific teachers in Years 10 and 11, but different content in
each year in order to cover all theory content with extensive refreshment and testing of all
theory unit components at regular intervals.
Students will be tested regularly in order to check understanding during lessons and
summatively at the end of a unit (with small and large mark questions)
Practical PE will be narrowed down to 5 sports in Year 9 to develop skills and assess where
students’ strengths lie. This will then be reduced down to the sports that students wish to be
assessed in for the practical unit. It is important that students have the opportunity to enter
evidence of sports they have specific strengths in outside school as well

KS4 Core
•
•

Core PE will focus on a range of sports which students can choose from in order to promote
enjoyment.
Dance and Sport Leadership are offered to students so they have the opportunity to work as
part of a team and develop leadership skills

Extra-curricular/ Enrichment Curriculum.
•

•
•
•

The fixtures timetable gives students the opportunity to take part in competitions against
other schools and encourages students in examination groups, students in KS3 who are
interested in PE as a GCSE and students who have a general interest in sport across all years,
to take part
The extra-curricular clubs are in place to encourage participation in sports across all year
groups for non-examination group and examination group students
Visits to various sporting locations will give students an understanding of sport exists in the
outside world and as a career.
Health and fitness enhancement day to enable students to take part in variety of activities
and learn about a healthy diet.

Teaching Knowledge
•
•
•

Teachers are allocated sports/ activities to teach based on their own personal strengths
They upskill through personal CPD and attendance at courses
They update their knowledge via reading and review of online developments across the
exam boards
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION IMPLEMENTATION AND IMPACT
AREA
Core PESport
covered
(practical)

Theory –
Knowledge

INTENT

IMPLEMENTATION

IMPACT/ OUTCOMES

Year 7,8 and 9
Eight sports covered in
total (See intent).
To prepare students for
sports covered at GCSE
and to give them a
foundation of practical
knowledge.
To give students the
opportunity to take part in
a variety of different
sports.
To develop fine and motor
skills, co-ordination, cooperation, and team work.
Students to develop upon
existing skills from primary
school and perform them
in isolation and in a game
situation.
To introduce an element
of dance for all students.
Offering sports that will
motivate the students to
take part practical and to
bring PE kit in.
To introduce an element
of dance for all students,
as an option.

Year 7,8 and 9
Sports are divided over
three terms, to allow
students to make better
progress over a longer
period of time.
Year 7 will be skills-based
and will involve small
competitive games.
Year 8 will involve further
teaching within a game
situation.
Year 9 will be focused on
giving feedback on
performance and taking
leadership roles in a
sports setting as a
coach/umpire.

Year 7,8 and 9
Teaching the sports over a
longer period of time, will
improve the standards at
GCSE.
To embed knowledge for
preparation for GCSE.
Motivation is increased in
PE, students bring in PE kit
and are enthusiastic.

Year 10 and 11
Dance and sport
leadership prepare
students with leadership
skills to teach and deliver
to Year 7 and primary
school students.
Keeping pupils healthy and
active and to develop
them for adulthood.
Year 7,8 and 9
To develop a foundation
of knowledge in PE theory
and to prepare students
for GCSE.
GCSE Year 10 – 11
To embed theory
knowledge as per the
expectations for the GCSE
specification.
To make students aware
of how they meet the
theory GCSE expectation
as per the grade
descriptors

Year 10 and 11
Motivation is increased in
PE, students bring in PE kit
and are enthusiastic.
Develop confidence and
self-esteem.
To contribute towards CV
skills.

Year 10 and 11
At the beginning of the
year students select
between sport leaders,
dance leaders and
practical PE. Termly, the
practical PE group select
which sport they are going
to do for that term.

Year 7,8 and 9
Key Stage 3 booklets
include specific PE theory
homework tasks for
students to complete.
Applying theory
knowledge to lesson
content. (Apply –
assessment strand)

Year 7,8 and 9
Knowledge provides a
starting point for Key
Stage 4.
Theory tasks are marked
by class teacher for
tracking purposes to see
where strengths and
weaknesses are.

GCSE Year 10- 11
Paper 1 and Paper 2 are
divided up over the three
years and taught by
specific teachers.
Plenaries at the end of
lessons are divided up into
grade specific questions.

GCSE Year 10-11
Students are able to
distinguish paper content
apart from having
separate teachers.
They are confident in
answering long mark
questions and therefore
progress improves at APs
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-

GCSE PE
Practical

Year 10-11
To embed the skills and
knowledge so students
can apply it to their
practical assessment.
To allow students to use
sports outside of school as
assessment entries for the
practical component.

Cultural
Capital

-

Assessmentembeds
knowledge/
checking
learning

Enhancement days
themed around health and
fitness to enable students
to take part in variety of
sports and learn about a
healthy diet.
Revision day for GCSE
students to enhance
knowledge and revision
methods as well as exam
technique.
Opportunity to represent
school in competitions in
different sports.
Increasing variety of noncompetitive extra curricular activities to
encourage a healthy
lifestyle.
Year 7, 8 and 9:
To allow the teacher and
students to see progress
from entry into the school
through each term and
over the year.
To promote independent
skills in assessment.
To continue motivation
especially at extracurricular.
Year 10-11 GCSE
To prepare students for
their practical assessment
in Year 11 with the
moderator.
Theory - To help students
understand the structure
of the GCSE paper and to
give the member of staff
an awareness of their

Topics taught enable
students to answer 6 and
9 mark questions.
Power points for all topics
added to shared area so
students can access them
outside the lesson.
Year 10-11
Three sports are taught
(netball, trampolining and
athletics), one per term,
with 2/5 lessons over a
fortnight.
These sports are
continued as extracurricular opportunities.
Students record video
evidence of external
practical sports to provide
to teachers for
assessment.
Delivery of day by
specialist
teachers/external coaches
to introduce a range of
activities.
Attend revision day at
external provider.
Enter local
competitions/matches in
key sports. Use links with
local coaches etc to
enable students to attend
external clubs e.g. Jets
Netball.
Include activities run by
non PE staff e.g. Zumba
,Badminton.

Year 7, 8 and 9:
Practical assessment at
the end of each term to
assess practical skills in
isolation and competitive
situations.
Self, peer and teacher
assessment/ evaluation.
Baseline assessment in
Year 7..
Year 10-11 GCSE
Practical skills are
assessed in isolation for
the first half term and
then taught in a game
situation/ competition
routine in the second half
term.
Theory is assessed
summatively at the end of
a topic.

Year 10-11
Enabling students to have
the best opportunity to
achieve the highest mark
in practical assessment to
reach their full potential.

-

-

Improved grades across all
year groups, evidenced at
each AP.
Increased recruitment at
GCSE.
Contribute to student’s
health and well -being.

Year 7, 8 and 9:
Improves grades from
starting point to finish of
sport.
To allow students and staff
to see progress and to
promote motivation.
Year 10-11 GCSE
To improve students’
nerves as they understand
the expectations of the
paper and its
requirements, therefore
improving grades
To improve students’
understanding of the
paper.
Use the data from testing
to understand where there
are gaps in knowledge and
to cover these areas in
lesson content.
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-

TRANSITION
Between
years

current knowledge and
gaps in learning.
To allow students to
understand the structure
of long answer questions.
Confidence in completing
an exam paper and how it
is structured as a whole.

Key Stage 2 into 3:
Baseline assessment to
check groups and level of
skill form primary school.
To prepare students for
Year 7 and to make staff
aware of students’ current
understanding/ skills in PE.
To give staff an awareness
of the high achievers in PE.
Use of staff and self and
peer assessment to review
skill level at end of each
unit.
Key Stage 3 into 4
To give students an
awareness of what the
GCSE course entails.
To build a foundation of
skills before starting GCSE.
Use of staff and self and
peer assessment to review
skill level at end of each
unit.

Enrichment
Curriculum

Key stage 4 and beyond
To help their participation
with sports into
adulthood. Use of staff
and self and peer
assessment to review skill
level at end of each unit.
Year 7 - Use of creative
lessons to offer activities
either outside usual
curriculum or add depth
to their learning of
activities already offered
in curriculum. Also link in
with year group trips e.g.
year 8 camp where other
activities can be offered.
-

Year 10,11 core – Use of
range of activities offered
to develop links with
outside clubs to
encourage life- long
participation.

-

Lessons include specific
marked questions. During
the plenary, three
questions are presented
which are grade specific.
Frequently, 6 marks and 9
marks questions are
covered.
Walk through the exam
paper.
Key Stage 2 into 3:
Summer work set for Year
6, which includes taking
part in a sport and
recording this through
writing and photos.
Key Stage 3 into 4
Taster session of GCSE
dance and PE lessons.
Key Stage 3 booklets of
theory content prepare
students with foundation
theory content.
Fitness component
practical session, for GCSE
content.
Invitation to the more
able students for GCSE.
Discussion with parents,
during Parents’ Evening.

Key Stage 2 into 3:
Work is marked and
teachers use this to inform
their planning.
Key Stage 3 into 4
To improve recruitment
into Key Stage 4.
Students are prepared for
GCSE PE.
Key stage 4 and beyond
Well-being is promoted
beyond Key Stage 4.

Key stage 4 and beyond
Lessons are taught
covering sports that
extend into adulthood e.g.
Fitness.

-

-

-

Develop schemes of work
for lessons to ensure
range of activities offered
to a high standard.
Well -designed schemes of
work to include all key
elements and welldeveloped links with
outside clubs.
Develop links with exstudents to show as role
models to girls looking to
follow sports pathway.

-

Year 7-9 - Greater skill
level of students.

-

Greater participation in
extra-curricular clubs
leading to more up take of
exam courses in key stage
4.

-

Fitter, healthier individuals
with keenness to
participate.

-

Reduced numbers in
detentions for not having
kit etc.

-

Increase motivation to do
well in PE exam groups if
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Reading for
Enjoyment

GCSE – use of guest
speakers and ex- students
to talk to students about
career opportunities in
sport and their own sports
experiences.

Students to read at start of
every PE lessons.

know there is a positive
outcome to strive for.

Students read for 5 minutes in
line with school literacy policy.

Students develop enjoyment of
reading and vocabulary.

Can be own reading book or an
article related to topic they are
doing in theory-based lesson.
List of key terms in student
booklets.
Use of homework tasks/quizzes
to test student knowledge of
key terms.

Pupil
Premium

Year 7-9
Use of non-PP students to
support in class through
peer coaching.
Support with provision of
kit/equipment where
necessary.
Years 10,11 core
Use of non PP students to
support in class through
peer coaching.
GCSE students
Use peer and staff support
to develop confidence in
theory and practical
lessons.

-

-

-

-

-

SEND

All year groups:
-

-

-

Students have resources
to support and enhance
their learning.
Considerate seating
arrangements when in
class room.
Considerate groupings
when in practical session.
Awareness of needs of
students and the impact
they will have on their
ability to perform.

-

-

-

Develop more confidence
in practical lessons
Feel able to take part if
have right kit/equipment
– link to positive selfimage.
Develop more confidence
in practical lessons.
Feel able to take part if
have right kit/equipment
– link to positive selfimage.
Sit students with non pp
to develop subject
knowledge.
Student’s books marked
first with detailed EBI
tasks of how to improve.
Letters home to inform
parents about extracurricular opportunities
and offer support to buy
study guides/text books.
Students have extra time
in theory tests where
required.
Support with medical
needs where necessary
and use of TA’s expertise
in how best to include all
students in the activities.
Alternative activities
offered where
appropriate.

-

-

-

-

All students develop
confidence and enjoyment
in PE lessons – lead to
better overall health in
terms of physical and
mental well- being.
All students develop
confidence and enjoyment
in PE lessons – lead to
better overall health in
terms of physical and
mental well- being.
Use of small group
activities to enable all
student to share their
knowledge and support
each other.
Targeted questions in
lessons.
Differentiated tasks to
check learning and fill in
gaps where necessary.

-

All students feeling able to
participate fully in lessons
and confident to perform
with their peers both in
practical and theory
settings.

-

Use of test results in
theory lessons to aid
planning for future lessons
and to identify gaps in
student knowledge for
further revision.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM STRUCTURE
PRIMARY

YEAR 7

Competitive games (attacking and defending)
Depth in Athletics and gymnastics (flexibility, strength, technique, control, balance.
Dance
Outdoor and adventurous activities
Evaluation
Swimming
PRACTICAL ELEMENT
THEORY ELEMENT
ENRICHMENT
Practical activities taught:

YEAR 8

Netball
Gymnastic
Dance
Athletics
Rounders
Trampolining
Practical activities taught:
-

YEAR 9

Netball
Gymnastic
Dance
Athletics
Rounders
Trampolining

Practical activities taught:
-

Netball
Trampolining
Dance
Rounders
Athletics

YEAR 10

Practical activities taught
Core PE:
Sport Leaders
Dance leaders
Fitness
Games
Badminton
Rounders
Athletics
Trampolining
GCSE PE:
Trampolining
Netball
Athletics

YEAR 11

Practical activities taught:
Core PE:
Dance
Games
Badminton
Trampolining
Rounders

-

-

Netball
Trampolining
Dance
Athletics
Badminton
Cross-country
Rounders

-

-

Netball
Trampolining
Dance
Athletics
Badminton
Cross-country
Rounders

Working towards GCSE theory
in Key Stage 3 booklets:
Bones and muscles
What a warm up is
made up of.
Physical training
Fitness testing
Working towards GCSE theory
in Key Stage 3 booklets:
Joints and range of
movement
Benefits of a warm
up.
Physical training
Fitness testing
Working towards GCSE theory
in Key Stage 3 booklets:
Effects of exercise on
the body
Physical training
Evaluating own and
others performances.
Fitness testing
GCSE theory:
Paper 1:
Anatomy and
physiology
-Movement analysis
-Physical training
-Use of data

GCSE theory:
Paper 2
Sports Psychology
Sport and Society
Health and fitness
Use of Data

All students:
Netball
Trampolining
Dance
Athletics
Badminton
Rounders
Cross-country
All students:
Netball
Trampolining
Football
Dance
Athletics
Badminton
Cross-country
Rounders
GCSE Extra- Curricular
activities:
Netball
Dance
Athletics
Trampolining
All students:
Netball
Trampolining
Football
Dance
Athletics
Badminton
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Athletics
GCSE PE:
Trampolining
Netball
Athletics

BEYOND
YEAR 11

-

Exam questions

Cross-country
Rounders
GCSE Extra-Curricular
activities:
Netball
Dance
Athletics
Trampolining

Discuss healthy eating.
Promoting and teaching activities into adult life. (Fitness, Fitness suite, badminton)
Developing confidence in leadership.
To come back and support lessons, fixtures, practices and sport day.
Develop links with 6th form team to encourage extra- curricular clubs for 6th form at
lunchtime/afterschool.
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Guidance Team – Statement of Intent 2020-21

Mission Statement for Guidance support throughout the curriculum:
To nurture safe and well-informed citizens who identify, promote and embody our school
values of respect, resilience, responsibility and restoration. The core of our curriculum will
embed British Values specifically spiritual, moral, social and cultural education for all. This
will then foster security, confidence and independence to equip young people with the
knowledge and understanding to make appropriate choices throughout life.

Over-reaching concepts developed through the curriculum.
1. Identity (their personal qualities, attitudes, skills, attributes and achievements and what influences
these; understanding and maintaining boundaries around their personal privacy, including online)
2. Relationships (including different types and in different settings, including online)
3. A healthy (including physically, emotionally and socially), balanced lifestyle (including within
relationships, work-life, exercise and rest, spending and saving and lifestyle choices)
4. Risk (identification, assessment and how to manage risk, rather than simply the avoidance of risk
for self and others) and safety (including behaviour and strategies to employ in different settings,
including online in an increasingly connected world
5. Diversity and equality (in all its forms, with due regard to the protected characteristics set out in the
Equality Act 2010)
6. Rights (including the notion of universal human rights), responsibilities (including fairness and
justice) and consent (in different contexts)
7. Change (as something to be managed) and resilience (the skills, strategies and ‘inner resources’ we
can draw on when faced with challenging change or circumstance)
8. Power (how it is used and encountered in a variety of contexts including online; how it manifests
through behaviours including bullying, persuasion, coercion and how it can be challenged or managed
through negotiation and ‘win-win’ outcomes)
9. Career (including enterprise, employability and economic understanding)
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Curriculum Intent, Implementation and Impact Statements and explanations
for PSD/SMSC at CHSFG Yrs 7-13 2018-2019

Ofsted September
2019
Behaviour and
attitudes

•

•

•

The behaviour
and attitudes
judgement
considers how
leaders and
staff create a
safe, calm,
orderly and
positive
environment in
the school and
the impact this
has on the
behaviour and
attitudes of
pupils.
Learners’
attitudes to
their education
or training are
positive. They
are committed
to their
learning, know
how to study
effectively and
do so, are
resilient to
setbacks and
take pride in
their
achievements
Relationships
among learners
and staff reflect
a positive and
respectful
culture.
Leaders,
teachers and
learners create
an
environment
where bullying,
peer-on-peer
abuse or
discrimination

Implementation
•

•

The PSHE tutor
programme develops
students understanding
of our Core Values, in
order to develop a
culture based on
Respect, Resilience,
Restoration,
Reconciliation. This is
evident in the transition
SoW in year 7 and
continues throughout
the PSHE SoW in each
year group. For
example, year 8 study
Crime and consequence
with an emphasis on
Responsibility, Respect
and Restoration.
Our Sow on Global
Citizenship (Year 7),
Future Success (Year 8),
Human Rights (Year 9),
Relationships and Sex
(Year 10), Careers and
Aspirations (Year 11)
promotes a positive
attitude to learning and
- a deeper
understanding the
importance of learners
taking responsibility for
their achievement and
progress. The Sixth
Form complete a series
of lessons promoting
independent study as
part of their transition
into Sixth Form which
supports the students
in understanding how
to study effectively.
Year 12 also have guest
speakers who deliver

Impact and explanations
A calm and orderly
environment in the school and
the classroom, as this is
essential for pupils to be able
to learn.
•

The setting of clear routines
and expectations for the
behaviour of pupils across all
aspects of school life, not
just in the classroom.

•

An environment in which
pupils feel safe, and in which
bullying, discrimination and
peer-on-peer abuse – online
or offline– are not accepted
and are dealt with quickly,
consistently and effectively
whenever they occur.

•

A positive and respectful
school culture in which staff
and students are able to
challenge behaviours that do
not form part of our Core
Values. Staff and students
have a deeper
understanding of accepting
diversity and promoting
equality.
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are not
tolerated. If
they do staff
deal with issues
quickly and
effectively, and
do not allow
them to
spread.

Personal
development

•

The
curriculum
provided by
schools
should extend
beyond the
academic,
technical or
vocational.
Schools
support pupils
to develop in
many diverse
aspects of life.
The personal

sessions on motivation
and goal setting linked
student study habits
and building resilience.
•

The Sixth Form has a
dedicated Study
Support Officer who
supports students with
their independent
study within a
supportive learning
environment.

•

The PSHE curriculum
promotes diversity and
equality to develop a
safe environment for all
students. The theme of
Relationships and sex
education follows
through each year
group so that students
develop an
understanding of
healthy relationships
and accepting diversity
and understanding
difference. This is
developed through our
Mental Health SoW and
Relationships in Year 7,
9, 10, 11 and Sixth
Form.

• Our school 4’s R’s (Respect,
Resilience, responsibility,
restoration which we
promote in assemblies,
tutor time, during focus
weeks and in our rewards
systems are embed to our
whole school life. Our
whole school policies,
behaviour for learning
systems and rewards
system promote an
inclusive environment
that meets the needs of
all pupils, irrespective of

• Staff and students feel proud to
be part of the CHSFG
community. A shared culture
that promotes equality of
opportunity so that all pupils
can thrive together,
understanding that difference
is a positive, not a negative,
and that individual
characteristics make people
unique.
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development
judgement
evaluates the
school’s
intent to
provide for
the personal
development
of all pupils,
and the
quality with
which the
school
implements
this work. It
recognises
that the
impact of the
school’s
provision for
personal
development
will often not
be assessable
during pupils’
time at
school.
•

As a School
we work with
pupils with a
variety of
complex
external
factors in
their home
environment,
their
community
and
elsewhere.
We teach
pupils how to
build their
confidence
and resilience,
for example,
but they
cannot always
determine
how well

age, disability, gender
reassignment, race,
religion or belief, sex or
sexual orientation.

• Through Our SoW on Being
healthy (Y7), Mental
health (Y8) & Exams and
Stress relieve (Y11 -13),
mindfulness sessions,
counselling and
mentoring we develop
pupils’ confidence,
resilience and knowledge
so that they can keep
themselves mentally
healthy.
• The Sixth Form run the
‘Everyman’s Club’ to
support the mental
wellbeing of the males in
the Sixth Form in a
predominantly female
school. Sixth Form
students are given the
opportunity to complete a
two-day Youth Mental
Health Frist Aid Course
run by an external agency.
• Guest speakers such as our
school community police
team, assemblies lead by
our safe guarding lead
and delivery of our PSHE
units Crossing the line
(Y8), Risky behaviour (Y9),
Relationships (Y10) and
healthy relationships
(Y12) In addition to this
we regularly inform
students that our DSL,
school nurse, guidance
team and tutors are
available to them for
support.

• All students to recognise online
and offline risks to their wellbeing. The risks include risks
from criminal and sexual
exploitation, domestic abuse,
female genital mutilation,
forced marriage, substance
misuse, gang activity,
radicalisation and extremism.
• Students are able to make
appropriate judgements in
difficult situations, avoid risk
and live healthy lives.

• Students are confident and
resilient when faced with
challenging situations including
Students knowing which
services are available to them
to help support them with
their personal development.
• Students have a good
understanding on how to keep
healthy both physically and
mentally.

• Students leave CHSFG well
equipped for the transition to
further education and/or the
working world.
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young people
draw on this.
•

Preparing
pupils for
their adult
lives, teaching
them to
understand
how to
engage with
society and
providing
them with
plentiful
opportunities
to do so.

• Our year 9 Enhancement
day invites guest speakers
from YCYV to deliver on
topics relating to sexual
health and consent work
to develop pupils’ ageappropriate
understanding of healthy
relationships and sex
education. Bromley
Health Care deliver a
session to Year 12 on
healthy relationships and
sexual health.
• Our Crossing the line PSHE
SOW encourages pupils to
recognise the dangers of
inappropriate use of
mobile technology and
social media. Our
guidance leaders help
teach students how to
avoid conflict on social
media and how to block
and report unwanted
communication.
• In Y7 students complete a
PSHE unit on Being
healthy and Keeping
healthy (Y9) developing
pupils’ understanding of
how to keep physically
healthy, eat healthily and
maintain an active
lifestyle.
• Guest speaker on driver
safety from year 7
through to Year 13 which
promotes age appropriate
road safety awareness
• Our wide range of clubs at
lunch and after school
give ample opportunities
for pupils to be active
during the school day and
through extra-curricular
activities.
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• Our year 7 and 12
inductions days, summer
school, primary visits
support readiness for the
next phase of education,
training or employment.
This is supported by our
PSD units: Transition (Y7),
Future Success (Y8),
Careers (Y10) Advances
study skills (Y12) and
UCAS/Employment (Y13).
• Year 12 students are
encouraged to complete
MOOCs courses and
academic summer schools
in order to support their
applications for further
education.
• We have an allocated
member of staff
responsible for providing
an effective careers
programme in line with
the government’s
statutory guidance on
careers advice that offers
pupils. This is achieved
through trips and
conferences to places of
employment,
apprenticeships and
university from year 1013. A range of guest
speakers from different
career backgrounds
(Year11 –13) and careers
fairs in years 10,11,12 and
13. As well as work
experience in year 10 and
12.
Spiritual moral,
social and cultural
development

•

High quality
provision for
pupils’
spiritual,
moral, social
and cultural
education.

Ensure that students
show positivity towards
their own learning. For
example, the whole
school marking policy
encourages students to
be reflective about their
learning. Enhancement

•
•

Student response in PSHE
folders shows personal
reflection.
Student PSHE Personal
Learning Checks show students
understanding.
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This is a broad
concept that
can be seen
across the
school’s
activities, and
draws
together
many of the
areas from
Personal
Development.

day activities such as
Holocaust and Diversity
Day encourages reflection
on beliefs, values and
outlook on life.

•

Student evaluations following
enhancement days shows
personal reflection and
learning to consider the views,
culture and background on
others.
School council, Black History
and LGBT meeting minutes
show debate and
consideration of other points
of view.

•
Ensure students have full
opportunity to give back
to their school and wider
community. For example,
the Year 12 subject
ambassador team and
Year 12 care bear team. In
addition, the Sixth Form
Head Student team to
take an active part in
whole school events;
supervise lunchtime quiet
room, student subject
ambassadors, mentor
younger students. Year
10 community service at a
local old people’s home
will show willingness to
participate in a variety of
communities and social
settings.
•

•

I-Heart will continue to
develop pupils’
character so that they
reflect wisely, learn
eagerly, behave with
integrity and cooperate
consistently well with
others. This gives pupils
the qualities they need
to flourish in our
society and be resilient

Use of multi faith
prayer and reflection
room promotes
knowledge of, and
respect for, different
people’s faiths, feelings
and values.

•

School council debates
issues relating to diversity
and inclusion. LGBT club,
Black History celebrations,
Boss Lady and Thought for
the Week encourage student
reflection on student’s
outlook on life and to
contribute to charitable
organisations.

•

RSHE tracker allows staff to
monitor RSHE provision for
all students and to ensure
that CHSFG meet Statutory
guidelines.

•

Student evaluation before
and after I-heart sessions to
show development of
resilience. Reduced
incidents recorded in
bullying log.

•

RSHE and SMSC gridmaker
to track. Students thrive in
their learning (lesson
observations and student
voice).

•

Guidance mediation meeting
records show reflection and
reformation.

•

Students willingly patriciate
in mediations and
restorative justice meetings
with peers and staff.

•

Student Voice and
observation to show
different viewpoints have
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Provision for the moral
development of pupils:
•

Use of restorative
justice, crime and
consequence sessions
with guidance team and
police liaison if
necessary, so that
students understand
the consequences of
their actions.

•

Police assemblies on
key issues e.g. Money
Mules/ County Lines

•

Key speakers e.g. Sue
Graham (drugs) to
provide insight into the
consequences of
making the wrong
choices

•

British Values focus
week will teach
acceptance of and
engagement with the
fundamental British
values of democracy,
the rule of law,
individual liberty and
mutual respect and
tolerance of those with
different faiths and
beliefs. Thought for the
week and PSHE scheme
on the British Political
System will also embed
understanding of British
Values.

been discussed in class
within a structured
framework.
•

Student voice shows that
students develop how to
reflect on key ethical issues

•

Evaluation of International
Day shows students have
enjoyed and learnt from
activities.

•

Sims reports show
behaviour/safety is
consistently good.
Discrimination tracker shows
discrimination is dealt with
and students are able to
learn from their incidents or
disputes.

•

Students are engaged and
interested in local national
politics as shown through
student voice and lesson
observation.

•

Students are exposed to a
range of cultures weekly, are
interested in and are
encouraged to discuss these.

•

Lesson observation and
evaluation of whole school
elections. Student voting in
PSHE and during Hustings
process in the upper school
will show students how
democracy works.

Provision for the cultural
development of pupils:
•

International Day
provides activities such
as African drumming,
Indian fashion show,
aboriginal art and
African History. This
will foster
understanding and
appreciation of the

High participation in extracurricular activities from
students of all backgrounds.
Lesson observation and
student voice will show
student’s commitment to the
universal moral code.
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wide range of cultural
influences that have
shaped student’s own
heritage and that of
others.
•

Thought for the week
focus on ‘The Golden
Rule’ will give students
the ability to recognise,
and value, the things
we share in common
across cultural,
religious, ethnic and
socio-economic
communities

•

Year 10 and Year 12
PSHE scheme on the
British Political System
will teach knowledge of
Britain’s democratic
parliamentary system
and its central role in
shaping our history and
values, and in
continuing to develop
Britain. Students will
meet and ask questions
to local MP Bob Neill.

•

Whole school elections
will mirror national
elections and issues
such as Brexit covered
in Thought for the
Week.

•

Thought for the week,
with its emphasis on
multi-faith religious
festivals and cultural
celebrations will
encourage interest in
exploring, improving
understanding of and
showing respect for
different faiths and
cultural diversity.

•

Form rooms will display
role models from
diverse religious, ethnic
and socio-economic
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groups in the local,
national and global
communities. Also
displays to reflect role
models who are LGBT
and disabled. Michelle
Moore (athlete and
motivational speaker)
of dual heritage to work
with key groups of
students to raise
aspirations.
•

Whole school elections,
PSHE units on the
British Political System
and Thought for the
Week on politics and
Brexit will develop
responsible, respectful
and active citizens who
are able to play their
part and become
actively involved in
public life as

•

Student’s
understanding of the
fundamental British
values of democracy,
individual liberty, the
rule of law and mutual
respect and tolerance
will be nurtured by
Enhancement Activities
such as Diversity Day
and Holocaust Day.
Thought for the Week
will reflect British
Values and link these to
the values of the
school. British Values
Focus Week will
reinforce prior learning
on British Values.
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Curriculum Implementation for PSD/SMSC at CHSFG Yrs 7-13, 2020-21

Year
Group

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

Term 5

Global
Citizenship
L1 Global
Citizenship
L2 Plastic
pollution
L3 Ethical
finance

Term 6

7

Transition Being
L1
Healthy
Introductio L1 Healthy
n to PSD
me
L2
L2 Puberty
Transition
to
secondary

Being
Healthy
L3
Pubertyperiods
L4
Personal
hygiene

Being
Healthy
L5 Body
image and
obesity
L6 Energy
drinks

8

Future
success

Future
success

Crime and Crossing
Society
the line

L1
Confidence
&
achievement
L2
Communicati
on

L3 SMART
targets
(COMP
ROOM
NEEDED)
L4
Enterprise &
entrepreneu
r

Crime
and
Society

L3 County
Lines
L1
L4 Consent
Criminal
responsibil
ity
L2 Cyber
Crime

L1
Cyberbullying
L2 Sexting

L3 Peer Pressure
L4 Self Esteem

Keeping
healthy

Keeping
healthy

Mental
Health

Mental
Health

Risky
Behaviour

Human rights
and respect
L1 Human rights
L2 Respect

9

10

Global
Citizenship
L4 Sending aid
L5 Carbon
footprint

Team
Building

Crossing the
line

Team
Building
Camp

L1 Smoking L3 Drug
& vaping
awareness
L2 Alcohol
L4
Cannabis,
spice and
shisha

L1 Stress
L4 body
L2
image
Anxiety
L5 Self
L3
esteem
Mental
health

L1 Personal
Safety
L2 Risk
Taking

The
British
Political
System and
Democracy
L1 –
House of
Commons
and Lords
L2- Voting

Drugs
L1 –
Drugs
overview
L2Drugs and
the Law
L3 –
Why
people
take
drugs
L4 –
Risks of

Relationshi Exams
ps and sex
L1. Motivation
L2.Exam
L3
preparation and
Pornograph wellbeing
y
L3. Techniques
L4 Healthy into practice
online
relationship
s

The
British
Political
System and
Democracy
L1 –New
Laws
L2 –
Accountabil
ity of
governmen
t and
getting
involved

Relationshi
ps and sex
L1What is
a healthy
relationship
?
L2 How to
recognise
abuse

Additional
e.g.
Enhanceme
nt

Your Choice
Your Voice
(Keep Safe)
Relationships
and sex

MP visit
Sue Graham
Drugs
speaker
Police
Assemblies –
Knife Crime
and
Consent/
Sexual
Violence
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drug
taking

11

Careers and
Curriculum
Vitaes
L1 –
Careers
Intro
L2 – CVs

Careers and
Curriculum
Vitae
L2 –
Interview
skills
L3 –
Whats in a
job

Wellbeing
L1 –
Revision
Techniqu
es

Diversity
Enhancemen
t Day (LGBT,
women,
disability)
Careers
speaker –
Aspirations,
Universities
and
Apprenticesh
ips

Exam
Season
Preparation
L1Revision
techniques
L2 –
Building a
revision
timetable

Careers fair
(Enhanceme
nt Day)
Police
Assembly Radicalisatio
n

12 (1)
Advanced
2020/20 Study Skills
21
L1 - How
to Study
L2 - Time
Manageme
nt and
Prioritisatio
n

Healthy
Managin
Relationshi g Money
ps
L1 L1 Money
Healthy
Skills 1
relationship L2 s
Managing
Skills 2

Leadership
L1 Leadership
(Student
Head Team)

Politics

UCAS/Employm
ent

L1 -Politics
L1 – University
/Apprentices
L2 – How to
apply to
University
L3 – Writing
your personal
statement

Employabilit
y and
apprenticesh
ip
conference
University
and
apprenticesh
ip fair
Careers
speaker –
Aspirations,
Apprenticesh
ips
University
speakers –
university
and student
finance
Sexual
Health Talk
from
Bromley
Health
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Care
Driver Safety
Police
Assembly
Rewards
trips
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